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We examine the dynamics of nanoscale bridge resonators fabricated from SOI

wafers. When illuminated within an interference field, resonators are seen to

self-oscillate due to feedback between heating and displacement. They are

driven in high vacuum and their motion transduced with laser interferometry.

Analysis of Maxwell’s equations indicates that laser heating is not confined to

the resonator’s top surface. A finite element model is built to study thermo-

mechanical coupling. Analysis shows that feedback is strongest in barely post-

buckled beams, leading to low power self-oscillation. A theoretical model is

built starting with the continuum description of the temperature and displace-

ment fields and a Galerkin projection is used to obtain a set of coupled ordinary

differential equations. These equations are analyzed using numerical contin-

uation and perturbation theory. Analysis of the model suggests that a Hopf

bifurcation leads to limit cycle oscillations and that multiple stable limit cycles

may be possible due to periodicity in the interference field. The threshold power

for self-oscillation as well as the amplitude, frequency, and frequency noise are

measured experimentally. Measured amplitude-frequency relationships verify

the predicted softening/hardening nature of first and second mode vibrations

in pre- and post-buckled beams. Experimental results suggest that frequency

noise in self-oscillating beams is due to instability in the power of the laser

drive. Fluctuations in the laser power result in fluctuations of the resonant fre-

quency via the power-amplitude-frequency relationship. Self-resonant beams



are also driven inertially and regions of sub- and superharmonic entrainment

are measured, where the resonator response frequency is a whole multiple or

sub-multiple of the drive frequency.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction and Motivation

Made possible by mature technologies for micro-fabrication developed for the

electronics industry, over the last few decades researchers have begun fabricat-

ing micro-scale devices whose operating principle is mechanical [12, 69, 72, 128],

optical [87], magnetic [89], thermal [122] or even relying on coupled-fields

[99, 113]. Shifting attention away from silicon’s electrical properties to it’s me-

chanical properties [95] has enabled the design of accelerometers [62], pres-

sure sensors [62], switches [102], micro-mirror displays [109], mass detectors

[127, 53, 137, 135], clocks [69], filters [72], as well as other microelectromechan-

ical systems (MEMS). MEMS devices may be co-fabricated with drive and de-

tection circuitry, since they are fabricated using the same techniques as micro-

processors. In addition, their small size (∼ 10−6m) allows for low cost batch-

fabrication and packaging.

Resonant MEMS devices have been of particular interest due to their appli-

cation to resonant sensing and signal processing. In resonant sensing, the fre-

quency of oscillation of the MEMS device carries information about the quantity

of interest. Such applications rely on the sharply peaked, high frequency reso-

nance curves possible in lightly damped small devices. Due to silicon’s low ma-

terial damping, devices such as the double-paddle oscillator have demonstrated

mechanical quality factors as high as Q = 5 × 107 at cryogenic temperatures

[115], and cantilevers with frequencies reaching into the low GHz range have

been fabricated by shrinking the device dimensions to the nanoscale [73]. Low
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damping, and coupling of electro-mechanical, or opto-mechanical fields has re-

sulted in novel inherently non-linear effects such as parametric amplification

[143, 112], self-oscillation [7], and amplitude-frequency relationships, making

MEMS a rich test bed for experimental nonlinear dynamics.

In order to induce vibrations, MEMS devices are often excited electrostati-

cally [3], piezoelectrically [36], magnetically [114], optically [66, 55, 54, 35], or

thermoresistively [103] with an externally modulated input signal. However,

such methods require an independent, highly stable periodic drive signal and

may require additional conductive layers on the resonator surface which in-

crease damping and broaden the resonant peak. It has been shown that illu-

minating an optically thin MEMS device within a laser interference field may

lead to self-oscillations, termed limit cycle oscillations (LCOs), in the absence

of any external periodic forcing. These large amplitude vibrations only occur

when the unmodulated laser power is above a critical value [7]. Thus interfer-

ometric transduction can drive self-oscillation without needing an independent

periodic drive signal nor additional device layers, making it a promising tech-

nique for enabling low cost sensing and signal processing applications. Such

applications however, require devices with highly stable, possibly tunable fre-

quencies. MEMS oscillators transduced in this way have shown a high level

of frequency noise [142] which could be problematic to their adoption in such

applications.

Naturally occurring feedback oscillations have also been observed to occur

due to thermo-mechanical feedback in satellites [124] as well as due to aeroelas-

tic feedback in airplanes [26, 25], and hydrodynamic bearings [83], phenomena

which are referred to as “thermal-flutter,” “aeroelastic-flutter,” and “oil-whip”
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respectively. Limit cycle oscillation has also recently been proposed as an en-

ergy harvesting technique for thermal-flutter [90] and aeroelastic-flutter [14, 27].

Feedback oscillations have also been produced in MEMS using active electro-

static [37, 36] or optical [141] feedback to drive self-oscillation.

The first portion of this dissertation is organized around three experimen-

tal studies, spread out over two chapters. After fabricating singly-supported

(cantilever) and doubly-supported (bridge) MEMS devices, and building an ex-

perimental apparatus to drive and detection their motion, we:

• Excited noisy LCOs by illuminating them within a laser interference field

in “Transition to Limit Cycle Oscillation”

• Tuned the limit cycle frequency by varying the laser power in “Frequency

Tuning”

• Stabilized the limit cycle frequency using an external drive in “Entrain-

ment”

The final Chapter, 4, is devoted to understanding the causes of limit cycle oscil-

lation in our devices, and the far from equilibrium dynamics.

In the remainder of this chapter we broadly present the theoretical under-

pinnings relevant to each experimental study and review past work in the area.

First, we give an overview of the theory of limit cycles, and discuss past work

measuring and modeling their onset in optically actuated devices. We also dis-

cuss what our motivation for this work was. We give a brief outline of our exper-

imental results specific to the transition to LCO and our modeling conclusion.

Next we give an overview of nonlinear oscillations, and how nonlinearities lead

to frequency tuning in our MEMS devices when the laser power is changed. We
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also discuss prior efforts to tune the frequency of MEMS devices, and how tun-

ability in our devices leads to frequency noise. Finally, we discuss the theory of

entrainment of limit cycles, and how it is used to tune and stabilize noisy LCOs

in our devices.

Chapter 2 gives specific details on how our beams were fabricated, as well as

material and geometric parameters relating to devices fabricated. Experimental

results for each of the three studies are presented and discussed in Chapter 3.

Chapter 4 is devoted to theoretical analysis and modeling of limit cycle oscilla-

tions.

This dissertation is intended to be a written record of research performed,

but also as a guidebook for future researchers working the experimental setup

used. As such, copious details on device fabrication as well as setup procedures

and care is given in Chapter 2 in the hope that it will streamline the work of

future students in the lab.

1.2 Background - Transition to Limit Cycle Oscillation, Model-

ing and Analysis

Langdon and Dowe [67] first demonstrated interferometrically transduced self-

oscillation in a MEMS device. They showed that an optically thin aluminized

polyester beam suspended over a reflective substrate sets up a Fabry-Pérot in-

terferometer which couples absorption in the beam to deflection of it. If illumi-

nated with a continuous wave (CW) unmodulated laser, the beam bent statically

for low laser power, but for high enough power (P > PHop f ) the beam began to
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Figure 1.1: Diagram of basic experimental setup used to excite LCOs and
measure their motion. The absorption contrast, γ for zero initial
displacement is change in absorption per unit of beam deflec-
tion.

self-oscillate1.

Oscillation of the device through the interference field also modulates the

intensity of reflected light which may be measured and analyzed to determine

the motion [67, 117, 17]. Although researchers use different specific experimen-

tal setups, in a typical experiment, samples are mounted in a vacuum chamber

to reduce viscous damping, and a CW laser is focused perpendicularly on the

center of the beam. The reflected signal is measured with a high speed photo-

diode and analyzed on a spectrum analyzer (see Figure 1.1). Such experiments

[46, 7] have shown the existence of hysteresis: i.e. once the laser power reaches

PHop f and the device begins to self-oscillate, it will continue to oscillate as the

laser power is reduced until a lower power PS NBC < PHop f at which point the

vibration ceases 2.
1In the terminology of dynamical systems, a “Hopf bifurcation” is a type of transition from

steady state to periodic motion, and is the phenomenon responsible for the term used for the
critical power, PHop f . This terminology is that of Zalalutdinov et al. [144], not that of Langdon
and Dowe.

2Once again the terminology comes from dynamical systems - here Saddle Node Bifurcation
of Cycles, where a stable and unstable limit cycle coalesce or divide. This bifurcation is some-
times referred to as a fold of limit cycles due to its shape on a bifurcation diagram.
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Two laser systems have also been employed where one high power laser

is used to drive, and a second low power laser is used to measure oscillations

[98, 35, 46]. The measuring laser may also be introduced at an oblique angle

and collected in a position sensitive photodiode to determine displacement of

the device from deflection of the laser [21]. Such devices are often optically thin

and the interferometer is formed between the device and underlying substrate.

In addition, devices have been coated with thin layers of reflective material and

illuminated with a laser introduced via an optical fiber or through a partially

transparent mirror such that the interferometer is set up between the device

and the fibre free end or mirror [67, 118, 46]. This setup allows for additional

modification of the optical cavity by displacing the fiber/mirror. Stokes et al.

[117] show that when varying the cavity length, the amplitude of oscillation is

periodic in roughly λ
2 . Hane et al. [46] later confirmed this, and further showed

that the amplitude of oscillation is limited to λ
2 .

Theories of optically transduced self-oscillation credit the feedback between

device displacement and optical absorption/reflection for causing oscillations,

however differing claims exist about the mechanism by which changes to the ab-

sorption/reflection are coupled to device displacement. Various authors have

claimed that electronic stress, radiation pressure, or photothermal stress alone

matter, with some claiming that many of these effects compete in the same de-

vice. Significant work on the mechanism of optical activation exists in the field

of optically driven oscillation, where the excitation laser is externally modu-

lated. This work is reviewed below along with models and analysis of when

unmodulated illumination can lead to self-oscillation.
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For beams made from semiconducting materials, electronic stress may be

an important consideration. When ionizing radiation strikes a semiconductor,

generation of electron-hole pairs creates electronic stress. Stearns et al. first

examined this effect in doped silicon, calculating that the electronic strain was

2.6 times greater and of opposite sign than photothermal stress in his p-doped

silicon samples excited with an Argon laser (λ = 514 nm) [116]. Prak et al. per-

formed similar experiments with similar results [98]. Pitcher et al. studied the

effects of surface coatings on the amplitude of vibration of boron doped silicon

resonators driven with an intensity modulated laser at wavelength λ = 850 nm,

suggesting that electronic stress caused a nonlinear relationship between thick-

ness of surface coating and vibration amplitude [96]. Limited work exists on

undoped silicon. Datskos et al. studied undoped silicon cantilevers with a thin

aluminum coating using diode lasers with λ = 780 nm and λ = 1300 nm [21].

They calculate that when their devices are excited at λ = 780 nm the electronic

stress is 3.7 times larger than photothermal stress. They also show that electronic

stress acts much faster than thermal effects, and in general depends on the free

charge carrier density (i.e. doping), and wavelength of excitation. They suggest

that excitation with photon energies above the bandgap (i.e. wavelengths be-

low λ < 1100 nm for Si) are dominated by electronic stress, and energies below

the bandgap (i.e. λ > 1100 nm for Si) are dominated by photothermal stress.

However, Lammerink et al. have studied optically driven silicon beams with

and without surface coatings, and found no indication of electronic stress [66].

For high finesse optical cavities with highly reflective beams, radiation pres-

sure has been shown to dominate. Dorsel et al. first observed bi-stability in

a MEMS beam forming a Fabry-Pérot interferometer in 1983, attributing it to
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spatially periodic radiation pressure caused by periodicity in the interference

field. In 1996, in the same issue of the journal Nature, Arcizet et al. [4] and Gi-

gan et al. [43] fabricated MEMS devices for negative feedback using radiation

pressure in order to demonstrate cooling due to feedback damping. In order to

avoid absorption in the beam highly reflective coatings (R ≥ 99%) were applied

to the beam surface. Gigan et al. suggested that 50-70% of the forcing in their

devices was due to radiation pressure and the rest was photothermal, while Ar-

cizet et al. suggest that all of the forcing in their devices was due to radiation

pressure. We note that Metzger et al. had previously demonstrated feedback

cooling and attributed it to photothermal effects [79]. Later Pruessner et al. fab-

ricated MEMS beams for in-plane deflection, excited via an on-chip wave guide.

Distributed Bragg reflectors were used to create sharply peaked transmission

spectra [99], i.e. high optical finesse. Experimental results indicate the presence

of both radiation pressure and photothermal forces. The use of waveguides,

and transverse illumination of toroidal resonators has also been demonstrated

in [61, 105, 105, 71], where coupling between optical and mechanical modes is

observed.

It is also worth mentioning the work of Zook et al. [56] who fabricated

enclosed optically thin microbeams suspended above embedded photodiodes.

Movement of the beam through the interference field modulated the amount

of light absorbed on the photodiode below, causing a changing charge concen-

tration, thus inducing an electrostatic force which drove deflection. This novel

scheme results in the lowest threshold power for self-oscillation known to this

author of 1µW, which is an order of magnitude less than the second lowest of

' 10µW measured by Kippenberg et al. [61].
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Unless devices are doped to increase electronic stress, or surface coated for

high reflectivity to reduce absorption and promote radiation pressure, pho-

tothermal effects have been shown to dominate. Early work focused on beams

with partially transparent thin metal coatings on their top surface. Such coatings

increased the reflectivity needed to detect device motion, though not by enough

to eliminate absorption. Coatings also confined absorption heating to the device

top surface allowing for through thickness gradients (see Sections 4.4 and 4.5).

If the coating is thick enough to add structural rigidity, these through thickness

thermal gradients are amplified by differing coefficients of thermal expansion

(i.e. the “bi-metallic effect”) to drive deformation. Unfortunately, coatings also

add material damping.

Langdon and Dowe [67] studied thick (25-50µm) beams with thin (50nm)

surface coatings of aluminum. They assume that the laser power is absorbed

near the top surface of the beam causing vertical thermal gradients through-

out the beam and deflection due to resultant bending moments. The feedback

gain, they claim, is equal to the product of three quantities: the laser power, the

beam displacement per unit laser power, and the change in laser transmission

percentage per unit displacement. The feedback gain, they suggest, must be

greater than one to ensure self-oscillation.

Churenkov [19] considered the case where surface coatings are thick enough

to add mechanical rigidity and assumed that bending moments in such beams

were due to the bi-metallic effect. He then uses energy methods to derive for-

mulae for the minimum power needed for self-oscillation. Hane assumes, like

Langdon and Dowe, that optical coatings are thin and derives a formula for

the beam dynamics which explains both the threshold laser power for self-
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oscillation, and the saturation of vibration amplitude at λ
2 [45].

However, neither Churenkov’s, Hane’s, nor Langdon and Dowe’s analyses

are applicable to the uncoated optically thin beams studied in [7, 144]. For un-

coated beams there is no bi-metallic effect. For optically thin beams, absorp-

tion occurs throughout the beam thickness (see Section 4.4) and the combination

of high aspect ratios and high thermal conductivity ensures negligible vertical

thermal gradients in the beam (see Section 4.1). In addition, energy methods

cannot capture hysteresis loops which are experimentally observed [7].

Further work was done by Kozel et al., who assumed that the interference

cavity was tuned such that the beam was at a peak in the reflection/absorption

[63]. In such a case, movement through the interference field at the beams natu-

ral frequency, fo, produced a temperature modulation at 2 fo, which he assumes

drives self-oscillation through parametric amplification. A condition for self-

oscillation is derived using energy methods. Note that although parametric

amplification could sustain self-oscillations, it could not be responsible for the

instability that gives rise to self-oscillation (a local phenomenon). In order for

displacement at fo to produce temperature modulation at 2 fo, the beam must

move through a peak in the interference field. Thus in order for parametric

forcing to cause an instability which leads to self-oscillation, the initial beam

deflection has to be exactly at a peak in the reflection/absorption, or thermal

noise has to be large enough to drive the beam through the peak.

Others have assumed periodic surface heating of doubly- and singly-

supported beams, solved for the temperature distribution, and analyzed de-

flection due to thermal stress waves. Fatah studied thermally thin doubly-

supported beams, and related their out-of-plane deflection to their average tem-
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perature increase by assuming that the device bends into a shallow arch, and

setting the strain to due change in length equal to the thermal strain due to

heating [35]. Lammerink et al. studied singly supported beams, relating out-of-

plane deflection to through thickness temperature gradients in the device [66].

Finally, Ilic et al. used finite element analysis (FEA) to show that deformation

in cantilevers is confined to a small region near the anchor support [55, 54]. Fa-

tah and Ilic then give an amplitude of driven oscillation in doubly- and singly

supported beams respectively, which is directly proportional to the amplitude

of the modulated laser power. However, these analyses of externally modulated

optical drive fail to capture the essential property of LCOs - that oscillation be-

gins only after the unmodulated laser power reaches a threshold value.

Other observations of self-oscillation have been reported with little model-

ing or analysis of the onset. Stokes et al. observed self-oscillation in gold coated

silicon dioxide resonators and attributed it to photothermal effects though no

model or analysis was given [118, 117]. Later work by Zalalutdinov et al.

showed self-oscillation in CW laser illuminated disks [145]. Self-oscillation was

also demonstrated in domes using positive feedback to feed the measured dis-

placement back into the laser drive power with a variable phase lag [141]. Work

by Sekaric et al. demonstrated increases to quality factors for CW laser illumi-

nated paddle oscillators operating in air, as well as self oscillation at high laser

powers [112].

Many parameter models built around the absorption induced thermal stress

which display hysteresis have been used to accurately predict threshold pow-

ers for self oscillation in specific devices of various geometries such as disks,

domes, paddles and beams [7, 144, 145, 45]. These models show that the thresh-
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old power for self-oscillation in MEMS devices depends on the direct feedback

between static heating and displacement, yet it is unclear in general what mech-

anism causes the displacement. In addition, model parameters have not been

systematically studied, nor tied to the physical mechanisms underlying defor-

mation. Such analysis would support design questions such as - How does one

construct a MEMS resonator to have a low threshold power for self-oscillation?

In order to better understand the causes of optically transduced LCO, and

build better models to predict its onset, we focus our attention on simple beams.

In this dissertation, we fabricate singly- and doubly-supported beams and mea-

sure the critical power for self oscillation (Section 3.1). Results show that lo-

cation within the interference field is important in determining whether feed-

back inhibits or enables self-oscillation. In Chapter 4 the mechanism behind

thermo-mechanical coupling is studied in detail. Analysis of the absorption,

reflection and transmission of monochromatic light from a thin film stack in-

dicates that laser heating is not confined to the top surface. The finite element

method (FEM) is used to show that deflection due to heating comes from a com-

bination of thermal gradients and compressive stresses at the beam’s support.

Finally, we present an almost parameter free model which suggests that barely

post-buckled beams should have the lowest threshold power for self-oscillation.

Numerical continuation of the model equation suggests the presence of multi-

ple stable limit cycles, periodically spaced in amplitude due to periodicity in the

interference field.
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1.3 Background - Frequency Tuning

Applications such as filtering may require long term frequency stability, or short

term frequency control. In spite of fabrication process control the frequency be-

tween nominally identical resonators on a single wafer will vary. Temperature

fluctuations during use may cause short term frequency fluctuations [126], and

ageing or surface contamination of devices [94] can lead to permanent frequency

offsets. For this reason, significant attention has been drawn to tuning of MEMS

resonant frequencies after fabrication.

Techniques to irreversibly modify devices post-release include laser trim-

ming [41], ion milling [123], and laser annealing [6], though simple techniques

to induce non-permanent frequency shifts are particularly desirable. A number

of such techniques have been proposed and may be categorized as techniques

which :

• Introduce membrane (i.e. in-plane) tension or compression in the device

• Introduce an electrostatic linear stiffness of variable magnitude

• Introduce an electrostatic bias which shifts the steady state configuration

and changes the local curvature of the energy potential (i.e. stiffness)

The first technique is applicable to all devices supporting membrane stress

regardless of the actuation technique. The second two techniques are specific

to electrostatically driven MEMS. Below, we give an overview of frequency

tuning through membrane stress, applicable to the doubly-supported MEMS

beams we studied. We describe the effects of membrane stress, give equations

of motion, and define terms such as “linear frequency/stiffness” and “nonlinear
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frequency/stiffness” which are used in later sections. Finally, we review prior

work in frequency tuning of MEMS, including electrostatic techniques, and give

an overview of our results.

Theory: Linear Oscillations

Though deformation in beams are described by partial differential equations

(PDEs) governed by continuum mechanics, various types of model reduction

are often used to obtain approximate equations. Most often, one assumes small

displacement and rotation to obtain the linear (PDEs) of Euler-Bernoulli beam

theory valid for small deformation of slender beams [42]. Further simplifica-

tion may be obtained by assuming first mode vibration, and using the Galerkin

or Rayleigh-Ritz method to minimize the projection error [65]. This process

reduces the governing PDE to an ordinary differential equation (ODE) on the

centerline displacement, x, (see Figure 1.1). The resulting equation is that of a

simple harmonic oscillator:

mẍ + cẋ + kx = 0 (1.1)

where the modal mass, m, modal stiffness, k, and damping constant, c, depend

on beam geometry, boundary conditions, and damping model. A forcing term,

F cos (ωdt), may be included on the right-hand side for modeling driven oscilla-

tion.

The free oscillation of (1.1) is described by a damped sinusoid decaying in-

side an exponential envelope with time constant τ =
Q
π f , where f = 2π

√
k
m is the

resonant frequency, and Q is the quality factor3. The quality factor is obtained

3No distinction is made between the damped and undamped frequency since Q >> 1 is an
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experimentally from Q ' f
∆ f , where ∆ f is the frequency interval between points

on the resonance curve where the amplitude is down by 1
√

2
from its maximum

value (see Figure 1.2). Note that the principle of superposition holds for equa-

tion (1.1), s.t. if A1 cos (ωt) and A2 cos (ωt) are solutions then (A1 + A2) cos (ωt) is

also a solution. Thus, amplitude is independent of frequency.

Theory: Nonlinear Stiffness and Nonlinear Oscillations

Equation (1.1) is valid for small deformation of slender beams, and neglects

the effects of non-linearities such as shear deformation, rotary inertia, warping,

static deformation, etc. which are important for large deformation or high vi-

bration modes. A good overview of nonlinear beam theories may be found in

the dissertation of Malatkar [76]. Other notable works on large amplitude vi-

brations of, or stress effects on doubly-supported beams include those by Eisley

[29, 28], Evensen [30], Atluri [5], Bouwstra et al. [11], Nayfeh et al. [84], and

Lestari et al. [70].

For devices supporting in-plane tension, midplane stretching is the dom-

inant source of non-linearity [140] which may be accounted for using Timo-

shenko beam theory [129, 130, 39]. Including the effect of midplane stretching,

neglecting damping, and non-dimensionalizing time we get [29]:

ẍ + k
(
1 −

σ

σb

)
x + k3x3 = 0; k, k3 > 0 (1.2)

where the total stiffness depends on the unstressed linear stiffness, k, ratio of the

compressive stress, σ, to the buckling load, σb, and includes a nonlinear term,

k3x3. See Section 4.3 for a detailed derivation.

appropriate assumption for the devices we study.
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Assuming that the beam is unbuckled (i.e. σ < σb) then xeq = 0 is the only

equilibrium solution to (1.2) and is a stable equilibrium. The “linear stiffness”

or the slope of tangent to the load curve at x = xeq = 0 is simply the coefficient

on x, k
(
1 − σ

σb

)
, and the (cubic) “nonlinear stiffness” is k3. For small amplitude

oscillations the nonlinear stiffness term may be ignored leading to a “linear fre-

quency” (i.e. frequency of small oscillation), coming from the linear stiffness.

For a doubly-supported beam with no pre-stress, the amplitude of oscillation

at which non-linear effects become important is Acrit ≈
2t√

0.528Q(1−ν)2
where t is

the beam thickness, Q the quality factor, and ν the Poisson’s ratio [128]. Note

that there are differing treatments of the critical amplitude by Kaajakari et al.

[59] and Postma et al. [97]. At large amplitudes, the k3x3 term adds stiffness

to the system (since k3 > 0), increasing the frequency of oscillation (see Figure

1.2). This phenomenon is termed an amplitude-frequency relationship, and the

curve in frequency-amplitude space which describes it is termed the backbone

curve [101]. This amplitude dependent frequency of oscillation we term the

“nonlinear frequency.” When the frequency increases with amplitude (k3 > 0)

the oscillator called “amplitude hardening,” while opposite (k3 < 0) is termed

“amplitude softening.”

Assuming that the beam is buckled (i.e. σ > σb), then x = 0 is no longer a

stable equilibrium solution, and the beam will be in one of two buckled states,

xeq = ±xb. A change of variables x̃ = x−xb is then used to pull the equilibrium so-

lution back to zero [28]. Mixed terms in the expansion of the cubic nonlinearity

produce a quadratic nonlinearity:

¨̃x + c1(σ,σb)x̃ + c2 x̃2 + c3 x̃3 = 0; c1, c2, c3 > 0 (1.3)
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Figure 1.2: Load curve (left) and resonance curves (right) for the cubically
nonlinear oscillator mẍ + kx + k3x3 = 0. The thick lines on the
right are the backbone curves - i.e. relationship between ampli-
tude and frequency in the absence of forcing or damping. Note
that in the linear model, amplitude-frequency relationship is
vertical as suggested by the superposition principal. The thin-
ner lines show resonant responses for a fixed damping level
with varying levels of forcing. Note that for the nonlinear os-
cillators (k3 , 0), at decreasing drive amplitudes the resonant
response is increasingly linear. The width of the linear resonant
curve ∆ f , used to calculate Q is also indicated.

A quadratic non-linearity breaks the symmetry, and leads to amplitude soften-

ing regardless of the sign of c2 [51, 80]. Competition or collaboration between

quadratic softening and cubic hardening or softening exists in oscillators hav-

ing both quadratic and cubic nonlinearities. The linear stiffness, here denoted

c1, is zero at the buckling load and increases monotonically with compressive

stress thereafter [11]. See Appendix B for a detailed discussion of amplitude-

softening/hardening, and linear frequency of oscillation as it relates to stress

levels in doubly-supported beams.
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Literature Review

Thornton et al. first demonstrated that changes in ambient temperature

would tune the frequency of MEMS bridges in 1986 [125, 126, 117]. Zook et

al. later used tension to deliberately tune the linear frequency of a MEMS beam

in 1991 [148], bending the chip on which devices were fabricated to add stress

in the device layer [119]. Others have locally heated beams to induce thermal

stress and modify the stiffness via the temperature dependent Young’s modu-

lus, giving tunings of up to 10% [88, 104, 58, 108]. Zhang et al. demonstrated

< 1% tunability in optically driven (i.e. externally modulated) MEMS beams by

changing the median laser power [146].

Stress has also been induced electrostatically [138, 147] giving frequency

shifts up to 98% in specially designed resonators. Electrostatic devices have

been tuned using “fringing field actuators” [3], or for parallel plate actuators

by increase the DC bias to change the gap, making use of the 1
x2 force law

[138, 64]. Comb-drive resonators have been tuned by fabrication of an addi-

tional tuning comb whose overlap varies with displacement due to linearly var-

ied finger lengths [68], or out-of-plane steps [82]. A DC bias voltage across these

combs creates an electrical linear stiffness in proportion to the applied bias volt-

age. One author has even suggested using pull-in as a means to increase the

resonant-frequency [60], though does not account for contact forces which typi-

cally make pull-in irreversible.

Finally, we note the work done to tune nonlinearity in MEMS resonators.

Yao et al. first demonstrated that increasing the DC bias of an electrostatically

driven resonator could change a resonator from hardening to softening [138].

Kozinsky et al. later demonstrated the same [64], attributing the change to com-
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petition between the intrinsic mechanical hardening and the electrostatic soft-

ening. DeMartini et al. also demonstrated linear and nonlinear tuning in para-

metrically excited MEMS [22] by varying the DC bias and modulation depth.

Lastly, Adams et al. demonstrated independent tuning of linear and nonlinear

stiffness with two “fringing field actuators” [2].

In this dissertation, we examine frequency tuning of optically self-excited

oscillators. Increasing the laser power past PHop f is seen to increase the lin-

ear resonant frequency through added compressive thermal stresses. At the

same time, the resulting increase in amplitude of oscillations adds nonlinear

frequency tuning for doubly-supported resonators. The competition between

these two effects results in a wide range of tuning relationships and also maps

laser power instability into frequency jitter (see [132] for a treatment of nonlin-

earity and frequency noise in optical MEMS). Singly-supported devices which

do not support membrane stress show little tunability and low jitter.

It is expected that nonlinear effects in optically transduced MEMS will be-

come more important as the push for high frequency devices shrinks device

dimensions and places more emphasis on devices supporting membrane stress.

As devices become smaller, the λ
2 amplitude saturation of optically transduced

LCOs (see Section 1.2) will become an increasingly large proportion of device

thickness and length, making large amplitude effects increasingly relevant.

1.4 Background - Frequency Entrainment

When an LC oscillator operating with frequency, fLCO, is externally driven with

harmonic signal AD cos (2π fDt), having drive frequency, fD, and drive amplitude,
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AD, the type of response depends on the strength of forcing and frequency de-

tuning, fD − fLCO. For low drive amplitudes with drive frequencies well sepa-

rated from fLCO, the oscillator is unaffected by the drive. The frequency content

of the motion is mostly at fLCO with a small component at fD. For high drive am-

plitudes at frequencies close to fLCO, the frequency of the limit cycle is shifted

to respond only at fD [86, 101]. The limit cycle is then said to be 1:1 entrained

or locked, where 1:1 indicates the drive:response frequency ratio. Entrainment

may also occur when the drive frequency is near an integer multiple or demul-

tiple (fraction) of the limit cycle frequency, i.e. n:1 subharmonic entrainment at

fD ≈ n × fLCO or 1:n superharmonic entrainment at fD ≈
1
n × fLCO, where n is an

integer 4 [86, 101]. To illustrate, if fD = 0.33 MHz and fLCO = 1 MHz, then for AD

great enough, the limit cycle will be 1:3 superharmonically entrained to respond

at 0.99 MHz. Similarly, if fD = 3.03 MHz and fLCO = 1 MHz, then for AD great

enough, the limit cycle will be 3:1 subharmonically entrained to respond at 1.01

MHz. The phenomenon of entrainment is also referred to as “phase-locking”

since when entrained the phase of the response is locked to the phase of the

drive.

Typical analysis of entrainment indicates the presence of sharply defined

V-shaped regions of entrainment in fD − AD parameter space emanating from

( fLCO, 0) [101]. In this picture, for a fixed ( fD, AD) we are either inside the V

and the limit cycle is entrained or we are outside the V and the limit cycle is

not entrained. In addition, no matter how small the drive amplitude, AD, we

can choose a drive frequency, fD, sufficiently close to fLCO in order to guarantee

locking.

4The term “primary” entrainment is sometimes used to distinguish 1:1 entrainment from
sub- or superharmonic entrainment
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Figure 1.3: Sketch of fD − AD parameter space for typical entrainment sce-
nario.

Observation of subharmonic entrainment in an electrical circuit led Van der

Pol to call the phenomenon ”frequency demultiplication” since the limit cycle

response was at a demultiple, or fraction of the drive frequency [134]. Van der

Pol studied entrainment of limit cycle oscillators exhibiting relaxation oscilla-

tion, characterized by a slow asymptotic behavior followed by a sudden jump

[101]. He demonstrated subharmonic entrainment up to 200:1, with results pub-

lished up to 40:1 [134].

Zalalutdinov et al. demonstrated 1:1 and 2:1 entrainment in a MEMS pillar

[142], illustrating how entrainment could be used to reduce the frequency noise5

of a LCO from ∆ f
f ∼ 10−3 to that of the highly stable drive with ∆ f

f ∼ 10−9. Inertial

drive was used to obtain 1:1 entrainment, and 2:1 entrainment was obtained by

amplitude modulation of the CW laser power at a frequency near 2 fLCO (i.e.

parametric forcing). Higher order subharmonic entrainment was not seen, nor

5Frequency noise in the system is seen as sporadic motion of the resonant peak. ∆ f in this
context is the expected deviation in a set of multiple measurements of the frequency, and is
unrelated to the width of the resonant peak used in calculating the quality factor.
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was superharmonic entrainment.

Feng et al. demonstrated 1:2 superharmonic entrainment in a piezoelectric

system - beams with first mode frequencies separated by a factor of roughly two

were co-fabricated on top of individual piezoelectric actuators with a mechani-

cal web connecting the beams [36]. Self-oscillation was established in the higher

frequency beam ( fLCO ∼ 296 kHz) by feeding the measured displacement into

the drive. The neighboring beam was then driven near it’s resonant frequency

( fR ∼ 145 kHz). Entrainment was seen with drive frequencies in the range of

147.6 to 147.7 kHz.

Shim et al. demonstrated sub- and superharmonic resonance6 in mechani-

cally coupled MEMS beams [114]. Two doubly-supported beams with roughly

equal length were co-fabricated with a shorter beam coupling them at their mid-

line. One beam was driven magnetomotively and the displacement of the other

beam measured. Superharmonic resonance was measured up to 1:7 in addition

to other resonances 7. Unlike the work of Van der Pol [134], Zalalutdinov [142],

and Feng [36], Shim et al. do not investigate a self-oscillating system.

Analysis has also been performed by Pandey et al. [91], who built a thermo-

mechanical model of the devices studied in [142]. Direct numerical integration

of the model was shown to accurately predict the measured regions of entrain-

ment. A slow-flow analysis is presented in [92] and the effects of parametric

versus direct forcing are explored in [93].

6Sub- and superharmonic “resonance” is a response at the resonant frequency due to forcing
at an integer multiple or fraction of it.

7Note Shim et al. reference the drive frequency with respect to the response frequency, and
thus refer to forcing of the beam at a frequency below it’s natural frequency as ”subharmonic
driving”. We adopt the opposite convention in order to be consistent with prior usage [134, 101,
86, 47]. They also refer to their results as frequency entrainment. We reserve the use of the work
”entrainment” to refer to self-resonant systems in order to be consistent with the same authors
cited above.
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In this dissertation we examine entrainment as a means to stabilize a noisy

limit cycle and tune it’s frequency. We show that for noisy limit cycle oscillators,

entrainment is a inherently statistical phenomenon. For low forcing amplitudes,

the limit cycle is seen to transition in and out of entrainment, and a minimum

strength of forcing is required to obtain persistent “strong” locking. We examine

hysteresis in the region of locking as a function of the operating point on the

backbone curve, showing that hysteresis is most prominent at the base of the

backbone curve. Finally, we examine sub- and superharmonic entrainment in

doubly-supported and singly-supported beams. Superharmonic entrainment

of orders from 1:2 to 1:7 and subharmonic entrainment of 2:1 and 3:1 are seen

a doubly-supported beam, while no sub- or superharmonic entrainment is seen

in singly-supported beams. Results suggest that the strength of the nonlinearity

is responsible for enabling high order sub- and superharmonic entrainment.
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CHAPTER 2

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURES

2.1 Device Fabrication

Previous work [7, 144] had shown that a large negative absorption contrast (see

Figure 1.1) leads to low power self-oscillation. Thus, silicon-on-insulator (SOI)

wafers were selected with device and oxide thickness chosen in order to op-

timize the absorption contrast, γ. Analysis of several commercially available

wafers was performed using the code presented in [111] and optical parameters

listed in Section 2.2.1 to model reflection, transmission and absorption from a

thin film stack. The nominal wafer device layer thickness was used as the beam

thickness, the buffered oxide layer thickness as the undeflected gap to substrate,

and the wafer handle was modeled as semi-infinite.

Ultimately, SOITECH UNIBOND G6P-060-01 150mm wafers were ordered

which had a nominally 205nm thick (100) Si device layer, 400nm thick SiO2 oxide

layer and 525µm thick Si handle. The computed absorption as a function of de-

flection is shown in Figure 1.1, and has zero deflection absorption of α = 0.0399

and an absorption contrast of γ = −5.06 × 10−5 1
nm . Note that final devices ended

up having differing values of α, γ, due to device thinning in the release step,

and stress related initial deformations discussed in subsequent sections. In ad-

dition, variation in the initial device layer thickness and oxide layer thickness

was present. The batch of wafers from which we ordered had quoted specifi-

cations of 205.9 and 399.2 nm for the device and oxide layer thickness with 6σ

variation of 16.7 and 2.2 nm respectively.
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Figure 2.1: Picture of chip mounted to piezo drive (see Section 2.4.1).

Due to the cost and size of these wafers, we chipped them into 1
4”× 3

4” pieces

before processing (see Figure 2.1). A protective coating of SPR 955 photoresist

(PR) was spun onto the topside of a wafer which was then chipped using a

KS 7100 dicing saw. The long side of the chips was oriented along the wafer

flat in order to enable later alignment of beams to Si crystallographic planes -

see Figure 2.2 for a sketch of the chip and beam orientation. After dicing we

noticed that the protective coating had peeled off in areas due to poor adhesion.

However, no damage to the device layer was visible during inspection. Finally,

the protective coating was stripped from chips in a hot bath to prepare them for

lithographic fabrication.

Due to our relatively large feature size, we elected to use photolithography

as opposed to electron-beam lithography to define our devices. We selected 5×

projection lithography with a GCA 6300 DSW stepper due to its high depth of

focus. Our design process required a single 6” mask which was written using
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Figure 2.2: Sketch of orientation of chip with respect to wafer, beams with
respect to chip, and most importantly beams with respect to Si
crystal directions.

a Mann PG3600 pattern generator. Early chips were fabricated from a mask

having doubly-supported and singly-supported beams fabricated side-by side.

However due to the possibility of mode coupling, and the beams’ close prox-

imity with respect to the laser spot size, it was difficult to analyze the motion

of single beams fabricated from that mask. A second mask was generated with

larger inter-device separation, and all data presented here comes from devices

made with the second mask.

Resist uniformity was a challenge when working with small pieces and re-

sulted in low yield. Several different resists, spin speeds, and spin times were

tested in order to maximize uniformity in the resist thickness. Resist thickness

was measured at 15 points on a single chip using the FilMetrics F40 optical mea-

surement system (see Section 2.2 for details). Best uniformity was obtained us-

ing P20 to promote adhesion, followed by Shipley 1813 resist spun for 30 sec at
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Figure 2.3: Optical microscopy image of 35µm long singly-supported and
40µm long doubly-supported devices.

3000 RPM, and finally soft-baking for 60 sec at 115◦C. This process resulted in a

PR thickness of 1425±60 nm which was thick enough to withstand later etching.

Even with this level of uniformity, the variation in thickness is greater than the

40-50 nm peak-trough distance in the dosage swing curve.

Small pieces also introduced challenges to photolithography. In order to

expose chips in the stepper, a plastic sheet was cut to fit the vacuum chuck and

a small hole cut in the appropriate location for the chip. The mask was aligned

to the long edge of the chip, and then shifted up before exposing. In this way

we could align our devices to the chip with an error of ∆θ < 0.1◦. Including

misalignment during dicing we expect total alignment errors of our beams to
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the Si crystallographic planes of < 1◦. After exposure, chips were post-exposure

baked for 60 sec at 115◦C, and then developed in 300MIF for 60 sec.

An Oxford 81 plasma etcher was used to etch through the device layer, and

part of the way through the underlaying oxide. A CF4 process was used with

30 sccm flow rate at 40 mTorr pressure and 150 W power, for ∼ 8 min. Wet

chemistry was used for the final release. Early chips were released using 6:1

Buffered Oxide Etch (BOE), which resulted in an unexpected ∼ 20 nm thinning

of devices due to a slow, but measurable Si etch rate of ∼ 0.95 nm
min and a long

total etch time of ∼ 16 minutes. Final chips were released using a 1:1 volume

solution of water and 49% HF in water resulting in a ∼ 3:1 solution of H20:HF.

This chemistry gave a slower Si etch rate and faster SiO2 etch rate, resulting

in less device thinning. Device layer thickness was measured before and after

release (see Section 2.2).

After release, chips were transferred to a container with 100% water, which

was mostly dispensed and slowly refilled for 2 minutes to gently rinse the chip

while keeping devices submerged. We observed the formation of small bubbles

in the patterned area which may have contributed to stiction issues. Chips were

then rinsed:

• Once in 3:1 H2O:methanol

• Once in 1:1 H2O:methanol

• Once in 1:3 H2O:methanol

• Twice in 100% methanol

Finally, chips were transferred to the Tousimis Autosamdri 815-B for critical

point drying. Stiction remained a significant problem for longer devices in spite
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of critical point drying. Mild agitation during release and rinse seemed to be

correlated with higher yield, though it is not clear if the impact was direct. In

spite of best practices most 30µm and longer devices were stuck.

2.2 Device Characterization

2.2.1 Device Thickness and Material Properties

In addition to inspection using optical microscopy, several tools were used for

metrology at various stages of the lithographic process. Of particular impor-

tance was the evaluation of device thickness which is critical in determining

device frequency, buckling stress, and optical properties. This section describes

the characterization of device thickness, and lists material properties used in

subsequent analyses.

Validation of initial wafer film thickness was performed on a Woollam spec-

troscopic ellipsometer. Four points on the wafer were scanned starting at the

wafer center and moving out towards the wafer flat with 1.5 cm spacing be-

tween points. The wafer was scanned at a 75◦ incident angle with wavelengths

from 170 nm to 250 nm in 10 nm increments. Analysis of the reflected light was

used to determine layer thicknesses, and results were within the specifications

given by SOITECH.

Chip level thickness characterization was performed using the FilMetrics

F40 optical measurement system. A film stack model was built using an Si han-

dle and 399.2nm SiO2 oxide layer followed by a Si device layer and SiO2 native
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oxide layer. Since the manufacturer’s specifications for variation in oxide layer

thickness were much smaller than the variation in device layer thickness, the

oxide layer thickness was fixed in the model, and the device layer and native

oxide thicknesses were used as two fitting parameters. FilMetrics only analyses

normally incident light and is less accurate than the ellipsometer. In addition,

measured device layer thicknesses were consistently 2-3 nm lower than both

the manufacturer’s specs and the measured ellipsometer data from an undiced

wafer. This systematic error is likely due to differences between actual mate-

rial optical properties and textbook values. Better results would be obtained

by measuring the optical properties of our films directly using the ellipsometer,

and using those properties in the FilMetrics analysis. In addition, film thickness

is expected to vary according to location on the wafer. No effort was made to

track a chip’s original location from within a wafer, information which could

have been useful.

Chip # Pre-etch Post-etch Beam Thickness Gap-to-Substrate
0 202.1 nm 183.4 nm 174.0 nm 408.5 nm
I 201.6 nm 200.8 nm 200.4 nm 399.6 nm
II 203.5 nm 199.6 nm 197.6 nm 401.1 nm

Table 2.1: Table of measured device layer thickness pre- and post-etch, and
calculated final beam thickness and gap-to-substrate. BOE was
used during the release etch of the first chip resulting in sub-
stantial device thinning.

Measurements of the pre- and post-etch device layer thicknesses on each

chip were used to calculate final beam thickness. The silicon device layer was

etched during the final release, at a very slow by measurable rate. Sections of

unreleased device layer should only experience topside etching whereas beams

should experience topside and partial bottom-side etching during the release

process. In order to account for bottom-side etching, a material loss factor of 1.5
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ρ ν E αT k c nrn ncn

Material [ kg
m3 ] [GPa] [K−1] [ W

m∗K ] [ J
kg∗K ]

S i 2420 0.279 130 2.5 × 10−6 170 712 3.882 0.019
S iO2 2200 0.17 70 0.5 × 10−6 1.38 1120 N/A N/A

Table 2.2: Material properties used in analyses. Listed from left to right
are the density (ρ), Poisson ratio (ν), Young’s modulus (E), coef-
ficient of thermal expansion (αT ), thermal conductivity (k), spe-
cific heat capacity (c), real part of the refractive index (nrn), and
imaginary part (ncn). We use the convention ñ = nrn + incn for the
refractive index to avoid ambiguity.

was used for the device thickness, and a gain factor of 0.5 added to the gap-to-

substrate. Pre- and post-etch device layer thickness as well as calculated beam

thickness and gap to substrate are given in Table 2.1. Since measured device

thinning was only slightly larger than the expected accuracy of the thickness

measurement, significant error is expected.

Material properties of the Si device layer and SiO2 oxide layer used in sub-

sequent analyses are presented in Table 2.2. Although Si is an orthotropic mate-

rial, our devices are oriented along the crystal symmetry planes allowing for an

isotropic analysis [50]. The Young’s modulus given is E100, the modulus in the

direction of bending. FEM analysis using orthotropic material constants with

correct device orientation agreed with our isotropic analysis.

2.2.2 Undercutting and Effective Length

Isotropic etchants used in the final release etch away the anchor support in ad-

dition to releasing the beam. This undercutting provides a thin webbing around

the beam which reduces the beam’s stiffness (see Figure 2.4). The relative stiff-
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Figure 2.4: Optical image (left) of nominally 10 µm long beam illustrat-
ing undercutting, along with finite element model of the beam
(right). Rounding at the far corners was not included do to its
negligible change to beam stiffness. Ten node tetrahedra are
used in meshing (Solid 187).

ness reduction is most pronounced in shorter beams where the undercutting

is a significant fraction of the total length and also in doubly-supported beams

where undercutting occurs at two supports.

Undercutting, uc, width, w, and length, Lmeas were measured for a doubly

and singly supported device of each length on Chip I1. Optical blurring limited

measurement precision to ± 0.35µm. The average undercutting was uc = 1.75µm,

and average width was w = 2.64µm. We define the effective length, Le f f , as the

length of a beam with no undercutting which would have the same resonant fre-

quency as the actual undercut beam (ignoring stress effects in doubly-supported

beams). In order to calculate Le f f , we built a finite element model of the device

1Singly-supported 40 µm long devices were not studied since all devices of that length and
support were stuck on Chip I.
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layer using the measured length and including undercutting (see Figure 2.4). A

zero-displacement boundary condition was applied around the perimeter. We

used thickness and material properties from Section 2.2.1. The first mode fre-

quency, fo, was computed using a modal analysis, and compared to theoretical

first mode frequencies given as follows [131]:

fo =
k2

ot
2πL2

√
E

12ρ
, (2.1)

where ko = 1.875 for a singly-supported beam (i.e. clamped-free) and ko = 4.730

for a doubly-supported beam (i.e. clamped-clamped). We then solved equa-

tion 2.1 for the length, L, that would give a theoretical frequency matching the

ANSYS calculated fo. Results are given in Table 2.3 for singly-supported beams

and in Table 2.4 for doubly-supported beams2. An ANSYS modal analysis was

also performed on models with no undercutting, and calculated frequencies

matched theoretical predictions.

Measured resonant frequencies of singly-supported beams matched pre-

dicted frequencies well. In doubly-supported beams, pre-stress and imper-

fection caused measured frequencies to differ from the FEM calculated (un-

stressed) resonant frequencies used to calculate Le f f . This should not affect the

validity of our calculation of Le f f , which is used to estimate buckling loads and

determine buckling parameters in later modeling work. In spite of out best ef-

forts to control the fabrication process, variation exists between devices on the

same chip and between chips, thus effective lengths are approximate.

2Results given are calculated for Chip I, but used for all other chips released using the same
chemistry. Devices on Chip 0 were uniquely thin due to BOE etching, and additionally had
more undercutting than Chip I. Effective lengths of doubly-supported devices of lengths 7-25
µm from Chip 0 were analyzed to be 9.11, 12.02, 16.90, 21.84, and 26.84 µm.
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Singly-Supported
Lnom Lmeas [µm] fo [MHz] Le f f [µm] fr [MHz], Chip I fr [MHz], Chip II
7 [µm] 7.21 4.50 7.26 4.60 4.42
10 [µm] 10.38 2.19 10.41 2.36 2.23
15 [µm] 15.41 0.998 15.42 0.998 1.01
20 [µm] 20.66 0.556 20.66 0.590 0.582
25 [µm] 25.60 0.362 25.60 0.385 0.371
30 [µm] 30.77 0.251 30.77 0.265 0.260
35 [µm] 35.92 0.184 35.92 0.199 0.193

Table 2.3: Table of device nominal length, Lnom, measured length, Lmeas,
FEM calculated unstressed frequency, fo, effective length, Le f f ,
and measured resonant frequency, fr, for singly-supported de-
vices. Measured lengths are from Chip I, and resonant frequen-
cies are measured at low drive, low laser power. Beams nomi-
nally 40 µm were almost all stuck. Finite element modeling in-
cludes uc = 1.75µm of undercutting.

Doubly-Supported
Lnom Lmeas [µm] fo [MHz] Le f f [µm] fr [MHz], Chip I fr [MHz], Chip II
7 [µm] 7.73 21.97 8.29 20.5 N/A
10 [µm] 10.59 12.30 11.08 12.0 9.85
15 [µm] 15.78 5.76 16.46 5.38 5.30
20 [µm] 21.04 3.29 21.42 3.53 3.65
25 [µm] 26.1 2.16 26.46 2.90 2.89
30 [µm] 31.12 1.53 31.46 2.31 2.36
35 [µm] 36.4 1.12 36.73 1.89 1.97
40 [µm] 41.44 0.901 41.53 1.63 1.70

Table 2.4: Table of device nominal length, Lnom, measured length, Lmeas,
FEM calculated unstressed frequency, fo, effective length, Le f f ,
and measured resonant frequency, fr, for doubly-supported de-
vices. Measured lengths are from Chip I, and resonant frequen-
cies are measured at low drive, low laser power. Finite element
modeling includes uc = 1.75µm of undercutting.

2.2.3 Stress, Imperfection Level and Initial Deflection

Out-of-plane displacement in released devices could be seen in optical images

as color changes across the length of a beam or in tilted scanning electron mi-
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25 µm

Figure 2.5: SEM image (left) and optical image (right) of devices made
using initial mask. The sample is tilted in the SEM image,
and slight out-of-plane displacement in longer beams is visi-
ble. Color variation across beams is visible in the optical image
due to interferometric effects.

croscopy (SEM) images as deflection (see Figure 2.5). These out-of-plane dis-

placements were caused by residual stress and stress gradients in our SOI de-

vice layer, in addition to possible surface effects in released devices. Measured

displacements were small fractions of the beam length but were large in compar-

ison to the period of the interference field (λ2 ≈316 nm), dramatically changing

the photothermal feedback. In addition, the initial arching of doubly-supported

beams and compressive stress across their length shifted their linear resonant

frequency, and introduced geometric nonlinearities, leading to an amplitude

frequency relationship. Accurate measurement of initial stress level and defor-

mation was thus necessary and is described below.

Wafers ordered from SOITECH came with no available specifications on

stress levels, nor were any available from company representatives. Tradition-

ally, compressive stress in thin films is characterized using wafer surface cur-

vature methods [38], or measurement of buckling length of fabricated devices

[44]. The first method requires initial curvature measurements before films are

grown/evaporated, and was not expected to yield sufficient precision anyway
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for the film thicknesses present in our wafers. Thus, the second approach was

employed. The theoretical formula for the buckling load, σb, of a clamped-

clamped beam of length L is [42]:

σb =
π2Et2

3L2 (2.2)

where E is the Young’s modulus, t the device thickness, and L the device length.

Thus the pre-stress is bracketed by the buckling load of the shortest buckled

beam and longest unbuckled beam. Furthermore, since the buckling load de-

pends on beam thickness, our chemically thinned beams give more information

about the stress level.

Several techniques were available to determine if an individual beam was

buckled. SEM imaging at an oblique angle clearly indicated that longer devices

had out of plane deflections, though could not provide a clear threshold length

for buckling. Optical inspection gave clearer results about the out-of-plane de-

flection. In addition to inspection of their initial configuration, devices were

driven under vacuum to determine their non-linear behavior. Pre-buckled de-

vices are expected to be amplitude-hardening, and post-buckled beams to be

amplitude-softening (see Section 1.3 and Appendix B). Results are given in Ta-

ble 2.5. Optical inspection and dynamic testing are qualitative in nature and

not entirely consistent possibly due to imperfections in the anchor support and

residual stress gradients which cause pre-buckling deformation. Optical inspec-

tion gave results closer to stress levels suggested by SOITECH, and thus was

used to determine buckling.

The actual stress level in the device layer is bracketed by the buckling stress
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of the longest unbuckled and shortest buckled beams. Analysis of Chip I gives a

range in pre-stress of 37.5 - 63.5 MPa and analysis of Chip 0 gives a range of 45.4

- 89.7 MPa, with the intersection being 45.4 - 63.5 MPa. Thus if we do not account

for imperfection and assume that stress levels are uniform across and chips then we

estimate a compressive pre-stress of σ =55±10 MPa in our devices.

Chip I, t=200.4 nm
Length Nonlinearity Behavior Optical Inspection σb

7 [µm] Hardening Consistent Color 250 MPa
10 [µm] Hardening Consistent Color 140 MPa
15 [µm] Softening Consistent Color 63.5 MPa
20 [µm] Softening Variation in Color 37.5 MPa
25 [µm] Softening Variation in Color 24.6 MPa

Chip 0, t=174 nm
Length Nonlinearity Behavior Optical Inspection σb

7 [µm] N/A Consistent Color 156 MPa
10 [µm] N/A Consistent Color 89.7 MPa
15 [µm] N/A Variation in Color 45.4 MPa
20 [µm] N/A Variation in Color 27.2 MPa
25 [µm] N/A Variation in Color 18.0 MPa

Table 2.5: Results of optical and dynamic testing of doubly-supported de-
vices from Chips 0 and I, as well as buckling stress calculated
using equation 2.2. Dynamic results are not available for Chip
0, since it was re-etched before testing in order to release pad-
dle oscillators not discussed in this dissertation. Devices longer
than 25 µm all display softening and variation in color.

More accurate results may be obtained by measuring a beam’s initial out-of-

plane deflection. Later acquisition of a Zygo 7300 optical profilometer3 made

this measurement possible. Using this data, we could accurately calculate the

location within the interference field of different spots on beams, in addition to

estimate both stress and imperfection levels in doubly-supported beams.

Profiles of singly-supported beams were not consistent between chips, or
3Contact profilometers had previously been available, but in general cannot be used to image

thin free-standing devices.
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Figure 2.6: Initial deflection of 30µm long singly-supported beam from
Chip II. Note the break in the y-axis, and jump in displacement
at the right between the topside of the beam at the tip and the
substrate below.

even between different beams of the same length on the same chip. They were

typically curved up at the anchor point indicating the presence of stress gradi-

ents in the device layer [32]. Tip deflections were seen to be as high as ∼1 µm.

Occasionally, they were also curved back down across the length. Simple beam

theory analysis shows that this deflection was not the result of gravity, and is

likely due to surface effects. See Figure 2.6 for a representative profile.

Profiles of doubly-supported beams were slightly different between chips,

but had little variation within chips4. Even the shortest beams showed slight

out-of-plane deflection away from the substrate, consistent with the presence

of “imperfection buckling.” The midline deflection of doubly supported beams

from Chips I and II are given in Table 2.6, and a representative profile may be

seen in Figure 2.7.

4Less than 10 nm variation within a chip is seen in the midline displacement of doubly-
supported beams with the same length.
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Figure 2.7: Initial deflection of a 40µm long doubly-supported beam from
Chip II illustrating buckling.

Using our measured midline deflections, we are able to simultaneously esti-

mate the stress and imperfection level in our devices. Several authors including

Luo et al. [75], Nayfeh et al. [85], and Chen et al. [18] have proposed models

for determining stress levels in (micro-)beams from their post-buckled configu-

rations. We follow the presentation by Fang et al. [31, 34, 33] who deal explic-

itly with imperfection levels, and present data in support of their model. Their

Length Midline Deflection
Chip I Chip II

7 [µm] 37 nm 48 nm
10 [µm] 54 nm 69 nm
15 [µm] 97 nm 120 nm
20 [µm] 158 nm 176 nm
25 [µm] 204 nm 222 nm
30 [µm] 252 nm 263 nm
35 [µm] 286 nm 304 nm
40 [µm] 323 nm 339 nm

Table 2.6: Midline deflection of doubly-supported beams from Chips I and
II measured using optical profilometry.
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model is briefly described below along with the process used to determine stress

and imperfection levels based on measured out-of-plane deflections.

There are many causes of imperfection in microbeams including residual

stress gradients in the device layer, fabrication defects, asymmetry of the an-

chor supports, and initial shape imperfections. Fang et al. lump together all

sources of imperfection and model them as an initial shape imperfection in the

first buckling [31, 34]. They assume that the amplitude of initial deformation is

proportional to the length with non-dimensional constant of proportionality5,

γimp. Finally, they use non-linear beam theory to derive the following algebraic

equation which relates the midline deflection, wmax, to the stress, σ, and imper-

fection level, γimp:

w3
max +

(
16

I
A
− 4

L2σ

π2E
− γ2

impL2
)
wmax − 16

I
A
γimpL = 0 (2.3)

where I is the area moment of inertia, A is the cross-sectional area, and E is

the Young’s modulus. We use the method of least squares to solve for (σ, γimp)

which minimizes the error in predicted midline deflections. For beams from

Chip I we get (σ = 16 MPa, γimp = 0.0051), and for Chip II we get (σ = 11 MPa,

γimp = 0.0066)6.

5Not to be confused with the absorption contrast, γ.
6We note that the model is “sloppy” [13], and thus there is a direction in σ-γimp in which

the fitting error does not change significantly in the neighborhood of the best fit. Future work
may include measurement of the device frequency to help differentiate displacement due to
imperfection and displacement due to compressive stress.
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2.3 Experimental Setup

Laser interferometry was used to drive and detect beam motion in a way similar

to that described by Carr et al. [17]. Details of similar experimental setups are

available in the dissertations of Aubin [8] and Wang [136]. Below we describe

the vacuum, optical, and electrical components of our experimental setup. See

Figure 2.9 for a diagram of the vacuum system, and Figure 2.8 for a labeled

picture. In subsequent sections, we give details on experimental procedures.

The chip containing devices of interest is mounted on a piezo-drive disk

(Radio Shack 273-073A Piezo Transducer), leveled, and loaded into the vacuum

chamber for testing. The sample holder is bolted to the inside top face of the

vacuum cube using vented screws. The bottom face of the vacuum cube con-

sists of a custom viewport through which devices are illuminated, having a 1.4”

diameter 0.13” thick Corning HPFS 7980 fused silica window with ∼ 87% trans-

mission at λ = 633 nm (MPF Products). The whole vacuum system is designed

using 2.75” conflat flanges with copper gaskets for ultra high vacuum (UHV)

operation. Two BNC electrical feedthroughs are welded into the custom top

face for electrical access to the piezo drive.

Vacuum levels are monitored using an MKS 999 multi-sensor transducer

thermally isolated from the view cube with a 5.5” stand-off tube to allow high

temperature bake-out of the vacuum cube (200◦C), in spite of the limited (85◦C)

bake-out temperature of the sensor. The vacuum chamber is isolated from the

high vacuum pump using a pneumatic gate valve (Kurt Lesker - SG0150PVCF),

and from the roughing pump using a pneumatic angle valve (Kurt Lesker -

SA0150MVCF). An MKS PDR 900 controller attached the vacuum sensor man-
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Figure 2.8: Image of experimental setup. Optical and electrical compo-
nents are not visible.

ages the vacuum valves to ensure pump isolation in the event of a chamber leak.

Finally, a Swagelok shut-off valve (Kurt Lesker SS-4H-TW) is mounted on the

view cube and used to vent the system before opening it. Rough vacuum (∼ 10−3

mbar) is obtained using a cryogenic sorption pump (MDC part # SP-1500), and

high vacuum (∼ 10−7 mbar) is achieved using a Varian Vaclon Plus 20 Starcell

ion pump.

Optical excitation is accomplished with a Spectra Physics SP 106-1 Helium-

Neon (HeNe) laser with continuous wave (CW) operation and nominally 20

mW output in TEM00 mode. Cross-polarizing optics (Newport 05LP-Vis-B and

05P009AR.14 linear polarizers in MT-RS rotation stages), are used to attenuate

the laser power. The beam is aligned to the microscope using two beam steering

mirrors and divergence is corrected using a beam expander with adjustable off-

set second mirror (Newport KPX082 and KPX096 lenses with 50.2 and 113 mm

focal lengths respectively). The combination of a polarizing beamsplitter cube

(Newport - 05BC16PC.4) aligned with the incoming polarized light and quarter-
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Figure 2.9: Diagram of experiment setup including vacuum, optical and
electrical components.

wave plate (Newport - 05RP14-24) between the cube and microscope allows us

to separate incoming light from reflected light based on its polarization angle.

Light is focused onto the sample using a Nikon Eclipse TE-2000U inverted

microscope with 50× Nikon CFI Plan EPI ELWD objective. Microscope inter-

nal optics provide an additional 1.5× magnification for 75× total. Light coming

from the laser travels straight through the polarizing beam splitter, through the

quarter wave plate, and is focused onto ∼ 5 µm diameter spot on the sample

by the microscope. Reflected light travels back through the quarter wave plate,

is diverted by the beam splitter, and is focused onto a ac-coupled photodiode

(Newport 818-BB-21A). The frequency content of the photodiode signal is ana-

lyzed on an Agilent E4402-B spectrum analyzer (with option 1DN). The entire
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vacuum and optical system is installed on an optical table with Newport XL-

A pneumatic isolators for vibration control. Our vacuum system is designed

such that it has no moving parts during operation and thus does not introduce

vibrations on the optical table.

2.4 Experimental Procedures

2.4.1 Loading Chip and Operating Vacuum

Prior work has shown that micro-device quality factor degrades over time [49],

and so devices are loaded and tested as soon as they are released. High purity

indium (Alfa Aesar # 14720) is used as a low temperature solder to bond chips

to the piezo-drive element. Double-sided tape has been used in similar setups,

though it will outgas during vacuum operation. Indium bonds moderately well

with the silicon chips and has a melting temperature low enough (157◦C) that

neither piezo depolarization, nor device annealing are expected to occur during

bonding. Slivers of indium are cut using a razor, and placed under the four

corners of a chip on top of the piezo disk. The disk is then placed on a hotplate

heated to ∼ 160 − 170◦C for bonding.

Once the chip is bonded to the piezo disk, the disk is lightly clamped at its

edge in our sample holder. We measure the height at all four corners of the chip

using a linear variable differential transformer (LVDT). Unlike calipers or dial

indicators, the pressure applied by the light weight of its ferromagnetic core

does not bend the piezo disk or de-bond the chip. Using the custom holder’s

three fine threaded and spring tensioned adjustment screws, the chip height and
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tilt are set to positioning the chip within 2 mm of bottom face of the vacuum

cube, and leveling to within 0.01◦. The vacuum cube top face with attached

sample holder, piezo disk, and chip is then bolted back into the vacuum cube.

Rough vacuum is attained using the sorption pump. Once the chamber pres-

sure reaches 5 × 10−3 mbar, the high vacuum ion pump is turned on, and angle

valve closed to isolate the chamber from the roughing pump. After chamber

pressure stabilizes at < 10−6 mbar, the pressure transducer’s ion gauge is turned

off in order to preclude possible device damage due to ionizing radiation. The

pressure is then read from the ion pump’s current-pressure relationship.

Alignment of the optical system proceeds in two steps. Initially, the mi-

croscope is aligned to the grid of optical table and clamped in place using L-

brackets. The laser height is adjusted to be level with the center of the micro-

scope port and in the plane of the optical table. The beam expander is intro-

duced into the optical path before any beam steering mirrors, and the position

of the second focusing lens set such that the outgoing beam has no visible diver-

gence. The laser beam is then aligned using the steering mirrors to be centered

in and orthogonal to the microscope port. This rough alignment procedure is

only performed once, while the following fine alignment procedure is carried

out every time devices are loaded. First, the laser power is attenuated using

the cross-polarizers and the devices are imaged with a microscope integrated

camera (Spot Idea - ID2920). The microscope objective and multiplier intended

for data collection are selected. Beam steering mirrors are adjusted such that the

imaged diffraction pattern is symmetric, and its center does not change when

the microscope is de-focused. Laser spot size is further reduced, by moving

the second lens of the beam expander giving the laser beam a slight negative
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divergence.

When taking into account measured internal losses in the microscope, mea-

sured loss in the viewport, and calculated geometric loss due to the spot size

being larger than the beam width, approximately 35% of the power entering

the microscope makes it onto the sample. The power entering the microscope is

measured using a Thorlabs S120B optical detector and calibrated to polarization

angle of the first polarizer. Accounting for microscope losses, we then calibrate

the power on sample to the angle of the first polarizer. In this way we can de-

termine the power on sample without blocking the beam path with our optical

detector to measure it directly. This allows us to measure hysteresis effects.

2.4.2 Procedures - Transition to Limit Cycle Oscillation

In order to examine the transition to limit cycle oscillation, devices were illu-

minated at low laser power. The laser spot location was established using the

microscope camera, and the image de-focused slightly to maximize the mea-

sured resonant peak in the return signal. If thermal noise vibrations were not

discernable in the device under test with the intended laser power and spot

location, then the device was driven inertially with the piezo disk. The drive

amplitude was kept low enough that the resonant response while sweeping up

matched the response while sweeping down, i.e. the resonator response was

in the linear regime. The laser power was then increased in small increments

until the amplitude of response was seen to jump dramatically. A total of 100

sweeps were recorded at each laser power in order to allow for post-collection

averaging and statistical analysis. When applicable, oscilloscope traces of the
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response were also recorded.

For each sweep, the quality factor, Q, resonant frequency, f , and signal

amplitude, speak, were determined by curve fitting the resonant response to a

Lorentz function shifted up to account for noise and/or dark current [78]. See

Figure 2.10 for an illustration of the curve fitting. The signal amplitude was

converted to amplitude of oscillation using the process outlined in Section 2.4.5.

Below the laser power threshold for LCO, frequency noise was small in com-

parison to the resonant width and thus there was little difference between (a)

fitting each sweep to obtain Qi and averaging the results or (b) averaging the

sweeps and fitting the average to obtain Q.
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The spectrum analyzer’s Resolution BandWidth (RBW) set a upper limit

to the detectable quality factor of

Qmax = 2
f

RBW
, (2.4)

where f is the resonant frequency7. For driven oscillations, the resolution band-

width of the spectrum analyzer is limited to RBW ≥1 kHz, and for un-driven

oscillations, the lowest available RBW is 10 Hz. We define frequency jitter to

be the standard deviation of the measured resonant frequency across the 100

sweeps8.

2.4.3 Procedures - Frequency Tuning

Once the laser power is increased beyond PHop f , a sharp transition to large am-

plitude vibrations is seen. In order to check for hysteresis, the laser power is

then reduced until the point at which the amplitude of oscillation decreases

back to its lower level. Instability in the laser power and limited rotation pre-

cision of the linear polarizer limits our control of the laser power to ±4 µW at

1000µW. As with the case for pre-Hopf thermal noise or driven vibrations, 100

successive sweeps of the resonant response were recorded at each laser power.

In addition, 10 successive sweeps of the first 3 harmonics were recorded. Post-

Hopf amplitudes of oscillation were typically large enough that the photodiode

response signal was visible on an oscilloscope. When applicable, traces of the

7Non-linear ringdown is an interesting alternative to measurement of the width of the reso-
nant peak for determining quality factor in non-linear oscillations [20].

8This measure is roughly equal to the Allan deviation at a single observation time. We are
unable to achieve zero dead time between samples.
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response were recorded.

The amplitude of oscillation was once again analyzed using the methods

describe in Section 2.4.5. For large amplitude vibration, since the frequency

content of the return signal was shifted mostly into the harmonics (see Section

2.4.5), the device resonant frequency was determined by dividing the frequency

of the 2nd harmonic by 2. Quality factor was not measured since it has no mean-

ing in the context of self-oscillation.

2.4.4 Procedures - Frequency Entrainment

In order to demonstrate entrainment in our devices, a chip is loaded into the

vacuum chamber, and the chamber is pumped down to ≤ 10−6mbar. A CW

unmodulated laser is focused to a spot on the device of interest, and the laser

power is increased past the onset of limit cycle oscillations (see Sections 3.1 and

3.2). With the device self-oscillating at limit cycle frequency fLCO, it is then iner-

tially driven at drive frequency, fD, using the piezo drive9. When the limit cycle

is entrained, its frequency will be shifted to match the drive frequency, or a mul-

tiple/fraction thereof, and the response and drive will be phase-locked. When

not entrained, the response will be quasi-periodic with fLCO and fD frequency

components, and the response and drive phases will drift. Frequency matching

and phase locking form the conceptual basis for our measurement of entrain-

ment. For more background on the phenomenon of entrainment, see Section

1.4.

In this section, we outline three different experimental procedures for mea-

9Note that fLCO is the limit cycle frequency in the absence of any inertial forcing.
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suring entrainment in our devices. The methods differ as to the source for gen-

erating the drive signal and the tool for determining the frequency content of

the response signal. For each method, the data collected is whether or not en-

trainment is present at each point in time as system parameters are varied.

Filtered Sweep:

The first method employed was to use the spectrum analyzer as the source

for the drive signal, and as the tool for examining the frequency content of the

response. When set into Source Mode, the spectrum analyzer outputs a swept

sine wave which we fed through the high frequency amplifier, and applied to

the piezo element used to drive the device. The response signal from the photo-

diode is connected to the input of the spectrum analyzer (Figure 2.11), which fil-

ters the input response signal (i.e. device motion) at the output drive frequency.

In other words, a narrow band-pass filter is applied to the return signal, whose

pass frequency matches the drive frequency.

When the limit cycle is entrained, ( fresponse = fdrive), the response signal passes

through the filter, and a high amplitude signal is measured. When entrain-

ment is lost, ( fresponse , fdrive), the response signal is filtered out, and a low

amplitude signal is measured. Thus, when using the spectrum analyzer as

the source to study 1:1 entrainment, the measured response is a plateau whose

end points show the frequency at which locking begins and is lost (see Figure

2.12). The sweep rate of the drive signal is determined by the Sweep Time and

Frequency Span settings of the spectrum analyzer. By default, the drive fre-

quency is swept up from low to high frequency. Sweep down is achieved by

selecting a negative Center Frequency.
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Figure 2.11: Diagram of setup configurations used to measure entrain-
ment.

Since trace data can be saved, and scripts used to help automate the process

of picking the endpoints of plateaus, this procedure allows for precise and auto-

mated measurement of the frequencies at which entrainment begins and is lost,

and is used for measuring statistics of entrainment for weak forcing. The source

power is also recorded, converted to peak-to-peak voltage across the piezo with

a measured calibration factor, and used as a measure of the drive amplitude,

AD. The spectrum analyzer’s minimum Resolution BandWidth (pass filter)

is RBW ≥ 1kHz when in Source Mode, limiting the measurable width of the

region of entrainment to ∆ fmin ≈ 2 kHz. For very low forcing amplitudes care

must be taken in differentiating a narrow plateau indicating a small region of

entrainment from a sharp resonant peak which would be present even in the

absence of inertial forcing.
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Unfiltered Sweep:

Since the band-pass filter used by the spectrum analyzer in Source Mode

is centered at the drive frequency, we cannot use filtered sweeps to study sub-

harmonic or superharmonic entrainment since the response frequency is at an

integer multiple or fraction of the drive frequency. In this case we use a function

generator to create the harmonic drive signal, and examine the response signal

on the spectrum analyzer or oscilloscope.

A pair of function generators are used to create the swept sine drive sig-

nal. We generate a sine wave at the drive frequency using a Hewlett Packard

HP3312A 10MHz function generator. This signal is fed through the high fre-

quency amplifier and applied to the piezo element used to drive the device. A
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low frequency (∼ 1 Hz) triangle wave from a Tektronix CFG250 function gener-

ator is input into the HP function generator, placed in Voltage Controlled

Oscillator mode, and used to slowly sweep the drive frequency. This setup

allows us to generate sweep rates as low as 10 Hz
sec at 200kHz drive, but intro-

duces moderate line noise, such that fluctuations in the drive frequency as high

as ∆ f ≈ 500Hz at 2 MHz drive are seen.

The response signal from the photodiode (i.e. device motion), is then ana-

lyzed in one of two ways. First of all, the spectral content of the response can

be observed on the spectrum analyzer. On each ∼ 100 ms sweep of the spec-

trum analyzer, the frequency content of the response is measured. When not

entrained, a noisy peak is seen at fLCO , fD and a second steady peak is usu-

ally seen at fD, though it may disappear below the noise floor. The frequency

at which entrainment begins and ends is manually recorded from a Tektronix

CFC250 100MHz frequency counter connected to the drive signal.

Secondly, entrainment may be verified in terms of phase-locking rather than

frequency matching. In limit cycle oscillation, the photodiode signal is large

enough to be viewed on the oscilloscope. The drive signal from the func-

tion generator and response signal from the photodiode are both input into a

Hewlett Packard 54601A 100MHz oscilloscope, and we trigger on the drive sig-

nal. When entrained, or phase-locked, the response signal will appear coherent.

When not entrained, the response signal will appear as high amplitude noise

since its phase will drift with respect to that of the drive.

When n:1 subharmonically entrained, the response signal will complete ex-

actly 1
n cycles in the time the drive signal completes 1 cycle. In order words, at

a given phase in the drive, the limit cycle is in one of n different phases, and
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Drive

Response

Figure 2.13: Representative data from oscilloscope indicating 1:1 entrain-
ment. Note that in the time the drive signal completes one
cycle, the response signal completes exactly one cycle. The
small peaks in the through of the response signal are due to
non-linearities in our detection scheme (see Section 2.4.5 for
details).

the response signal viewed on the oscilloscope will appear as n superimposed

signals. Thus in order to view subharmonic entrainment on the oscilloscope, we

trigger on the response and look for coherence in the drive signal. This makes

the drive signal appear noisy on such plots due to frequency noise of the limit

cycle.

Finally, we characterized the level of frequency distortion present in the

drive signal. Keeping harmonic distortion low is particularly important when

measuring superharmonic entrainment - e.g. when driving the oscillator at

fD ≈
1
2 fLCO with significant 2 f harmonic distortion, one cannot differentiate

between 1:2 entrainment from the signal at fD and 1:1 entrainment from the 2 f

distortion near fLCO. Due to the frequency dependent electrical and mechani-

cal impedance of our piezo-element, the distortion is frequency dependent. In

order to measure the harmonic distortion, the function generator is used to gen-

erate a sine wave with amplitude Ain
amp, which drives the piezo through a high
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frequency amplifier. The amplified signal across the piezo with amplitude AD is

viewed on the spectrum analyzer and the power in the first 3 harmonics mea-

sured. Sine waves at various frequencies in the range of those used experimen-

tally were tested and distortion levels are reported in Table 2.7.

fD = 250 kHz
Ain

amp [V] AD [V] P[ f2]/P[ fD] P[ f3]/P[ fD] P[ f4]/P[ fD]
0.1 V 1.34 V 3.1 × 10−3 2.5 × 10−3 2.6 × 10−4

0.25 V 3.28 V 4.9 × 10−3 3.3 × 10−3 2.7 × 10−4

0.5 V 6.56 V 8.3 × 10−3 4.9 × 10−3 3.3 × 10−4

1.0 V 11.6 V 1.0 × 10−1 3.9 × 10−2 4.5 × 10−3

fD = 500 kHz
0.1 V 0.844 V 5.0 × 10−3 2.4 × 10−3 2.2 × 10−3

0.25 V 2.09 V 4.4 × 10−3 2.6 × 10−3 1.1 × 10−3

0.5 V 4.13 V 6.8 × 10−3 2.2 × 10−3 3.1 × 10−4

1.0 V 7.34 V 7.7 × 10−2 2.1 × 10−2 2.2 × 10−3

fD = 1.0 MHz
0.1 V 0.400 V 2.2 × 10−3 1.2 × 10−3 1.2 × 10−3

0.25 V 1.00 V 3.9 × 10−3 2.2 × 10−4 4.0 × 10−4

0.5 V 1.94 V 4.4 × 10−3 1.0 × 10−3 3.3 × 10−4

1.0 V 3.40 V 5.2 × 10−2 8.4 × 10−3 1.8 × 10−3

fD = 2.5 MHz
0.1 V 0.159 V 1.2 × 10−2 1.1 × 10−2 8.7 × 10−3

0.25 V 0.320 V 1.3 × 10−2 8.6 × 10−3 8.0 × 10−3

0.5 V 0.614 V 2.0 × 10−2 2.0 × 10−2 8.2 × 10−3

1.0 V 1.72 V 2.3 × 10−1 2.5 × 10−1 6.5 × 10−2

fD = 5.0 MHz
0.1 V 0.180 V 2.1 × 10−2 8.2 × 10−2 1.5 × 10−3

0.25 V 0.475 V 2.2 × 10−2 8.7 × 10−2 8.0 × 10−4

0.5 V 0.905 V 4.2 × 10−2 1.0 × 10−1 5.2 × 10−3

1.0 V 4.38 V 6.0 × 10−1 5.4 × 10−1 1.3 × 10−1

Table 2.7: Table of harmonic distortion data giving the ratio of the power
in each harmonic f2, f3, f4 to the power in at the fundamental
drive frequency fD.
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2.4.5 Calibration of Displacement Amplitude

Determining an accurate amplitude of vibration from the reflected laser beam is

not a straight forward task due to the non-linearities introduced by the periodic

interference field. For high enough amplitude of vibration, the device moves

through peaks in the interference field (see Figure 2.14 ), introducing 2 f and 3 f

components in the reflected signal and reducing the measured power in the first

harmonic, f . For low amplitude of vibration, the reflection vs. deflection curve

can be approximated as linear and the modulation in the reflected intensity is

proportional to the amplitude of vibration. These distinct ranges of amplitude

lead to differing methods of calibration which are presented below along with a

brief discussion of the efforts of past researches to calibrate vibration amplitudes

in optical detection systems.

High Amplitude Calibration:

Langdon and Dowe first observed that the reflected light from laser inter-

ference transduced beams, measured in a photodiode and viewed on an oscillo-

scope, appeared to be the convolution of sinusoidal device motion with periodic

interferometric reflection, resulting in harmonic distortion for large amplitude

vibration [67]. Stokes et al. observed the same phenomenon in the frequency

domain, seeing strong 2 f through 6 f harmonics of the reflected signal when

viewed on a spectrum analyzer [118, 117]. Aubin et al. [7] later used this ob-

servation as a means to calculate the amplitude of vibration of a disk shaped

oscillator by assuming that the device motion was sinusoidal and finding the

amplitude of motion which when convolved with the reflection gave the mea-
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sured signal10.

Our approach is similar to that of Aubin et al., though in contrast to the linear

cantilevers studied by Langdon, and Stokes, or the small amplitude vibrations

(∼80 nm) of large disk (21 µm diameter) resonators studied by Aubin, we must

deal with stiffness non-linearities which lead to non-sinusoidal motion in our

devices.

Letting s(t) be the measured signal, R(x) be the reflectance as a function

of displacement, and x(t) be the displacement of the beam as a function of

time at the point of illumination, our general problem is to find x(t) given

s(t) = co + c1R(x(t)) where the parameters co and c1 are due to the a.c. cou-

pling and sensitivity of the photodiode and are unknown in advance. In order

to parameterize the motion11, we assume that the stiffness non-linearity in our

barely post-buckled devices is dominated by the quadratic non-linearity (see

Section 1.3). The equation of motion, then becomes:

ẍ + x + εx2 = 0; (2.5)

where we introduce a parameter, ε, to account for the strength of the non-

linearity. Solutions to 2.5 are given as an exercise in [101], and are of form12:

x(t) = ao + a1sn2(u, k); u(t) = a2t + a3 (2.6)
10Zook et al. [56] also give a good qualitative description of harmonic distortion in such

optical systems.
11In general one could use splines, though this would result in an increasingly large number

of fitting parameters, and minimization of residuals would likely be plagued by spurious local
minima.

12A verification of this solution for the case of ε = 1 is given in Appendix 4 of [100], and the
proof for ε , 1 follows the same procedure.
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where sn(u, k) is the Jacobi elliptic function with argument u and modulus k

[1], and the median shift, ao, amplitude, a1, “frequency”, a2, and phase, a3,

are parameters. Note that the period with respect to u of sn(u(t), k) depends

on the modulus, k, and thus the period of x(t) with respect to time depends

on k and a2. Measured frequency is input as a constraint between a2 and k to

effectively eliminate one parameter. In addition, we neglect the median shift,

ao, which is small relative to the amplitude, a1. Given a measured oscilloscope

trace of [ti, si], i = 1..n, the problem thus becomes one of choosing the parame-

ters p̄ = [co, c1, a1, k, a3] that minimizes Σi[si − s(R(x(p̄; ti)))]2. See Figure 2.14 for

an illustration of this fitting. Spectrum analyzer measurements of the frequency

content in the measured signal are shown in Figure 2.15. Calibration of displace-

ment amplitude based on relative magnitude of harmonics was initially tried,

though oscilloscope traces are a richer data set which gave better results.

Low Amplitude Calibration:

When the amplitude of vibration is less than the distance to the nearest

peak/valley in the interference field, the interference field may be approximated

as linear. In addition, stiffness non-linearities which produce anharmonicity in

the motion may be ignored for small vibrations. In this regime, shape fitting

the measured reflection gives poor results, since the shape of the motion is very

close to harmonic and there is little harmonic distortion in this entire range.

However, since the photodiode current is proportional to the laser intensity, in

this regime the height of the measured resonant peak (see Figure 2.10), scaled

by the laser power, may be assumed to be proportional to the amplitude of vi-

bration, i.e.:
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Figure 2.14: (top) Oscilloscope trace data along with curve fitting; (mid-
dle) Plot of reflectance as a function of displacement, R(x);
(bottom) Displacement as a function of time, x(t), from fitting.
Inset is the fit trajectory illustrating the anharmonicity of the
motion. Data is from limit cycle oscillation in a 40 µm beam
from Chip II, illuminated with 1.05 mW on sample.
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A =
speak

P × S F
(2.7)

where A is the amplitude of vibration in nm, S F is the scale factor in nV
nm µW , speak is

the height of the resonant peak in nV, and P is the laser power on sample in µW.

In order to determine the appropriate scale factor, S F, it is sufficient to measure

vibration with a single known amplitude in this regime. Below we compare

three different methods for obtaining oscillation of a known amplitude. In our

experiments we use the final method. The first tow are presented and discussed

for comparison purposes.

Method I: Thermal Tune

One such method which gained interest due to applications in atomic force

microscopy and gravity wave detection, is to measure the amplitude of thermal

noise vibrations. Calculations based on the Equipartition Theorem relate the

thermal noise amplitude to resonator stiffness and mass. A good treatment by

Butt is available [15], as well as others [110, 52, 40]. An example of its use in

calibration is given in Ref. [133]. The most simple treatment by Hutter et al.

relates the thermal noise amplitude to the beam stiffness using:

√
ẑ2 =

0.64
√

K
, (2.8)

where
√

ẑ2 is the thermal noise amplitude in Å at room temperature and K is the

beam stiffness in N
m . We can calculate the stiffness using beam theory as:
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K =
192EI

L3 , doubly-supported;

K =
3EI
L3 , singly-supported. (2.9)

Use of this technique in optically self-excited systems is problematic since

parametric amplification is seen to increase or decrease the amplitude of ther-

mal noise vibrations. As a result, there is a trade-off between the high laser pow-
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ers needed to resolve such vibrations and the increase in vibration amplitudes

that happens as a result of parametric amplification at higher laser powers.

Method II: Mechanical Critical Amplitude

A second method used by Carr et al. relies on measurement of the mechan-

ical critical amplitude, Acrit, defined as the amplitude of vibration for which

the resonance curve develops a vertical tangent as a result of stiffness non-

linearities [16]. Tilmans et al. derive an equation relating the critical amplitude

of a doubly-supported beam to its geometric properties and quality factor as-

suming no pre-stress[128]:
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Acrit ≈
2t√

0.528Q(1 − ν)2
(2.10)

where t is the beam thickness, Q the quality factor, and ν the Poisson’s ratio.

Note that this amplitude is independent of device length. Several treatments

are available. Kaajakari et al. give a formula for the critical amplitude in terms

of the effective non-linearity and quality factor, and then present a derivation of

the effective non-linearity in a doubly-supported, unstressed beam [59]. An al-

ternate formula is also given by Postma et al. [97]. However, measured data are

not presented in the above papers to validate the models presented. In our cali-

bration we follow Tilmans’ formulation. The 7 µm beams are selected since they

are closest to being un-stressed, and they are driven at various forcing levels

to measure the mechanical critical amplitude. See Figure 2.16 for experimental

data13.

Use of this technique is problematic in several ways. First of all, such calcula-

tions for unstressed doubly-supported beams, are not applicable to our singly-

supported beams which do not support midplane stretching, or post-buckled

doubly-supported beams whose non-linearity is geometric. Secondly, differing

out-of-plane displacements between different beams or at differing points on

the beam changes the optical contrast leading to more or less modulation of the

reflected signal for the same amplitude of vibration. As a result, scale factors

are specific to a device and illumination spot on the device.

Method III: Optical Critical Amplitude

13Some authors define Acrit as the maximum amplitude on the resonance curve with a vertical
tangent, and others define it as the amplitude on that curve at the point of vertical tangency. In
Figure 2.16 we illustrate the former definition.
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In calibrating our scale factor for low amplitude vibration, we rely on mea-

surement of the optical critical amplitude, defined as the lowest amplitude of

vibration for which the device moves through a peak/valley in the interference

field (see Figure 2.17). As a result, this method ensures continuity with high

amplitude calibration. A list of scale factors is given in Table 2.8 and compared

with results from the other two methods. A sensitivity analysis was performed

on our calculations for the 30 µm and 40 µm doubly supported beams, assuming

errors in the measured film thickness of ±2 nm. This level of error in film thick-

ness gave deviations in the scale factors of 5.5% and 0.8% for the 30 and 40 µm

beams respectively. High amplitude data was re-calculated and gave deviations

of 4.2% and 8.3% respectively. Some recent notable work on calibrated optical

detection has been done using pulsed lasers [74, 73].

Device S F Method III S F Method I S F Method II
30 µm doubly-supported 360 913 54.0
35 µm doubly-supported 151 288 54.0
40 µm doubly-supported 137 147 54.0
35 µm singly-supported 1090 556 54.0

Table 2.8: Scale factors, S F in
[

nVsignal

nmamplitude µWlaser

]
, for devices from Chip II cal-

culated using various methods. Doubly-supported beams are il-
luminated at their midline, and singly-supported beams at their
tip.
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Transition to Limit Cycle Oscillation

In this section, we present results on the transition to limit cycle oscillation

(LCO) in singly- and doubly-supported devices. Behavior of the device is seen

to depend in a complicated fashion on the location on the beam which is illu-

minated, and on laser power. Given a device and location illuminated on the

device, increasing the CW laser power was seen to do one of two things: inhibit

oscillation leading to a decrease in quality factor; or reinforce oscillation leading

to an increase in quality factor. In the later case, as the power was increased past

P = PHop f large amplitude LCO began. These different behaviors are illustrated

in Figure 3.1, with feedback damping in a 25 µm doubly-supported beam, and

the transition to LCO in a 40 µm doubly-supported beam, both illuminated at

their midline.

The transition to LCO was also measured with respect to the amplitude of

oscillation. When feedback was of the correct sign to reinforce oscillation, low

amplitude thermal noise vibrations (O(0.1) nm) gave way to high amplitude

limit cycle oscillations (O(1− 100) nm) as the laser power was increased beyond

P = PHop f . See Figure 3.2 for a plot of the peak-to-peak amplitude of vibration

as a function of CW laser power for several devices from Chip II illuminated at

their center. Note that shorter doubly-supported devices were seen to exhibit

slower growth in amplitude after the Hopf bifurcation and a lower limiting am-

plitude than longer doubly-supported beams. Variation in limiting amplitude

as a function of location within the interference field was previously observed
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by Hane et al., though they were unable to measure the actual gap to substrate

in order to determine the location of the beam within the interference field [46].

Due to imperfection buckling in our devices, each length of doubly-

supported devices has a different centerline displacement and corresponding

location within the interference field. In Figure 3.3 we plot the location of the

beam centerline within the interference field for doubly-supported devices from

Chip II using the measured buckling amplitude from Table 2.6. Laser heating

will cause additional static deflection. FEM analysis shows that this deflection is

O(1) nm for the doubly-supported devices studied and laser powers used [10],

and thus can typically be neglected.
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to both imperfection and compressive pre-stress in devices are
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Comparing Figures 3.2 and 3.3 we note that the limiting amplitude is more

complex than the distance from equilibrium to some point in the interference

field. Were that the case, the difference in limiting amplitude between different

data sets would be equal to twice the difference in their equilibrium positions.

However, this is not the case in the data. Note that the difference in the limiting

amplitude of vibration between the 30 and 35 µm beams and the 35 and 40

µm beams from Figure 3.2 is ∼170nm and ∼ 65nm respectively. On the other

hand, the difference in centerline displacement from Table 2.6 is 41 and 35 nm

respectively. While the relationship between limiting amplitude and location

within the interference field is close for the 35 and 40 µm beams, it is not at all
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for the 30 and 35 µm beams. This observation is consistent with the data from

Ref [46].

The sensitivity of limiting amplitude to changes in the location within the

interference field was most pronounced in the 30 µm beams which were closest

to a peak in the absorption. The measured difference in device thickness of 2.8

nm between Chips I and II (see Table 2.1) altered the interference field slightly,

and led to a measured 11 nm difference in centerline deflection (see Table 2.6).

Amplitude of vibration as a function of laser power in these devices is plotted in

Figure 3.4 alongside the location of the beam centerline within the interference

field.

The threshold power for self oscillation was also seen to depend on the spe-

cific location on the beam which was illuminated. This result is likely due to a

combination of two factors: first of all, as we scan the illumination spot along the

beam the location within the interference field of the beam at the spot changes

due to out-of-plane displacements; and secondly that illumination closer to the

anchor produces a smaller increase in temperature for the same laser power

leading to a weaker thermo-mechanical coupling. Measured values for PHop f at

various points of illumination on a 40 µm doubly-supported beam from Chip II

are depicted in Figure 3.5, along with the measured out-of-plane displacement

and corresponding location within the interference field. Values of PHop f vary

by a factor of 50 as we scan along the beam, with the minimum power being at

a location offset from center and the maximum power being at a location close

to the anchor. Note that illumination at points e and f produces self-oscillation

despite positive absorption contrast, and the additional out-of-plane deflection

needed to achieve negative absorption contrast is much larger than the shift
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expected due to absorptive heating1.

Complementary results for a 35 µm singly-supported beam are given in Fig-

ure 3.6. The specific device tested later became stuck during entrainment test-

ing and thus optical profilometry data is not available. Due to the variability in

static deflection among singly-supported devices of the same length, displace-

ment data from a different 35 µm beam is not given. Note the sharp transition

between low power self oscillation at point c and negative feedback leading to

vibration damping at point d. In limit cycle oscillation, thermal waves due to pe-

riodic surface heating will traveling down the beam and be sunk into the under-

lying oxide layer at the anchor point causing deflection in the singly-supported

beam (see Section 4.1). The phase lag of this thermal wave and corresponding

stress at the anchor will depend on the distance to the anchor. As a result, we

might expect that PHop f is a periodic function of location of illumination whose

period matches that of the thermal wave in the beam. For this device, the char-

acteristic thermal length of δ =12.6 µm (see Section 4.5)is much longer than the

length associated with changes in PHop f suggesting that the variation in PHop f is

due to out-of-plane displacement and not the phase of thermal waves.

It was observed by Sekaric et al. [112], that in optically transduced devices

exhibiting limit cycle oscillation, an increase in the laser power of illumination

leads to an increase in quality factor for P < PHop f . As a result, the slope of the

Q vs. P curve is an indicator of the possibility of limit cycle oscillation. This fact

was born out by our data. Thus, for illumination of devices where quality factor

increased with laser power, though LCO was not observed at the maximum

1Note that the laser spot is of finite extent, leading to a range of out-of-plane displacements
and at the location of illumination particularly away from the beam anchor and midline where
the beam angle is the highest. The 5 µm diameter spot leads to a variation in out-of-plane
displacement of ± 50 nm at points e and f.
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dle) and the corresponding location in the calculated interfer-
ence field for each point of illumination (bottom).
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Figure 3.6: PHop f as a function of spot location on 35 µm singly-supported
device.

possible power on sample, we predict that LCO would occur at higher laser

powers.

Device, Chip II PHop f [µW] PS NBC [µW] Notes
20 [µm] N/A N/A Q decreases as P increases
25 [µm] N/A N/A Q decreases as P increases
30 [µm] 128 117
35 [µm] 32 32 No hysteresis observed
40 [µm] 50 39
Device, Chip I PHop f [µW] PS NBC [µW]
30 [µm] 93 91

Table 3.1: Laser power on sample at onset of LCO (PHop f ) and destruction
of LCO (PS NBC) in doubly-supported beams illuminated at their
midline.

In most cases, the Hopf bifurcation is sub-critical and hysteresis is seen

whereby the LCO persists as the laser power is reduced from PHop f to a lower

power PS NBC at which point the limit cycle is lost in a saddle node bifurcation of

cycles [7]. The width of such hysteresis loops was observed to be small in com-
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Device, Chip II PHop f [µW] PS NBC [µW] Notes
20 [µm] > 2,100 > 2,100 Q increases as P increases
25 [µm] 56 48
30 [µm] 341 341
35 [µm] N/A N/A Q decreases as P increases
40 [µm] N/A N/A All devices stuck

Table 3.2: Laser power on sample at onset of LCO (PHop f ) and destruction
of LCO (PS NBC) in singly-supported beams illuminated at their
tip.

parison with PHop f . The values of PHop f and PS NBC are summarized for doubly-

supported beams subject to centerline illumination in Table 3.1 and for singly-

supported beams subject to illumination at their free end in Table 3.2.

It is difficult to confirm or invalidate past theoretical work based on our mea-

sured values of PHop f . Due to their large out-of-plane displacements in compar-

ison to laser wavelength as well as destructive testing for entrainment, accu-

rate determination of the location within the laser interference field of spots on

singly-supported beams is infeasible. This determination is possible in doubly-

supported beams, though strong conclusions cannot be drawn from the data.

Based on centerline illumination, negative absorption contrast seems to lead to

LCO, though this conclusion is not borne out by testing with laser focus at dif-

fering locations along a beam.

3.2 Frequency Tuning

In this section, we present results on the frequency of LCO oscillators. Mem-

brane stresses in doubly-supported beams are a source of non-linearity which

allow for tuning of the linear frequency and give rise to an amplitude-frequency
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Figure 3.7: Amplitude-frequency relationship in a 35 µm beam from Chip
I, subject to centerline illumination. The cross polarizing filter
was slowly adjusting during data collection to vary the laser
power attenuation. Each “x” represents the amplitude and fre-
quency measured during a single sweep of the spectrum ana-
lyzer (see Figure 2.10). Since oscilloscope traces are not avail-
able for each data point, vibration amplitude was determined
using the low-amplitude scale-factor and is approximate.

relationship (see Figure 3.7). We find that linear and non-linear tuning mecha-

nisms compete in these devices. Singly-supported devices are seen to exhibit

frequencies which are stable over a large range of amplitudes and laser powers.

To begin with, doubly-supported beams are illuminated at their midline at

various laser powers below PHop f , and driven with the piezo at low amplitude

to measure their linear resonant frequency - results are shown in Figure 3.8. In

the region of interest, the relationship between linear frequency and power on

sample is highly linear, with least squares fit slopes given in Table 3.3.
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Note in Figure 3.8 that the linear resonant frequency decreases with laser

power in the 7 and 10 µm beams which are amplitude hardening, and increases

with laser power in the 15 µm and longer beams which are amplitude softening

(see Table 2.5). Increasing laser power increases device heating, adding thermal

compressive stress. Ignoring imperfections, the linear frequency decreases with

compressive stress in pre-buckled beams, while it increases with stress in post-

buckled beams [11]. Thus, our measured slope of frequency vs. laser power is

consistent with classification of buckling based on nonlinear behavior from Sec-

tion 2.2.3. Longer beams will develop greater average temperature per unit heat

flux, however the frequency shift per unit compressive stress is highest near the

buckling length. Thus, the longest and shortest beams have the strongest and

weakest relationship respectively between laser power and linear frequency,

though the strength is not a strictly increasing function of length. Finally, we

note that the 30, 35, and 40 µm beams transition to large amplitude limit cycle

oscillations at 128, 32, and 50 µW on sample respectively, making measurement

of the linear resonant frequency infeasible. Thus no high power data is plotted

for these beams.

Once the doubly-supported beams are in limit cycle motion the LCO fre-

L [µm] 7 10 15 20

“m”
[

∆ f
foµW

]
−7.5 × 10−7 −1.1 × 10−6 +1.8 × 10−6 +7.9 × 10−6

L (cont.) 25 30 35 40
“mpre” (cont.) +6.2 × 10−6 +6.2 × 10−5 +1.1 × 10−4 +9.5 × 10−5

Table 3.3: Change in (linear) frequency per unit power on sample normal-
ized by the (linear) frequency at lowest power on sample mea-
surable. Data is for doubly-supported devices from Chip II. See
Figure 3.8 for a plot of measured frequency vs. power in the
pre-Hopf regime from which slopes are curve fit.
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Figure 3.9: Noise in laser power measured at 5 second intervals over 5
minutes. Laser power noise leads to frequency noise through
the power-frequency relationship.

quency can be tuned by varying the laser power, i.e. increasing the amplitude

of motion. Figure 3.10 plots the frequency vs. laser power for doubly supported

beams that are 30, 35 and 40 µm long as well as the 35 µm singly-supported

beam. All frequencies are normalized by resonant frequency at low drive am-

plitude and low laser power, i.e. their linear frequency with negligible ther-

mal stress. Below PHop f the plotted value is the low amplitude driven reso-

nant frequency, above PHop f the large amplitude LCO frequency is plotted. In

all cases the linear frequency of doubly-supported beams increases slightly as

laser power is increased towards PHop f due to the additional compressive stress

from thermal expansion which further arches the already buckled beams [11].

Above PHop f the amplitude of oscillation increases dramatically and contributes

to frequency tuning. First mode vibrations of post-buckled beams are ampli-

tude softening, i.e. the frequency of vibration of a post-buckled beam decreases

with increasing amplitude of motion. As was predicted in [9], once in limit cycle

oscillation, these tuning mechanisms can compete. Thus, for our post-buckled

beams, as the laser power is increased beyond PHop f the frequency decrease due

to amplitude softening competes with the increase in the linear frequency due

to thermal stresses.
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Considerable frequency noise (∆ f / f ≈ 4 × 10−3) is observed in doubly-

supported devices while in limit cycle oscillation due to noise in the laser power

combined with a strong relationship between power and frequency. Less than

a 0.03% change in the LCO frequency with laser power is seen in the singly-

supported beams which do not support membrane stresses and are thus highly

linear. As a result they are less affected by noise in the laser power and we

observe frequency noise as low as ∆ f / f ≈ 3 × 10−5. See Figure 3.9 for a plot

of measured laser power - note that the deviation from the mean has a spec-

tral distribution. It is expected that measurement of the Allan variance of the

MEMS limit cycle oscillator would reveal a similar structure in the frequency

noise, though our spectrum analyzer is not equipped to make these measure-

ments. In addition, we note that variation in the laser power at a frequency

greater than the thermal critical frequency (see Section 4.5) should be integrated

out by the temperature field and have negligible effect on the frequency noise

of the mechanical oscillator.

While the low amplitude frequency of driven oscillation was linear in the

power on sample, this is not the case for high amplitude limit cycle oscillations.

Generically, the amplitude of a limit cycle should grow with the square-root of

the bifurcation parameter past the Hopf bifurcation in a small neighborhood of

the bifurcation[121], i.e. A = c
√

P − PHop f for P ≈ PHop f with P > PHop f . In addi-

tion, the normalized frequency of a Duffing oscillator shifts with the square of

the amplitude for small amplitude [101], i.e. f = 1 + kA2 for A ≈ 0 with A > 0.

Combining these two equations gives us a linear relationship between ampli-

tude and power: f = 1 + k c(P − PHop f ). However it is clear from Figure 3.10 that

this relationship is not present in the data for the 35 and 40 µm beams except

in a very small region near P = PHop f . For laser powers greater than PHop f in
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Figure 3.10: Resonant frequency as a function of laser power on sample in
doubly-supported devices (top) and a singly-supported de-
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these beams, the frequency initially decreases very rapidly, and then begins to

level out to a limiting value when P∼400 µW on sample. At powers greater than

600µW both the 35 and 40 µm beams have small deviations in their amplitude

which are mirrored in the frequency. At this point, movement through the in-

terference field produces strong harmonics, which may be responsible for this

small deviation. Taking the first point before and first two after the Hopf, we

get a least squares fit change in frequency per unit power in the post-Hopf re-

gion given in Table 3.4. Comparing this to the pre-Hopf data from Table 3.3 we

note that the change in frequency per unit power in the 30 µm beam decreased

slightly post-Hopf, while it changed signs and increased in magnitude by 1 or 2

orders of magnitude in the 35 µm and 40 µm beams respectively.

L [µm] 30 35 40

“mpost”
[

∆ f
foµW

]
+1.4 × 10−5 −2.6 × 10−3 −7.9 × 10−3

Table 3.4: Change in (non-linear) frequency per unit power on sample nor-
malized by the (linear) frequency at lowest power on sample
measurable. Data is for doubly-supported devices from Chip II.
See Figure 3.10 for a plot of measured frequency vs. power in
the post-Hopf regime from which slopes are curve fit.

The observed frequency tuning behavior was consistent between doubly-

and singly-supported devices of the same length from Chips I and II for all

but the 30 µm doubly-supported beams. As noted in Section 3.1, because of

their location near a peak in the absorption curve, devices of this length are

most sensitive to differences in out-of-plane displacement due to variations in

chip device layer thickness. Despite a relative difference of only 1.4% in device

thickness (see Table 2.1), limiting amplitudes of oscillation in these devices were

seen to have a relative difference of ∼40% (see Figure 3.4). Figure 3.11 plots the

frequency vs. laser power for 30 µm beams from Chips I and II. For both beams,
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Figure 3.11: Resonant frequency as a function of laser power on sample
in 30 µm doubly-supported devices from Chips I and II. Fre-
quencies are normalized by the frequency at low drive and
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the frequency of oscillation increases slightly with laser power for P < PHop f . For

the 30 µm beam from Chip II post-Hopf, the amplitude of oscillation increases

to ∼90 nm, and the frequency increases slightly, while for the 30 µm beam from

Chip I, a higher limiting amplitude of ∼ 140 nm allows amplitude softening to

dominate leading to a frequency which decreases with laser power. For laser

powers on sample greater than 700 µW, the amplitude of oscillation was seen to

begin to decrease in the 30 µm beam from Chip I, though the frequency appears

unaffected.
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3.3 Frequency Entrainment

In this section, we present experimental results on entrainment for singly- and

doubly-supported beams. We start by showing the statistics of entrainment for

low drive amplitudes, AD. Then we illustrate how the laser power changes the

region in fD−AD parameter space for which devices are 1:1 entrained. Finally we

map out the region of 1:1 entrainment in a singly-supported beam and regions

of 1:n and n:1 entrainment in a doubly-supported beam. A general overview of

this phenomenon is presented in Section 1.4, and experimental procedures are

discussed in Section 2.4.4.

Entrainment Statistics, 35 µm Doubly-Supported Beams:

Due to the high level of frequency noise in our doubly-supported beams2,

a self-oscillating device may jump in and out of entrainment for fixed drive

frequency and amplitude, causing entrainment to be an inherently statistical

phenomenon. To study the statistics of entrainment, we subject a 35 µm beam

from Chip I to centerline illumination with fixed the laser power of 1050 µW,

leading to fLCO = 1.63±0.0065 MHz. We measured the region of entrainment for

100 successive sweeps up and down using a filtered sweep (see Section 2.4.4)

with sweep rate of 1 kHz
sec . Using τ =

Q
π f as the settling time, at this sweep speed,

the drive frequency changes by ∼ 6 Hz during one settling span, well below our

minimum detectable entrainment span. Thus we can assume the change in the

drive frequency to be quasi-static.

2One standard deviation of the frequency measured between successive 161ms sweeps is
∆ f
f ≈ 4 × 10−3 at 1050 µW for a 35 µm doubly-supported beam subject to centerline illumination.
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Figure 3.12: Statistics of entrainment for a 35µm doubly-supported beam
from Chip I under 1050 µW laser power, measured using the
spectrum analyzer as a drive source. Drive frequency, fD is
normalized by the undriven limit cycle frequency fLCO.

The points at which locking starts and stops varies from sweep to sweep.

In addition, on a given sweep, the oscillator moves in and out of entrainment.

Statistics of entrainment are given in Figure 3.12. For low drive amplitudes the

limit cycle is only entrained part of the time even when fD ≈ fLCO, i.e. for the

lowest drive amplitude shown, VD = 0.078V , there was no drive frequency at

which the oscillator was entrained on every sweep. This is in sharp contrast to

the typical entrainment scenario (see Figure 1.3). Increasing the drive amplitude

increases the width of the entrainment region on any given sweep, sharpens the

edges of the region of entrainment and allows for “strong locking”, where the

limit cycle is seen to be entrained at a given frequency on every sweep. Note

that the entrainment region depends on sweep direction due to asymmetry and

hysteresis in the system. For example, when sweeping up in frequency with

AD = 0.622V , locking occurs when fD is 2% below fLCO, but is maintained up to

7% above fLCO. Sweeping down, locking occurs when fD is 2% above fLCO and
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is maintained down to 7% below fLCO.

1:1 Region of Entrainment, 35 µm Doubly-Supported Beams:

The region of 1:1 entrainment in the 35 µm doubly-supported beam was

measured using an unfiltered sweep, with the laser power set to P=105, 525 and

1050 µW. See (Figure 3.13) for a plot of the results. Data is un-averaged leading

to a non-smooth boundary of the entrainment region due to frequency noise, i.e.

statistics. Note from Section 3.2 that changing the laser power changes the op-

erating point on the backbone curve. Thus, by selecting a laser power we select

both the frequency of oscillation, fLCO, and amplitude-frequency relationship in

the neighborhood of fLCO: for P=105 µW we have fLCO = 1.91 MHz and a locally

steep amplitude-frequency relationship (see Figure 3.7); for P=525 µW we have

fLCO = 1.84 MHz and a moderately steep amplitude-frequency relationship; and

for P=1050 µW we have fLCO = 1.63 MHz with fairly flat amplitude-frequency

relationship (not shown in Figure 3.7).

It has been shown that an amplitude-hardening limit cycle oscillator is con-

strained to the backbone curve when entrained, giving asymmetry in the region

of entrainment with a right-tilted V shape [91, 142]. In this work we see that the

same is true for amplitude-softening limit cycle oscillators, with the direction of

tilt switched - higher amplitudes of forcing result in higher amplitude oscilla-

tions which push the oscillator up the backbone curve, decreasing the frequency

at which the oscillator entrains. This effect is most evident in the data for P=1050

µW. A shift in the entrainment frequencies for high amplitude forcing has also

been demonstrated in models with no softening or hardening behavior [120].
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In addition, by selecting our operating point, we can tune the asymmetry in

the region of entrainment. Examining the data for P=105 µW we see that when

sweeping up in frequency, locking does not occur until fD is very close to fLCO

but then is quickly lost, since the amplitude is driven down to zero at the base

of the backbone curve at f ≈ 1.92 MHz (see Figure 3.7). When sweeping down

in frequency, fD must be similarly close to fLCO in order to lock, however once

locked the limit cycle may be pushed up the backbone curve by as much as 15%

(see Figure 3.13).

Regions of 1:n and n:1 Entrainment, 35 µm Doubly-Supported Beams

Preliminary results showed that the order of sub- and superharmonic en-

trainment possible did not depend on the laser power selected, thus regions of

superharmonic (Figure 3.14), and subharmonic (Figure 3.15) entrainment were

measured at a single power of P=1050 µW for the same 35 µm doubly-supported

device.

Note that for the same forcing amplitude, AD, the width of the entrainment

region is lower for higher order superharmonic entrainment (Figure 3.14). This

is likely due to a combination of two factors. First of all, when superharmoni-

cally entrained at 1:n, if the drive frequency, fD, increases by 1 Hz then the limit

cycle frequency, fLCO, increases by n Hz. Thus a small width of entrainment

measured in terms of changes in fD is large when measured in terms of fLCO. In

addition, the efficiency of energy pumping decreases for increasing order of en-

trainment, transfer being most efficient when the frequency of response matches

the drive frequency. In the language of perturbation theory: primary entrain-

ment may be obtained with “soft” excitation where the amplitude of excitation
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Figure 3.14: Regions of superharmonic entrainment for a 35µm doubly-
supported beam under 1050 µW laser power. The drive fre-
quency, fD, is normalized by the undriven limit cycle fre-
quency fLCO = 1.63 MHz. A logarithmic frequency scaling
is used in order to display all measured regions on the same
plot.

is the same order as the damping and nonlinear terms; however, sub- or super-

harmonic entrainment require that the excitation be “hard,” i.e. scaled one or

more orders higher than the damping and nonlinear terms [86]. Superharmonic

entrainment of order 1:7 is only observed in our devices at the highest achiev-

able drive amplitude, and 1:8 entrainment is not observed. See Figure 3.16 for

oscilloscope traces of 1:3 superharmonic, 1:1 primary, and 3:1 subharmonic en-

trainment.

In the subharmonic case, the width of entrainment at 3:1 appears to be

slightly larger than for 2:1 at the same forcing amplitude (see Figure 3.15). This

is likely due to the fact that for n:1 subharmonic entrainment, an increase in

fD by 1 Hz leads to a (1/n) Hz increase in fLCO, artificially increasing width of
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Figure 3.15: Regions of subharmonic entrainment for a 35µm doubly-
supported beam under 1050 µW laser power. The drive fre-
quency, fD, is normalized by the undriven limit cycle fre-
quency fLCO = 1.63 MHz.

entrainment for subharmonic forcing when measured with respect to the drive

frequency. Subharmonic entrainment at 4:1 or higher was not observed. Mea-

sured by changes in fD or fLCO, the largest region of entrainment is seen for 1:1

forcing. For primary, sub- and superharmonic entrainment, the width of the

entrainment region increases with AD as expected - stronger forcing can entrain

the limit cycle at larger frequency detuning. Finally we note that 1:n superhar-

monic entrainment is seen to occur at frequencies slightly less than (1/n) fLCO.

This may also be related to the amplitude-frequency relationship though more

work is needed to determine the exact cause.

1:1, 1:n, and n:1 Entrainment, 35 µm Singly-Supported Beams

We also examined entrainment in a 35 µm singly-supported beam on Chip
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Figure 3.16: Oscilloscope traces showing 1:3 superharmonic, 1:1 pri-
mary, and 3:1 subharmonic entrainment for a 35µm doubly-
supported beam under 1050 µW laser power. Note that for
subharmonic entrainment, we trigger on the return signal
rather than the drive (see Section 2.4.4). As a result, the drive
signal appears noisy due to noise in the (triggered) response
signal.
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I at P=700 µW laser power. Since singly-supported beams do not support in-

plane tension, they are highly linear. Significantly less frequency noise was ob-

served3, in addition to a much smaller region of 1:1 entrainment: compare a rel-

ative frequency width of ∼ 0.45% in the singly-supported device versus ∼ 25%

in the doubly-supported device4, both at the same forcing level of AD = 1.5V .

The frequency at which entrainment was lost when sweeping down ( f f ree−down)

was seen to be roughly independent of drive amplitude. For these negative de-

tunings, even when the drive amplitude is low, traces of the response seem to

indicate quasi-periodic motion - i.e the response signal appears to have two fre-

quency component (see Figure 3.18), with the lower frequency equal to the drive

frequency. However, note that in our experimental setup we do not measure the

displacement directly, but rather the convolution of reflectance as a function of

position with position as a function of time (see Section 2.4.5). The former is

periodic in λ
2 ≈ 316 nm. As a result high amplitude oscillation at a frequency of

f0 introduces strong n × f0 components in the reflected signal. Given cantilever

tip deflections of O(1000) nm (see Section 2.2.3), it is possible that these traces

are due to high amplitude motion of the device through multiple periods of the

interference field. However trace data cannot be accurately produced by the

methods outlined in Section 2.4.5 even for high amplitude motion.

Finally we note that neither subharmonic nor superharmonic entrainment

were seen in any of the singly-supported devices, perhaps due to their lack

of an amplitude-frequency relationship. Prior experimental work on subhar-

monic entrainment suggests that non-sinusoidal motion found in relaxation

3We measure ∆ f
f ≈ 3×10−5 at 700 µW in the 35 µm singly-supported beam versus ∆ f

f ≈ 4×10−3

at 1050 µW in a doubly-supported beam of the same length.
4Direct comparison is challenging due to the frequency dependent electrical and mechanical

impedance of our piezo-drive (see 2.4.4), and the order of magnitude difference in resonant
frequencies between the 2 devices.
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Figure 3.17: Region of 1:1 entrainment for a 35 µm singly-supported beam
under 700 µW laser power. See Figure 3.18 for an oscilloscope
trace data at the point in parameter space indicated.
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Figure 3.18: Oscilloscope trace showing primary entrainment for a 35 µm
singly-supported beam under 700 µW laser power in the re-
gion of negative detuning. See Figure 3.17 for the drive fre-
quency, fD, and amplitude, AD used here.
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oscillations or large amplitude motion of a Duffing oscillator allow for higher

order entrainment and large regions of 1:1 entrainment: Van der Pol’s origi-

nal work demonstrating 200:1 subharmonic entrainment was on a relaxation

oscillator - a highly nonlinear oscillator with two-time scale motion; Shim et

al.’s demonstration of high order superharmonic resonance was also in doubly-

supported beams which support mid-plane stretching; Finally, Zalalutdinov et

al. [142] worked on mushroom-like resonators supported by a central pillar,

which should be less affected by midplane stretching and thus linear. They were

only able to demonstrate 2:1 subharmonic entrainment, not superharmonic en-

trainment nor higher order subharmonic entrainment.
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CHAPTER 4

MODELING AND ANALYSIS

For interferometric transduction of MEMS resonators to be a viable means

of producing periodic motion, first the mechanisms and conditions for self-

oscillation must be understood, and then models developed that predict the

minimum laser power needed for self-oscillation. In this chapter, we analyze the

thermo-optical forces underlying limit cycle oscillations in doubly-supported

beams. Model equations are then derived and analyzed to: predict the threshold

power for self-oscillation; and understand the frequency tuning in large ampli-

tude vibrations. Modeling of experimental results on entrainment is forthcom-

ing.

Anchor Deformations and Thermo-Mechanical Coupling

Prior analyses of self-oscillation in optically-transduced MEMS devices

agree that feedback is due to coupling between heating, displacement, and ab-

sorption (see 1.2 for a review). In particular Langdon and Dowe describe the

feedback gain as a product of: laser power; displacement per unit power ab-

sorbed (thermo-mechanical coupling); and change in percentage absorption per

unit displacement (absorption contrast). Initial work focused on beams with

metallic surface coatings which confined absorption to the top surface creat-

ing thermal gradients which drove deformation. However, it is not clear how

heating leads to displacement (i.e. the cause of thermo-mechanical coupling) in

initially flat, un-coated beams.

In Section 4.4 we analyze reflection, transmission and absorption within a
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thin film stack, and show that for thin uncoated devices laser absorption is pe-

riodically distributed throughout the interior of the device, and not confined

to the surface. A finite element model of a doubly supported beam subject to

steady state heating across it’s midline interior is then analyzed in Section 4.1

using the commercially available software package, ANSYS. Results show that

deflection due to heating comes from a combination of: thermal gradients at the

support which tend to bend the device down towards the substrate due to the

“thermostat effect”; and compressive stresses at the beam’s support which tend

to bend the device up away from the substrate due to asymmetry in the sup-

port geometry. In doubly-supported beams the latter out-competes the former,

and thus beams bend away from the substrate when heated, with deformation

driven by the in-plane average temperature. This result allows us to interpret

the direct thermo-mechanical coupling as the slope of the (thermal) load curve,

and later model the temperature field using a 1D continuum. In addition, it

indicates that the phase of feedback (direction of deflection) for doubly- and

singly-supported beams at the same location within the interference field dif-

fers by 180◦.

Calculated thermo-mechanical couplings are then incorporated into an ex-

isting ad-hoc model of laser-interference transduced MEMS built using a non-

linear oscillator model coupled to a lumped thermal parameter model. Results

suggest that barely post-buckled beams should have low threshold powers for

self-oscillation. Finally the limitations of lumped parameter modeling are in-

vestigated in Section 4.5.

Continuation of Model Equations
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Previous work [7, 144] on modeling the dynamics of limit cycle oscillations

in optically driven MEMS resonators has assumed small displacement and ex-

panded the function describing the interference field in a power series, losing

the periodicity in the process. In Section 4.2, we treat the case where displace-

ment is not small and show that a periodic interference field suggests the coexis-

tence of multiple stable limit cycles. To our knowledge, multiple stable limit cy-

cles have not been predicted or seen experimentally in previous work on MEMS.

Devices exhibiting multiple stable limit cycles would allow for tuning between

distinct frequency bands, and within them in applications such as GPS receivers.

Numerical continuation allows us to calculate the frequency of large am-

plitude vibrations in the model, and results show competition between linear

frequency tuning and non-linear frequency tuning as is seen in the experimen-

tal data presented in Section 3.2. Conditions necessary for observing multiple

stable limit cycles are outlined and include: temperature dependent stiffness;

high quality factor; and large gap-to-substrate. Predicted amplitudes of oscil-

lation for higher order limit cycles are greater than the gap-to-substrate in our

actual devices, and thus these motions were not observed experimentally. Fi-

nally, we also find that the small displacement assumption suppresses other

behavior such as secondary Hopf bifurcations, and period doubling which are

picked up using numerical continuation.

First Principles Model

Models of device dynamics have also been constructed by prior researchers.

Variations of a coupled oscillator model are used to model device dynamics in

[7, 144, 145, 91]. Perturbation theory is used to estimate the threshold power
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for self-oscillation in [7, 144]. While the past models prove to be accurate, they

requires extensive finite element analysis (FEA) to compute model parameters

which are specific to a single device. As such, it is difficult to make predic-

tions based off the model since parametric FEA must be performed if any device

property such as length or thickness were to be varied.

Motivated by the need to understand the contributors to low power self-

resonant devices at the level of device design, and build predictive models, in

Section 4.3 we sacrifice accuracy for ease of use and present an (almost) param-

eter free model of interferometrically driven self-resonant doubly-supported

beams. Perturbation analysis is used to predict the threshold power for self-

oscillation, and compared with the results of numerical continuation, and ex-

perimental results. Scalings of threshold power with device geometry and pre-

stress are discussed.

In addition, the mechanical model derived provides the basis for discus-

sion of stiffness non-linearities of doubly-supported beams exhibiting “imper-

fection” buckling. Analysis of the amplitude-frequency relationship as a func-

tion of device pre-stress discussed in Section 1.3 is backed up with theoretical

predictions of linear frequency tuning and stiffness non-linearities in Appendix

B.

4.1 Anchor Deformations and Thermo-Mechanical Coupling

Prior models show that the threshold power for self-oscillation in MEMS de-

vices depends on the direct feedback between static heating and displacement

[19, 67, 63, 35, 55, 54, 7, 45, 145, 144] , yet it is unclear what mechanism causes
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the displacement in initially straight doubly-supported beams. In this section,

a finite element method (FEM) model of a doubly-supported beam subject to

steady state heating1 is analyzed using the commercially available software

package, ANSYS. Results show that deflection due to heating comes from a

combination of thermal gradients and compressive stresses at the beam’s sup-

port. We then illustrate the importance of this direct thermal-mechanical cou-

pling mechanism in driving interferometrically transduced self-oscillation. Ma-

terial from this section is drawn from work published in Finite Elements in De-

sign and Analysis [10].

4.1.1 Materials and Methods

The analysis will model doubly-supported beams fabricated out of silicon-

silicon dioxide-silicon (SOI) wafers. The beams are 7,10,15 or 20 µm long, 201

nm thick, 2 µm wide with 2 µm of undercutting, and a 400 nm gap to substrate.

Resonant frequencies are measured to be 17.2, 10, 5.0 and 3.6 MHz respectively2.

SEM images show that the 20 µm beams are post-buckled, indicating a residual

compressive pre-stress σres in the device layer that is greater than the buckling

load (σb) of the 20 µm beam and less than that of the 15 µm beams (see Sec-

tion 2.2.3). Thermal-mechanical coupling is found to be highly dependent on

the pre-stress, so a careful analysis of the buckling loads is done to bracket the

pre-stress in the devices. To estimate the buckling loads and study the thermal-

mechanical coupling, FEM models of each beam were built incorporating the

beam and a large portion of the surrounding substrate. Quarter symmetry was
1See Section 4.5 for rationale behind steady-state analysis and subsequent lumped parameter

modeling.
2These frequencies were measured on Chip 0, and are comparable to those from Chips I and

II. See Section 2.2.2 for a list of measured resonant frequencies.
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used to reduce the problem size.

Thermal and mechanical boundary conditions for the model are shown in

Figure 4.1(a). In order to account for the estimated pre-stress, the correspond-

ing strain was calculated and equivalent step displacement ∆yeq applied to the

midline cross section. Symmetry, clamped, or free boundary conditions were

applied to the remaining surfaces of the model. We assume that the laser is

focused on the center of the beam. Given that the devices are optically thin, ab-

sorption is not confined to the top surface (see Section 4.4). Thus we consider

the power to be evenly absorbed throughout the thickness of the beam, and ap-

ply a heat flux H0 equivalent to 1mW of incident laser power (4.4% absorbed)

to the midline cross section. The substrate outside the model is assumed to be

an infinite heat sink. Since devices operate in vacuum, with small temperatures

above ambient, convective and radiative heat loss are negligible. A representa-

tive mesh is depicted in Figure 4.1(b), and the material properties used are listed

in Table 2.2. Note the two order of magnitude difference between the thermal

conductivity of Si and SiO2.

Recall that pre-stress in our devices is bracketed by the buckling loads (σb)

of the 15 µm and 20 µm beams. In order to calculate σb for each beam, the

temperature is fixed at zero and the (horizontal) midline displacement is varied

in a large deflection static analysis (NLGEOM ON, PSTRES ON) to produce a

load curve. Note that the top of the device layer is surrounded by vacuum,

while the bottom of the device layer is bonded to the underlying oxide layer.

This geometric asymmetry of the anchor support is captured in the boundary

conditions imposed in the model and causes imperfection buckling3. Since the

3Optical profilometry data available after this FEM analysis was published showed that
imperfection levels in our actual devices where 40-55× higher than those predicted here, and
pointed to residual stress gradients as a large contributor to device imperfection. See Section
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∆y = ∆yeq, Heat 
Flux: H(t)

SiO2

Si

Si

Symmetry
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bottom: 
∆z=0, T=0  

back: 
∆x=0, T=0  

side: 
∆y=0, 
T=0  

top: free  

(a) Boundary Conditions (b) Mesh

Figure 4.1: Structural and thermal boundary conditions as well as mesh
for a FEM model of a 7 µm beam. For each model, the precise
temperature field and displacement due to steady state heating
was calculated using a very fine mesh. Then the mesh coars-
ened such that maximum temperature and vertical component
of the midline displacement were accurate to within 2%. This
mesh convergence study indicated the need for a high density
of elements at the support.

top surface of the device layer is free, shear stresses develop along the bottom

of the device layer in the region of the support to counteract axial compressive

stresses due to pre-stress. These shear stresses act below the beam centerline

and tend to arch the beam up away from the substrate. Once the compressive

stress reaches a critical load, (σb), the growth becomes dramatic (see Figure 4.2).

This load is slightly less than the buckling load predicted by a Euler-Bernoulli

beam theory model of an initially straight clamped-clamped beam. Analysis of

the 15 µm and 20 µm beams indicates the presence of 55±10 MPa of compressive

pre-stress.

Having estimated the pre-stress, we apply equivalent step displacements

∆yeq to each beam, and calculate the midline displacement due to pre-stress

alone using a large-deflection static analysis (NLGEOM, ON) which accounts

2.2.3 for optical profilometry data and Appendix A for a quantitative analysis.
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Figure 4.2: Load curve for the 15 µm beam. Note that undercutting artifi-
cially softens the beam support reducing the buckling load and
resonant frequency, thus making the beam ”effectively” longer.
The equivalent length (see Section 2.2.2) is used to relate stress
to displacement from ∆y = σL

2E and to approximate the buck-
ling stress for the 7,10 µm beams where a full non-linear FEM
buckling analysis was not done. Thermal-mechanical coupling
is found to depend critically on residual pre-stress, particularly
in the neighborhood of σb (see Section 4.1.4). Thus careful anal-
ysis of σres is required. To find the buckling load (σb), we curve
fit the post-buckled load curve to a square root.

for geometric non-linearities. In addition, we select (PSTRESS, ON) so that the

stiffness matrix is recalculated in the deformed configuration. Next we turn our

attention to the thermal model. A steady state thermal analysis is performed to

calculate the temperature distribution in the beam. Equivalent structural loads

are applied by switching the element type from thermal to structural and the

large deformation static problem including pre-stress effects is solved to find

the vertical component of the midline displacement due to pre-stress and heat-

ing. The difference between these displacements, ∆UZ, provides us a measure

of the thermal-mechanical coupling.
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4.1.2 Results

In doubly-supported beams, deflection due to heating is the result of two com-

peting effects. First of all, heat propagates more efficiently in the device layer

because the thermal conductivity of silicon is two orders of magnitude higher

than that of the underlying silicon dioxide layer [55, 54]. Heat from the laser, ap-

plied at the center of the beam travels along the beam and is sunk at the anchor

by flowing into the low conductivity oxide. This sets up a large vertical tem-

perature gradient in the oxide near the support (Fig. 4.3(a)). The device layer,

being hotter than the oxide layer expands more, and the mismatch in thermal

expansion coefficients between the layers (see Table 2.2) augments this affect

to create a bending moment that tends to rotate cantilevered beams down to-

ward the substrate via the “thermostat effect”. Secondly, in doubly-supported

beams compressive stresses across the length of the device due to pre-stress or

thermal expansion have the opposite effect: a phenomenon noted in the previ-

ous section. For the beams studied, the effect of the thermal compressive force

dominates the effect of the vertical thermal gradients, causing the beams to arch

up away from the substrate when heated. Note that the direction of deflection

due to heating is particularly important since a change in direction is a 180◦

phase shift within the feedback loop. Assuming small displacements, we define

the thermo-mechanical coupling coefficient as

D =
∆UZ
Tave

(4.1)

where ∆UZ is the vertical component of the displacement at the center of the

beam and Tave is the average temperature in the beam. In calculating the cou-

pling, we include only the displacement due to heating, not the portion due to
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pre-stress. This coefficient is roughly equivalent to the local slope of the load-

displacement curve in Figure 4.2 where excess temperature is transformed to

thermal stress load. Note that the analysis is inherently non-linear in both the

initial stress state, σres, and applied heat flux H0. See Table 4.1 for a list of results.

The 20 µm beams being post-buckled, have the greatest thermal-mechanical

coupling (highest slope), while the 15 µm beams being nearly buckled have the

second greatest thermal-mechanical coupling.

(a) Temperature

-1 1 3 5 7 9

UZmidline [Å]

(b) Deflection

Figure 4.3: Temperature distribution and deflection for the 7 µm beam un-
der steady state heating - note that a portion of the displace-
ment is due to pre-stress.
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4.1.3 Discussion

We do not vary the laser power in the FEM model directly in order to deter-

mine the threshold power for self-oscillation because of the computational cost

of solving the coupled thermal-mechanical problem4. Rather, we build on past

work by using our finite element analysis (FEA) results to populate parameters

in a simple analytic model which has already been studied. Variations of the

model have been presented in [7, 106, 91, 145, 144], and the interested reader

should refer there for more details on its derivation. Below, the model is dis-

cussed and model parameters estimated. We note the two differences between

the following model and that presented later in Section 4.3 of this dissertation:

extensive FEA is needed in order to determine model parameters here; and the

periodicity in the interference field is included here5.

Although physical devices have spatially varying fields, first mode vibra-

tion is assumed and the midline displacement (z) is modeled as a one degree-

4Such an approach has been applied to a similar problem by Salinger et al. [107] who perform
bifurcation theory within the context of large scale models arising from coupled partial differen-
tial equations. Their test-problem is that of Rayleigh-Bénard convection. Software is available
from Sandia National Laboratories in the Library of Continuation Algorithms.

5Periodicity of the interference field is neglected in Section 4.3, since the objectives of that
work are to: predict PHop f , a quantity which depends only on the local slope of the interference
field; and formulate model parameters without the need for extensive FEA analysis.

Length 7 µm 10 µm 15 µm 20 µm
∆UZ [Å] 0.0364 0.0930 2.17 33.6
Tave [K] 0.831 1.07 1.48 1.88
D [ Å

K ] 0.0219 0.0434 0.734 8.96

Table 4.1: FEM results of thermal-mechanical analysis. ∆UZmidline is the ver-
tical component of the displacement at the center of the beam
due to heating with reference to the pre-stress configuration.
Note that the thermal-mechanical coupling coefficient (D) in-
creases with length.
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of-freedom oscillator. The average temperature in the device (T ) is modeled

using a lumped thermal model. Note that heating causes compression which

changes the stiffness to out-of-plane deflection giving us a temperature depen-

dent linear stiffness k = k0(1 − T
Tbuckle

), with Tbuckle = σb−σres
αeE , the temperature at

which a Euler-Bernoulli beam buckles due to thermal stresses. This relationship

recovers exactly the frequency-compression relationship for pre-buckled beams

[131] and is approximately correct for post-buckled beams [11]. Furthermore,

the slope of a load vs. displacement curve increases with displacement due to

membrane stresses, giving a cubic stiffness βz3 [29]. Including damping and the

thermal-mechanical coupling term, as well as non-dimensionalizing time by the

beam’s measured resonant frequency and non-dimensionalizing displacement

by the laser wavelength, we get the following model of the first translational

mode of vibration:

z′′ +
z′

Q
+

(
1 −

T
Tbuckle

)
z + βz3 = DT (4.2)

The average temperature is assumed to change according to Newton’s law

of cooling, giving

T ′ = −BT + HPabsorbed(z) (4.3)

where H is the inverse of the lumped thermal mass, B is the cooling rate due

to conduction, and Pabsorbed(z) is the laser energy absorbed as a function of de-

flection. This final term describes the Fabry-Pérot interferometer and has been

previously modeled as
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Pabsorbed(z) = P(α + γ sin2(2π(z − z0))) (4.4)

with α,γ and z0 fitting parameters that depend on the device thickness and ma-

terial properties, and P the incident CW laser power6.

Estimation of the physical, thermal, and optical parameters is done using

a number of different analyses. The optical parameters α, γ, and zo are least

squares fit to the numerical results from the model presented in [111]. Given the

complex index of refraction of the materials as well as the resonator thickness

and gap to substrate, the algorithm given in [111] solves Maxwell’s equations

to determine the percentage of laser energy absorbed in and reflected from the

resonator. The gap to substrate is varied to account for deflection of the de-

vice, giving absorption curves similar to that seen in Figure 1.1. For the 201

nm thick silicon device with 400 nm un-deflected gap to substrate, we estimate

α ' 0.035, γ ' 0.011, zo ' 0.18.

The mechanical parameters are fit as follows: first the devices under test are

driven at low amplitude in vacuum and their resonance curve is measured. The

quality factor (Q) is determined by fitting the resonance curve to a Lorentzian,

and is estimated to be between 10,000 and 14,000 for different beams. Given

the low damping, the natural frequency (ω0) is taken to be equal to the mea-

sured angular resonant frequency (ωr) which is used to non-dimensionalize the

equations. The spring stiffness temperature coefficient ( 1
TBuckle

) is determined by

taking a Taylor series expansion of the frequency-compression relation given in

[131], using linear thermoelasticity to convert between temperature above ambi-

ent and compression. The cubic stiffness (β) is estimated using an FEM analysis

6Note that in this section γ is related to the absorption contrast, not the imperfection level.
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in which a normal load of 0−10 µN is applied at the center of a clamped-clamped

beam. The load-displacement curve is least squares fit to F = kz + βz3 using the

appropriate non-dimensionalization.

The thermal parameters are also fit using the FEM analysis. The beam and a

large volume of the surrounding substrate are modeled in 3D. The temperature

is assumed to be zero at the outer boundary and a Heaviside unit flux is applied

at the center of the beam. The inverse lumped thermal mass7 (H) is related to

the slope of the temperature at time t = 0 (Ṫ |t=0 = H) and the cooling rate due to

conduction (B) is related to the steady state average temperature (lim
t→∞

T (t) =
H
B

).

The imperfection level, D, is taken to be the normalized centerline deflection

per unit temperature rise. See Table 2.2 for a full list of material properties used

in parameter estimation and Table 4.3 for estimated model parameters for the

15 µm beam subject to 55 MPa pre-stress.

Finally, we examine the nature of solutions to equations (4.2,4.3,4.4) to iden-

tify the laser power at which self-oscillation is first seen (PHop f ) and at which

self-oscillation ceases when reducing power (PS NBC). Equilibrium and peri-

odic solutions are calculated using numerical continuation with AUTO2000

[24, 23]. Numerical continuation allows us to efficiently determine whether

self-oscillation is possible in the model for a given laser power. Using AUTO,

we track changes in the equilibrium solution as the laser power, P, is varied,

monitoring for a Hopf bifurcation. Then we restart the continuation at the Hopf

bifurcation, tracking the periodic solution that emerges. As an example, con-

tinuation results are depicted in Figure 4.4 using the parameters listed in Table

4.3.
7Note that the lumped thermal mass H is not related to the applied heat flux H0.
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Interferometric transduction depends on the feedback between heating and

displacement, yet with no direct thermal-mechanical coupling term, D = 0, as

laser power (P) increases, the displacement is zero until the beam thermally

buckles at T = Tbuckle. Direct thermal-mechanical coupling due to deformation

of the beam at its supports couples heating and displacement at all temperatures

making pre-buckling feedback oscillations possible. As an example calculation,

for the 15 µm beams the reduction in the laser power when D , 0 at Hopf

bifurcation (PHop f ) is from PHop f = 19.4 mW to PHop f = 1.12 mW.

Parameter Value Parameter Value
Q 10,900 ωr 4.975 [MHz]
H 5,570 [ K

W ] B 0.112
α 0.035 γ 0.011
β 6.72 Tbuckle 28 [K]
D 2.32 ×10−4 [ 1

K ] P Continuation Parameter

Table 4.2: Parameters for 15 µm beam given in non-dimensional units.

We have used continuation to calculate PHop f and PS NBC for the 7,10,15 and 20

µm long beams: the results are presented in Table 4.3. Predicted threshold pow-

ers for self-oscillation are consistent with those measured in similar sized beams

[111], paddles [113], disks [145], and the predictions of Langdon and Dowe [67].

Experimental results from the actual devices are presented in Section 3.1. Self-

Oscillation was not seen in any of the devices modeled here up to the maximum

obtainable laser power on sample of ' 2 mW. Optical profilometry results avail-

able after completion of this study showed a large initial deformation, which

shifted the location of the beam centerline within the interference field, alter-

ing the thermo-mechanical feedback from that predicted here. This greater than

predicted imperfection level is believed to be due to vertical gradients in the

pre-stress.
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Figure 4.4: Continuation of periodic solutions. Incident laser power (P)
is plotted along the x-axis and the amplitude of oscillation
is plotted along the y-axis. PS NBC is the lower threshold of
self oscillation, and PHop f is the point at which the steady
state solution becomes unstable giving rise to self-oscillation.
Note the hysteresis loop. In addition to reducing PHop f , direct
thermal-mechanical coupling reduces PS NBC and thus increases
the width of our hysteresis loop.

In order to illustrate the sensitivity of this analysis to the pre-stress values,

the thermal mechanical coupling coefficient is re-calculated, and continuation

performed assuming 35 MPa of pre-stress. For this pre-stress value, all beams

are pre-buckled. Note the sensitivity of (PHop f ) to the pre-stress value, particu-

larly in the neighborhood of the buckling length. Parameters used are listed

in Tables 4.5 and 4.4 for beams subject to 35 MPa and 55 MPa compressive

pre-stress respectively. Note that out-of-plane displacement due to compres-
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sive stress was not taken into account when calculating optical parameters. In

addition, lumped thermal parameters (H, B) were calculated based on the tem-

perature at midline rather than the average temperature. As a result the listed

values of H are high by a factor of ∼ 2×.

No DT, σres =55 MPa With DT, σres =55 MPa With DT, σres =35 MPa
Length PHop f [mW] PS NBC[mW] PHop f [mW] PS NBC[mW] PHop f [mW] PS NBC[mW]
7µm 482 467 64.7 19.1 76 22
10µm 239 233 18.2 4.46 26 5.8
15µm 19.4 19.3 1.12 0.568 7.0 2.0
20µm N/A N/A 0.0798 N/A 0.29 0.22

Table 4.3: Model predictions of power at which self oscillation is first seen
(PHop f ) and lowest power for which self oscillation is possible
(PS NBC). For 55 MPa of pre-stress, the 20 µm beams are already
buckled. For post-buckled beams, the Hopf bifurcation in the
model is seen to be supercritical and there is no hysteresis. For
35 MPa pre-stress, all of the beams are pre-buckled. As a result
their thermal-mechanical coupling coefficients (D) are lower and
threshold power for self-oscillation (PHop f ) higher.

Model Parameters
Length [µm] 7 10 15 20
Q 10300 13800 10900 12400
Tbuckle [K] 427 211 27.7 -48.3
D [K−1] 6.94 × 10−6 1.37 × 10−5 2.32 × 10−4 2.84 × 10−3

β 4.09 4.65 6.72 15.5
H [ K

W ] 2670 4410 5570 6780
B 0.0931 0.152 0.112 0.112
γ 0.011 0.011 0.011 0.011
α 0.035 0.035 0.035 0.035
z0 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18

Table 4.4: Estimated parameters used in continuation and integration of
model equations with 55 MPa of compressive pre-stress. The 20
µm beams are buckled leading to a negative Tbuckle.
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Model Parameters
Length [µm] 7 10 15 20
Q 10300 13800 10900 12400
Tbuckle [K] 489 272 89.3 13.2
D [K−1] 5.66 × 10−6 9.37 × 10−6 3.08 × 10−5 6.82 × 10−4

β 4.09 4.65 6.72 15.5
H [ K

W ] 2670 4410 5570 6780
B 0.0931 0.152 0.112 0.112
γ 0.011 0.011 0.011 0.011
α 0.035 0.035 0.035 0.035
z0 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18

Table 4.5: Estimated parameters used in continuation and integration of
model equations with 35 MPa of compressive pre-stress. All
beams are pre-buckled.

4.1.4 Conclusion

When illuminated with a CW laser, MEMS resonators have been shown to go

into self-oscillation for sufficiently high laser power. Such interferometric trans-

duction is driven by the coupling of heating to displacement and provides a

means to achieve vibration in MEMS sensors without the need for externally

modulated drive signals or extra fabrication steps which reduce the mechani-

cal quality factor. We have shown that the threshold laser power needed for

self-oscillation (PHop f ) depends intimately on the static deflection due to steady

state heating, and calculated that deflection for doubly-supported beams of var-

ious lengths. Unlike cantilevered beams, doubly-supported beams are seen to

deflect away from the substrate when heated due to compressive stress across

the length of the device. We have interpreted the thermal-mechanical cou-

pling as the slope of a imperfection buckling load curve, and shown that the

power needed for self oscillation decreases for increasing coupling. Thus, the

amount of pre-stress provides a control parameter in designing low-power de-

vices. Barely post-buckled beams should have the lowest threshold power for
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self-oscillation, though that power (and the operating frequency) are sensitive

to changes in pre-stress near the buckling load.

4.2 Continuation of Model Equations

In the following sections continuation and direct integration results are pre-

sented and discussed for large amplitude motion. Results indicate that multiple

stable limit cycles are possible in interferometrically transduced devices, which

are periodically spaced in amplitude due to periodicity in the interference field.

Since small displacement is not assumed, approximate analytic methods (Lind-

stedt’s method, harmonic balance) give poor predictions, thus no analytic re-

sults are presented. Lastly, conclusions are drawn about the properties of corre-

sponding physical devices in which multiple stable limit cycles would be pos-

sible. Material from this section is drawn from work discussed at the ASME

International Design Engineering Technical Conference 2011 [9] which is cur-

rently under review for journal publication.

4.2.1 Theoretical Model

The equations that follow are applicable to any interferometrically-driven

MEMS device with a temperature dependent stiffness and direct thermal-

mechanical coupling, but here a clamped-clamped beam is modeled to illustrate

the phenomenon. A similar model has been used to describe the motion of op-

tically excited disks, dome oscillators, and beams [106, 7, 92, 91]. See [106] for

a more detailed discussion. These same equations are discussed in Section 4.1
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in more detail, and are merely re-stated here8. Assuming first mode vibration

gives us the following mechanical model:

z′′ +
z′

Q
+

(
1 −

1
TBuckle

T
)

z + βz3 = DT, (4.5)

where z is the centerline displacement scaled by the laser wavelength (z = x
λ
),

time is rescaled by the linear resonant frequency (τ = tω0), and primes denote

derivatives with respect to non-dimensional time τ. The device quality factor is

Q, cubic stiffness β, thermo-mechanical coupling D, and TBuckle determines how

sharply the linear frequency changes with temperature.

The resonator is assumed to heat up due to laser absorption and cool down

due to Newton’s law of cooling, giving the following equation governing the

average temperature in the beam (T)

T ′ = −BT + HPabsorbed(z), (4.6)

where B is the cooling rate due to conduction, H is the inverse of the lumped

thermal mass, and Pabsorbed(z) is the energy absorbed due to interferometric heat-

ing. The absorption function Pabsorbed(z) depends on the properties of the inter-

ferometer for a given deflection (z), is proportional to the applied laser power,

is periodic with period λ
2 in x (or 1

2 in z), and is approximated by

Pabsorbed(z) = P[α + γ sin2(2π(z − zo))] (4.7)
8Parameters from [9] have been re-labeled in order for notation to be consistent that used in

Section 4.1
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with fitting parameters α, γ, and zo
9. Equations (4.5, 4.6, 4.7) form a system

of two coupled ordinary differential equations and one algebraic equation to

model the first mode of vibration of a MEMS resonator. In the next section, the

parameter estimation process is described and parameters are established for

a 201 nm thick, 10 µm long clamped-clamped silicon beam with 400 nm gap

to substrate, subjected to 55 MPa of pre-compression, with measured resonant

frequency of 2πωr =9.96 MHz.

Optical parameters (α,γ,z0) are fit using a physics based model of reflection,

transmission and absorption in thin films given in [111] and expanded on in

Section 4.4. Thermal parameters (H,B) are fit using an FEM thermal model of

the beam and surrounding substrate. Structural parameters (Q,Tbuckle and β) are

fit using a mixture of experimental results, analytic results, and FEM modeling.

See [106] or Section 4.1 for a detailed description of the parameter estimation

techniques. Parameters used here are for the 10µm long beam subjected to 55

MPa of compressive pre-stress and are listed in Table 4.4.

4.2.2 Continuation Results

The continuation tool AUTO 2000 [24, 23], is used to examine the structure of

solutions to equations (4.5,4.6,4.7). This software package is commonly used in

the bifurcation analysis of differential equations and algebraic systems. Using

AUTO 2000 we track the change in the equilibrium and periodic solutions as

the laser power is varied.

We begin with P = 0 which has known equilibrium solution (z = 0, z′ = 0,T =

9Again, here γ is related to the absorption contrast, not the imperfection level.
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0). This equilibrium solution is continued in P, monitoring the eigenvalues of

the Jacobian of the linearized system for Hopf-bifurcations. For low laser power,

there is a unique stable equilibrium solution with small centerline displacement.

As the laser power is increased to P ' 18mW, this equilibrium solution loses sta-

bility in a Hopf bifurcation leading to self-oscillation. As the power is increased

further, the equilibrium solution branch begins to lift up from zeq = 0 and a sec-

ond branch of equilibrium solutions is born at P ' 168mW in a fold of equilib-

rium points. An equilibrium point along this branch is computed numerically

using a root finding method and then is used as a starting point for continua-

tion of the branch. See Figure 4.5 for a plot of the equilibrium branches along

with Hopf-bifurcation points at which limit cycles are born. This behavior in

the position and number of equilibria is caused by imperfection buckling in the

model (see Section 4.1). Hopf bifurcations along the branches of equilibria alter

the usual buckling stability result - that the unbuckled state is unstable and the

buckled states stable. Two directions of stability are lost or gained in a Hopf

bifurcation and one direction in a fold.

Next, we turn our attention to the limit cycle oscillations born in Hopf bifur-

cations. The continuation is restarted at each Hopf bifurcation and the emerg-

ing limit cycle is followed, allowing the power, P, and frequency of oscillation,

2πω, to vary. Following the limit cycle branch born in the first Hopf bifurca-

tion, we see a series of folds of limit cycles in which stable and unstable limit

cycles coalesce or divide (see Figure 4.6), in addition to regions of period dou-

bling which are discussed later. To display equilibrium points and limit cycles

on the same bifurcation diagram, the maximum displacement attained during

one cycle (zmax) is used as the dependent variable for limit cycles. This measure

includes the amplitude plus a small mean value roughly equal to the displace-
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Figure 4.5: AUTO generated bifurcation diagram of the system, showing
location and stability of equilibrium solutions as a function of
laser power (P). Limit cycle branches emerging from Hopf bi-
furcations (H) are shown in Figure 4.12.

ment of the equilibrium solution from which the motion was born. Note the

limiting value of LCO amplitude as laser power is increased. Amplitude satu-

ration was initially observed by [46], and is supported by our data presented in

Section 3.1.

For a given laser power, the amplitudes of stable limit cycles differ by

roughly the period of the interferometer, λ
2 ∼ 316 nm. Thus the multiplicity of

stable limit cycles is due to periodicity in the interference field, and each higher

amplitude stable limit cycle shows motion between similar points in the phase

of the interference field, but includes more or less periods. For example, if the

lowest amplitude limit cycle shows motion between one peak of absorption in

the interference field and the first subsequent peak in the interference field, then

the second lowest amplitude limit cycle shows motion between one peak of the

absorption in the interference field, and the second subsequent peak (see Figure
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1.1). See Figure 4.7 for a phase portrait of the equilibrium solution and limit

cycles for P = 135mW when a stable and unstable limit cycle have just been born

in a fold of limit cycles.
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Figure 4.6: AUTO generated bifurcation diagram (a) showing the two
branches of equilibrium solutions as well as the branch of limit
cycles born in the first Hopf bifurcation. Included is a zoom
view (b) of the bifurcation diagram for low laser power. The
intersection of a vertical line with the equilibrium or limit cy-
cle branches indicates the solutions possible at a given laser
power. See figure 4.7 for a phase portrait of the limit cycles and
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just been born in a fold of limit cycles. See figure 4.6 for the
accompanying bifurcation diagram.

The period of oscillation along the first Hopf branch is depicted in Figure

4.8. Note that the limit cycle initially has non-dimensional period of ∼ 2π. As

the laser power is increased two competing factors influence the period of os-

cillation. The temperature dependence of the linear stiffness causes the period

to increase with temperature and so the period increases with laser power for a

given stable limit cycle. At the same time, the cubic stiffness due to membrane

stresses causes the period to decrease with increasing amplitude of oscillation.

Thus at a fixed laser power, high amplitude limit cycles have lower periods.

The interplay of these tuning mechanisms in post-buckled beams was explored

experimentally in Section 3.2, while analysis here is for pre-buckled beams.

It is numerically observed that as damping is increased, high amplitude limit

cycles become unattainable at low laser power. Increased damping flattens out
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(a) Period of oscillation along the first Hopf branch

(b) Low power zoom
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these curves in the first Hopf branch, reducing the number of stable limit cycles

accessible at a given laser power (see Figure 4.9). For sufficiently high damping,

the Hopf bifurcation becomes supercritical and a unique stable limit cycle exists

in this branch for P > PHop f .

Although the results presented here are for 10 µm beams subject to 55 MPa

of pre-compression, we have estimated parameters for beams of length 7,10,15,

and 20 µm with varying amounts of pre-compression. Continuation of the

model equations using these parameters shows that multiplicity of stable limit

cycles in the first Hopf branch is a robust feature of the model for lightly damped

pre-buckled beams, and occurs at laser powers which are realizable in exper-

imental setups. In the following section, we describe the rest of the bifurca-

tion structure for 10 µm beams, including bifurcations occurring at laser powers

above the thermal buckling power. We also describe the jump phenomenon

associated with destruction of stable limit cycles.

4.2.3 Complete Bifurcation Diagram

In this section we build up the complete picture of the bifurcation structure, by

describing each additional bifurcation separately. To begin with, we return to

the regions of period doubling along the first Hopf branch (see Figure 4.6). Here

we see that as we increase the laser power, our original limit cycle goes unstable

and a new stable limit cycle is born with twice the period of the original. Con-

tinuing this new limit cycle, there is a cascade of period doubling where this

process continues with increasing frequency as we increase the laser power (see

Figure 4.10). Direct numerical integration is used to verify the existence of these
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Figure 4.9: Effect of damping: AUTO generated bifurcation diagram
showing the branch of limit cycles born in the first Hopf bifur-
cation. The same model parameters are used as before, except
the quality factor (Q) is reduced by a factor of 10 between each
subplot. Note that the increased damping increases the laser
power at which self-oscillation becomes possible and also flat-
tens out the curves in the first Hopf branch. For Q = 140, the
Hopf bifurcation has become supercritical and there is a unique
stable limit cycle, which quickly leads to period doubling and
dies in a homoclinic bifurcation (not shown).
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special solutions. Period doubling is a well-known route to chaos, and chaos

has been experimentally observed in the forced vibration of buckled beams [81],

thus it is likely that chaos exists in the model in this range of laser powers.
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Figure 4.10: Bifurcation diagram (a) of a cascade of period doubling for
high laser power. Only the first five period doubling bifur-
cations are tracked numerically, though more are believed to
exist. A phase portrait (b) just after the first period doubling
bifurcation shows that the original limit cycle (one-loop) has
gone unstable, and a new stable cycle is born which traverses
two loops before closing.

For all of the parameter sets studied, there were additional Hopf bifurcations

from the equilibrium branches for laser powers above the buckling power. Fol-

lowing the limit cycle emerging from the second Hopf bifurcation, we see a fold

of limit cycles, and then the cycle coalesces with an unstable equilibrium point
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in a homoclinic bifurcation. See Figure 4.11 for a bifurcation diagram of this re-

gion and a phase portrait just before the homoclinic bifurcation. Accounting for

the limit cycles born in the other Hopf bifurcations gives a complete bifurcation

diagram shown in Figure 4.12.

4.2.4 Jump Phenomenon

Finally, direct integration is used to illustrate the hysteresis possible in the sys-

tem. Although the bifurcation structure illustrates the types of stable and unsta-

ble behaviors possible in the model, it does not tell us which behaviors would

be seen experimentally as we change the laser power - a question dealing with

the basins of attraction for different stable behaviors. For each Hopf bifurca-

tion or fold of limit cycles where an equilibrium solution loses stability or stable

motion disappears, respectively, we use a point along that motion as an initial

condition, increase or decrease the laser power slightly beyond the bifurcation

and integrate until the trajectory settles onto a new steady behavior. See Figure

4.13 for a plot of the jump phenomenon. As we quasi-statically increase the laser

power from zero beyond the first Hopf bifurcation at P ∼ 18mW, the beam be-

gins to oscillate in the lowest amplitude limit cycle. Once oscillating, we have to

decrease the power below the lowest fold of limit cycles at P ∼ 4.5mW in order

to jump back onto the stable equilibrium solution. At each fold of limit cycles

along the first Hopf branch, jumps occur up to the next highest amplitude stable

limit cycle when increasing the laser power, or down to the next lowest ampli-

tude stable limit cycle when decreasing the laser power. Entering the region of

period doubling, stable n-cycles give rise to stable 2n-cycles and so there are no

jumps. However, it is unclear if stable periodic motions exist over the entire
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(a) Bifurcation diagram with second Hopf branch

(b)Phase portrait for P=235 mW
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Figure 4.11: Portion of the bifurcation diagram (a) in the region of the sec-
ond Hopf point (after the thermal buckling point as seen in
figure 4.12), and phase portrait (b) of the system just before
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Figure 4.12: Complete bifurcation diagram of the system. Note that the
limit cycle oscillation born in a Hopf bifurcation in the elbow
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cation that it its not visible on the bifurcation diagram at this
scale.

interval or if there are regions of chaos.

4.2.5 Comparison with Previous Work

Previous work [7, 144] on modeling limit cycle oscillations in optically driven

MEMS resonators has assumed small displacement, and expanded the optical

equation (4.7) in a power series losing the periodicity in the process, but mak-

ing the equations amenable to approximate analytic methods. This small dis-

placement approximation predicts a single Hopf bifurcation, either subcritical
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Figure 4.13: Jump phenomenon in the first Hopf branch.

or supercritical, leading to a stable/unstable pair or single stable limit cycle re-

spectively. Thus series expanding the optical equation suppresses secondary

Hopf bifurcations and folds of limit cycles. For comparison, a bifurcation dia-

gram for equations (4.5,4.6) is given in Figure (4.14), where the parameters for

a 10 µm long beam from Table 4.4 are used but equation (4.7) has been Taylor

expanded in z, keeping the first 2 terms.

4.2.6 Conclusion

A MEMS device illuminated within an interference field will self-oscillate due

to feedback between absorption and displacement. Models in the form of cou-

pled differential equations have been used to describe the dynamics of such

vibrations [7, 145, 93, 106, 91, 92, 19, 144], and analyzed under the assumption

of small displacement. In this work, we show that if we relax that assump-
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Figure 4.14: Bifurcation diagram of the model equations assuming small
displacement, where equation (4.7) has been expanded in a
first order Taylor series. Buckling has not been suppressed,
but secondary Hopf bifurcations and folds of limit cycles have
been lost. The approximate equations give a similar value for
PHop f but not of the limit cycle amplitude or equilibrium solu-
tion.

tion then multiple stable limit cycles are possible due to the periodicity of the

interference field. The frequency of these oscillations is shown to depend sensi-

tively on the laser power with competition between linear and non-linear tuning

mechanisms as seen in Section 3.2. Other complex motions exist for high laser

power.

The analysis presented is applicable to any interferometrically driven MEMS

device with a temperature dependent stiffness and static deflection, though

clamped-clamped beams were chosen to analyze here due to their relatively

simple structure. Physical devices exhibiting multiple stable limit cycles due to

the phenomenon presented are expected to share some common characteristics:

(a) The need for a temperature dependent stiffness and deflection suggests
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the use of devices that can generate tension across the device, i.e. clamped-

clamped beams or domes rather than cantilevers or disks.

(b) Damping has been shown to decrease the number of stable limit cycles

accessible at a given power, thus devices would need to be high-Q.

(c) Stable limit cycles are seen to be separated in amplitude by ∆x ' λ
2 . To

permit n-stable limit cycles, devices must have a initial gap-to-substrate of

greater than λ
2 in order to prevent contact with the substrate. Excitation

with a HeNe laser would require a gap of & 1 µm in order to see three limit

cycles.

Although rigorously derived and analyzed, the results are expected only

to present a qualitative picture of the dynamics of interferometrically driven

MEMS devices, i.e. that multiple stable periodic motions are to be expected in

large clamped-clamped beams and domes in low damping environments. Note

that these motions are seen for low laser powers (below the buckling tempera-

ture). Above the buckling temperature, the frequency-compression relationship

changes, and the model may lose validity. A description of the bifurcation struc-

ture in this region of high laser power (P > 168 mW for the parameters used

here) is presented and represents simply an analysis of the model, which sug-

gests the possibility of period doubling, chaos, and secondary Hopf bifurcations

in the physical system. Multiple limit cycles were not observed in our devices

possibly due to the fact that LCO was not observed in pre-buckled beams, or

possibly due to our limited gap-to-substrate.
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4.3 First Principles Model

Motivated by the need to understand the contributors to low power self-

resonant devices at the level of device design, in this paper we sacrifice accuracy

for ease of use and present an (almost) parameter free model of interferometri-

cally driven self-resonant MEMS. Perturbation analysis is used to predict the

threshold power for self-oscillation, and predictions compared with the results

of numerical continuation. Scalings of threshold power with device geometry

and pre-stress are discussed.

4.3.1 Mathematical Model

Our analysis models doubly-supported MEMS beams illuminated with a laser

focused to a spot at the beam’s midline (see Figure 4.15). To begin with, we

use beam theory to model the mechanical behavior of the resonator. Our model

is adapted from an equation for the vibration of a beam including membrane

stiffness. Only the details are sketched here, and the reader is referred to the

original paper for further details [29]. Letting x be the position along the beam

and y(x) be the lateral deflection at point x, standard beam theory gives

EIy′′′′ + mÿ + ζẏ = 0, (4.8)

where m is the mass per unit length, ζ is the viscous damping coefficient, EI

is the flexural rigidity, primes denote spatial derivatives, and overdots denote

time derivatives. As noted in Section 4.1, such a model neglects in-plane tension

which is the main driver of displacement due to heating in doubly-supported
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beams. Thus, we extend the model to account for in-plane forces due to deflec-

tion, heating and residual tension. Using linear thermo-elasticity and writing

the axial extension due to deflection to first order, the force of tension, F, is

F = σA −
EA
L

∫ L

0
αeU(x)dx +

EA
2L

∫ L

0
(y′(x))2dx, (4.9)

where A is the cross-sectional area of the beam, L is the length, αe is the coef-

ficient of thermal expansion, and U(x) is the temperature above ambient. The

sign convention used is that positive loads are tensile and negative loads are

compressive. The first term, σA, is the residual tension from device fabrication,

the second is due to heating/cooling of the beam, and the last is the due to de-

flection. The equation on the displacement field including the effect of tension,

and assuming clamped-clamped boundary conditions is:

M[y,U] = EIy′′′′ +
[
−σA +

EA
L

∫ L

0
αeU(x)dx −

EA
2L

∫ L

0
(y′(x))2dx

]
y′′ + ζ ẏ + mÿ = 0,

y(0) = y(L) = 0, y′(0) = y′(L) = 0. (4.10)

Fourier’s law is used to model the temperature field. It was shown in Section

4.1 that beam deformation was caused by in-plane thermal expansion, thus we

model the temperature in the beam using a 1D thermal model. Let q̇(x) be the

heat generated per unit volume. Assuming the temperature above ambient is

zero at the ends, we get

H[y,U] = U̇ − αcU′′ −
1
ρc

q̇(x) = 0; U(0) = U(L) = 0. (4.11)
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where αc is the thermal diffusivity, ρ is the mass density, and c is the specific

heat capacity.

The heating q̇(x) depends on the total laser power P, spatial distribution of

power, and on the fraction, f (x), of power absorbed at a given distance along

the beam. Due to the Fabry-Pérot interferometer between the beam and sub-

strate, f (x) depends on x through the displacement field y(x). Using the optical

properties of the films involved, and their thicknesses, f (y(x)) can be solved for

numerically [111]. We found in Section 4.2 that the power needed to obtain LCO

depends on this function only in the neighborhood of the fixed point, and so we

use a Taylor series approximation about the un-deflected state 10. Assuming that

the laser power is focused to a spot at the beam’s centerline we get

q̇(x) =
P
A

[
αo + γy(x)

]
δ
(
x −

L
2

)
, (4.12)

where P is the total laser power, αo is the zero-deflection absorption, γ is the ab-

sorption contrast of the Fabry-Pérot interferometer, and the delta-function, δ, is

our spatial power distribution. See Figure 4.15 for a diagram of the system. Note

that our thermal boundary conditions (4.11) assume that the substrate acts as an

infinite heat sink. While not entirely accurate, this is a necessary simplification.

For silicon-on-insulator (SOI) devices, the contrast in thermal conductivity be-

tween the silicon device layer and underlying oxide confines heat to the device

layer, resulting in an elevated temperature at the anchor [10, 54]. Thus we ex-

pect SOI devices to have higher temperatures than the model predicts for the

same applied flux (see Section 4.1).

10In this context “un-deflected” includes the initial deformation due to stress and imperfec-
tions. Unless the beam midline is located near a point of high curvature, the additional O(1) nm
static deflection due to laser heating causes a negligible change to the absorption contrast.
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x

q(x)
.

Figure 4.15: Diagram of modeled beam illustrating boundary conditions.
The heating function q̇(x) is drawn with finite width for il-
lustration purposes only, and in the model is described by a
delta-function and thus has no width.

Finally, our equations are projected onto a set of test functions using the

Galerkin method, and a set of coupled, non-linear ODEs obtained. For our test

functions we select a time-dependent unit normal weight function multiplied

by a space dependent shape function:

ỹ(x, t) =
a(t)
2

(
1 − cos

(2πx
L

))
, Ũ(x, t) = b(t) sin

(πx
L

)
. (4.13)

Note that our test functions satisfy the boundary conditions (4.10) and (4.11)

regardless of the time dependent weight functions. Requiring that our error in

approximation be orthogonal to the test functions gives 2 ODEs governing the

weight functions

∫ L

0
ỹ(x, t)M[ỹ(x, t), Ũ(x, t)]dx = 0 → ä + c0ȧ + a(c1 − c3b) + c2a3 = 0, (4.14)∫ L

0
Ũ(x, t)H[ỹ(x, t), Ũ(x, t)]dx = 0 → ḃ = −c4b +

2P
mcL

[
αo + γa

]
, (4.15)
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with the constants ci defined as follows

c0 =
ζ

m

c1 =

[4π2σA
3mL2 +

16π4EI
3mL4

]
c2 =

[
π4AE
3mL4

]
c3 =

[8παeAE
3mL2

]
c4 =

[
π2αc

L2

]
. (4.16)

Our thermal equation (4.15) is a simple first order thermal equation coupled to

the mechanical equation (4.14) through the 2P
mcL

[
αo + γa

]
term. The mechanical

equation is in the form of a damped Duffing oscillator coupled to the thermal

equation through the c3ab term. Note that all of the constants, ci, are strictly pos-

itive, except for (possibly) the linear spring stiffness c1. If we neglect the damping

and non-linear terms in (4.14) then we get the equation for a simple harmonic

oscillator with spring stiffness c1 that depends on residual stress σ. As we de-

crease σ, i.e. increase compression, the frequency
√

c1 decreases as
√
σ − σB un-

til σ = σB = −4π2EI
AL2 at which point the linear spring stiffness passes through zero

as the equilibrium lifts up from the a = 0 axis. To determine the post-buckled

linearized frequency we introduce a new variable to shift the equilibrium back

to zero. This process is discussed in Section 4.3.3. Thus, our linearized mechan-

ical equation(4.14) demonstrates the correct frequency relationship inherent in

Euler buckling and correctly predicts the buckling load [131]. For a fixed level

of pre-stress, thermal buckling is also possible and occurs at PB = mcLc1c4
2αoc3

.

Note that (aeq = 0, beq = 2Pαo
mcc4L ) is always an equilibrium solution to equations

(4.14), (4.15) which thus exhibit perfect buckling. Thus, the displacement aeq
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will be independent of the laser power P until thermal buckling occurs. As a re-

sult, feedback oscillations are not possible for pre-buckled beams in this model.

However, in the physical system, asymmetry of the support, initial shape im-

perfections, or fabrication defects break the symmetry and lead to imperfection

buckling where there is a small non-zero deflection before the buckling load

(see Section 4.1). The most common technique for dealing with these asymme-

tries analytically is to lump all contributors to asymmetry together into a net

imperfection modeled as small amplitude pre-deformation of the beam in it’s

first buckling mode [34]. The beam’s amplitude of imperfection is typically un-

known in advance, and would become a fitting parameter in the system [34]. As

such, rather than incorporate the effect of imperfections at the stage of PDEs, we

choose to do so at the stage of ODEs, by adding a thermal-mechanical coupling

term, c5b, to the mechanical equation which breaks the symmetry and gives aeq

a non-zero value pre-buckling. Drawbacks of this method are discussed in Ap-

pendix A.

Including this imperfection term, and re-writing (4.14), (4.15) in first order

form with the change of variables a → z; ȧ → v; b → T we get our model

equations


ż

v̇

Ṫ

 =


v

−c0v − c1z − c2z3 + c3zT + c5T

−c4T + 2P
mcL

(
αo + γz

)
 , (4.17)

where T is the centerline beam temperature above ambient, z is the centerline

beam displacement, and v is the velocity of the centerline.
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4.3.2 Bifurcation Analysis

Since the transition to self-oscillation has been shown to happen in a Hopf bi-

furcation [7], we analyze our equations (4.17) for the laser power, PHop f , which

causes this bifurcation. In order for a Hopf bifurcation to occur, we need a pair

of eigenvalues to cross from the left to right half of the complex plane, or vice-

versa. Thus, we calculate the steady state deflection and temperature as a func-

tion of laser power, P, linearize the system about this equilibrium solution, and

then check for a pair of pure imaginary eigenvalues in the linearized system.

Plugging in the equilibrium condition ż = v̇ = Ṫ = 0 we get an algebraic

equation for the location [zeq, veq,Teq] of the equilibrium point. One equation is

trivially veq = 0. We can find a closed form solution for zeq(P) and Teq(P) by

solving the last equation for Teq and plug into the second to get a cubic equation

on zeq. However, such a solution is unwieldy and produces formulas for PHop f

which are impractical to evaluate. Once again, we choose to sacrifice accuracy

for manageability by estimating the equilibrium condition using a perturbation

series.

In the pre-buckling regime, the laser power is low and deformation is domi-

nated by the imperfection level. We let P = εP, zeq = z0 + εz1 + ε2z2 + ... and collect

powers in ε to get to lowest order:

zpre
eq (P) =

2αoc5

c1c4mcL
P (4.18)

T pre
eq (P) =

2P
c4mcL

[
αo + γzpre

eq

]
,

In the post-buckling regime, the effect of the imperfection level on deflection is
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insignificant, as deflection is governed by the linear and non-linear stiffness. We

let c5 = εc5, zeq = z0 + εz1 + ε2z2 + ... to get:

zpost
eq (P) =

√
c2

3P2γ2 − c1c2c2m2L2c2
4 + 2αoc2c3c4mcLP + c3γP

c2c4mcL
(4.19)

T post
eq (P) =

2P
c4mcL

[
αo + γzpost

eq

]
,

Evaluating the Jacobian at the estimated equilibrium point, we get the following

characteristic equation governing the eigenvalues, λi:

λ3 + k2λ
2 + k1λ + k0 = 0, (4.20)

where ki depend on P through zeq(P) and Teq(P). Letting λ = ±iω and equating

the real and imaginary parts yields the following equation on PHop f

k0(PHop f ) = k1(PHop f ) · k2(PHop f ); k0(PHop f ) > 0. (4.21)

In the pre-buckled regime we use (4.18) for the equilibrium solution

[zeq(P), 0,Teq(P)]. The coefficients from the characteristic equation (4.20) are

given below:

kpre
0 (P) = −

2c5γP
mcL

−
8αoc3c5γP2

c1c4m2c2L2 −
2αoc3P

mcL
+

12c2α
2
oc2

5P2

c4c2
1m2c2L2

+ c1c4

kpre
1 (P) = −

4αoc3c5γP2

c1c2
4m2c2L2

−
2αoc3P
c4mcL

+
12c2c2

5α
2
oP2

c2
1c2

4m2c2L2
+ c0c4 + c1

kpre
2 (P) = c4 + c0 (4.22)
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When the coefficients (4.22) are plugged into (4.21) they give a quadratic on P,

the correct solution to which is an estimate of PHop f in the pre-buckled regime.

In order to determine which root is extraneous, we note the results of Section

4.1, namely that limit cycle oscillation is not possible in the pre-buckled regime

without imperfections to couple heating to displacement. As the imperfection

level approaches zero (c5 → 0), the power needed for self-oscillation should

grow without bound (PHop f → ∞). Thus we keep the root which comes in from

infinity and is positive.

In the post-buckled regime we use (4.19) for the equilibrium solution and get

the following coefficients:

kpost
0 (P) =

2c3γP
√

c2
3γ

2P2 − c1c2c2
4m2c2L2 + 2αoc2c3c4mcLP

c2c4mcL2

+
2c2

3γ
2P2

c2c4m2c2L2 + P
4αoc3 − 2c5γ

mcL
− 2c1c4

kpost
1 (P) =

4c3γP
√

c2
3γ

2P2 − c1c2c2
4m2c2L2 + 2αoc2c3c4mcLP

c2c2
4m2c2L2

+
4c2

3γ
2P2

c2c2
4m2c2L2

+
4αoc3P
c4mcL

+ c0c4 − 2c1

kpost
2 (P) = c4 + c0 (4.23)

When (4.23) are plugged into (4.21) they give an implicit equation for PHop f in

the post-buckled regime, which may be numerically evaluated using a root-

finding method. In Section (4.3.4) these formula will be evaluated and the re-

sults compared with continuation results for physically relevant parameters.
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4.3.3 Parameter Fitting

While our first-principles derivation of the governing equations skirts the need

for time consuming FEA to fit model parameters, there are still two parameters

which require analysis: the damping constant, c0, and the thermal-mechanical

coupling constant, c5. In this section we present those analyses and give the

values for the material and geometric properties used in calculating the other

parameters.

We begin by discussing the damping constant, c0. There are many sources of

damping in MEMS, including viscous or squeeze-film damping, thermo-elastic

damping, and clamping losses [139]. Rather than relating the damping term c0

to these environment factors, we relate it to the measurable quality factor Q of

the resonator. Imagine that the resonator is driven at small amplitude with the

laser power low enough not to affect the device dynamics, i.e. P→ 0 and T → 0,

and a quality factor Q measured. In this situation, our mechanical equation

(4.17) reduces to z̈ + c0ż + c1z + c2z3 = 0. In the pre-buckled regime (c1 > 0)

the only equilibrium is zeq = 0 and linearized frequency is simply
√

c1. We get

damping term c0 =
√

c1

Q by comparison of the linearized equation to the simple

harmonic oscillator, z̈ + ωo
Q ż + ω2

oz = 0. In the post-buckled regime (c1 < 0), we

have zeq =
√
−c1
c2

and linearized frequency of
√
−2c1 giving c0 =

√
−2c1
Q . Note that

our calculation of the pre- and post-buckled frequency agrees quite well with

those given in [11]. Having fit the damping constant, we then turn our attention

to the imperfection level.

Given the way in which we’ve incorporated the imperfection amplitude, our

thermal-mechanical coupling constant, c5, can be related to the change in dis-

placement per unit temperature rise. Doing a perturbation series approxima-
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tion in T to our mechanical equation about the z = 0 equilibrium we get the

following relationship for the equilibrium solution zeq =
c5
c1

Teq + O(T 2). To fit c5

we could in theory, heat the sample to a known temperature, measure the dis-

placement and take the ratio, scaled by c1. FEM data on the imperfection level

of a 15µm beam is presented in [10], and experimental data for beams of length

30µm to 140µm in [34]. The imperfection amplitude scales as the length of the

beam, thus c5
c1L is a constant. Using the data in [10] we get a change in displace-

ment per unit temperature rise per unit length of c5
c1L = 5 × 10−7 1

K , similar to the

c5
c1L = 1.58 × 10−6 1

K from [34]. The former value is used in the calculations which

follow. See Appendix A for a detailed discussion of this procedure, along with a

comparison of the imperfection levels measured in terms of a pre-deformation

from Section 2.2.3.

Material and geometric parameters used in subsequent numerical results are

given below. Optical parameters (αo,γ) are fit using a physics based model of

reflection, transmission and absorption in thin films given in [111]. Note that

the equilibrium value shifts with pre-stress or heating, particular for buckled

beams. For buckled beams, if the buckling amplitude is a significant fraction

of the period of the interference field, one would need to include the buckling

amplitude when calculating the absorption function. The shift in equilibrium

due to pre-stress in the non-buckled regime, or due to heating is negligible for

devices studied here.
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Parameter Value Parameter Value
E 130×109 [Pa] I 1.69 × 10−27 [m4]
m 1.22 × 10−9 [ kg

m ] A 5.03 × 10−13 [m2]
αe 2.5 × 10−6 [ 1

K ] αc 9.87 × 10−5 [m2

s ]
αo 0.043 γ −9 × 104 [ 1

m ]
Q 10,000 c5

c1L 5 × 10−7 [ 1
K ]

c 712 [ J
kgK ] L Continuation Parameter [m]

σ Continuation Parameter [Pa] P Continuation Parameter [W]

4.3.4 Numerical Results

The continuation tool AUTO 2000 [23] is used to examine the nature of solutions

to (4.17), in order to validate approximate results presented in Section 4.3.2. This

software package is commonly used in bifurcation analysis of differential equa-

tions and algebraic systems. Using AUTO, we can calculate PHop f as a function

of the beam’s length and pre-stress level in order to verify the analytic estimate

of PHop f (L, σ) found using perturbation theory.

We treat L, σ, and P as our continuation parameters, and start with L = 10µm,

σ = 0, P = 0 which has known equilibrium value [zeq = 0, veq = 0,Teq = 0].

We then continue this equilibrium solution in P, monitoring the eigenvalues

of the Jacobian of the linearized system for Hopf bifurcations. Once we reach

PHop f (10, 0), we switch parameters, and continuing the Hopf point in L, and

σ. In this way we can trace out the surface PHop f (L, σ). Due to the singular

nature of the buckling point, we cannot continue solutions across it. In order to

trace out the post-buckled surface, we calculate an equilibrium solution in the

buckled regime (σ = 2σB) using a root-finding routine, and repeat the process

of finding PHop f (10, 2σB) and continuing it in L and σ in that region. The stress

required to produce buckling depends on beam length. In order to compare

results for beams of different lengths, we scale the residual stress by the buckling
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Figure 4.16: Threshold power for self-oscillation, PHop f , calculated using
continuation theory (solid line) and approximated using per-
turbation theory (dotted line), plotted as a function of buck-
ling parameter p̄ for fixed length. Note that p̄ = 1 is the buck-
ling load.

stress, plotting the buckling parameter p̄ = σ
σB

as our non-dimensional measure

of stress with σB = −4π2EI
AL2 for a clamped-clamped beam [131] (see also Section

4.3.2).

Note in Figure 4.16 that PHop f decreases with length for a fixed buckling pa-

rameter. For fixed length, PHop f is lowest at buckling, where it appears to go

to zero. We believe this is because of the strength of coupling between heating

and displacement in this region. As the level of pre-stress approaches the buck-

ling load, the slope of the load curve becomes almost vertical at the (imperfect)
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Figure 4.17: AUTO calculated and approximate equilibrium solutions as a
function of laser power P. Data is for a 50µm beam with no ini-
tial pre-stress. Note that our approximations (4.18,4.19) lose
accuracy near the thermal buckling load, and that the slope of
the actual load curve approaches vertical there.

buckling point (see Figure 4.17). As a result, heating is most strongly coupled to

displacement near buckling, giving strong thermo-mechanical feedback. In the

post-buckled region, the slope of the load curve tapers off, leading to a decrease

in coupling and increase in PHop f .

In order to verify our perturbation results, we compare the estimates of (4.22,

4.23) to the results of numerical continuation (see Figure 4.18). Note that our

approximations of PHop f lose accuracy near the buckling load, and are worse in

the pre-buckled regime where our equilibrium value approximations are worse.

Higher order approximations of the equilibrium point give more accurate re-

sults, but yield unwieldy formulas for PHop f . Note that these results merely

illustrate the loss in accuracy between direct analysis of model equations and

perturbation solutions. They do not validate that the model PDEs accurately

describe the system of interest, nor probe the error induced in the projection

from PDEs to ODEs.
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Figure 4.18: Relative error in perturbation approximation of PHop f as com-
pared with actual result found using numerical continuation

While the threshold power for self-oscillation is predicted to decrease dras-

tically near buckling, the frequency also goes to zero. In practical applications,

low threshold powers of self-oscillation and high frequencies are both desirable.

Thus, a good figure of merit for a self-resonant beam would be:

F.O.M. =
resonant frequency

threshold power for self-oscillation

In Figure 4.19 we plot the relative figure of merit for the beams under consider-

ation. Longer, just barely buckled beams have the highest figure of merit.

In the following section we compare model parameters calculated using the

first principles model with those calculated in previous sections using FEM
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Figure 4.19: Figure of merit for self-resonant MEMS

modeling. In addition, we compare predicted values of PHop f with experimen-

tally measured values.

4.3.5 Comparison with FEM and Experimental Data

We note that the mechanical equation (4.17) derived above is identical with

those used in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 under the non-dimensionalization z→ a
λ
; τ→

t
√

c1 and a re-labeling of parameters11. The same holds true for the thermal

equation, except that the absorption curve is linearized. Under this transforma-

11The comparison for post-buckled beams is less straight forward.
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tion, equations (4.17) become:

z′′ +
c0
√

c1
z′ +

(
1 −

c3

c1
T
)
z +

c2λ
2

c1
z3 =

c5

λc1
T (4.24)

T ′ =
−c4
√

c1
T +

2
√

c1mcL
P [α + γλz] (4.25)

where primes denote derivatives with respect to non-dimensional time. In or-

der to verify the use of equations (4.16) to determine parameters in the equation

of motion, we compare parameters given in section 4.1 and 4.2 found using FEA

with their counterparts in equation of motion (4.24) calculated using equations

(4.16). Results are presented in Table 4.6. Note that the measured resonant fre-

quency is used to normalize equations with FEA calculated parameters and the

predicted resonant frequency is used to normalize equations with parameters cal-

culated from formulae. Significant error in the predicted frequency is present12.

This error is propagated into calculation of the other (non-dimensionalized) pa-

rameters. Reproduction of the quality factor is exact by design. Nonetheless

it is clear that there are disparities between FEA calculated and analytically

predicted parameters. In particular, our analytic formulae over-estimate the

strength of the stiffness non-linearity as compared to finite element analysis.

The measured laser power on sample needed to get limit cycle oscillation is

compared with model predictions in Table 4.7. A ±2 nm uncertainty in the de-

vice thickness is included in order to illustrate the sensitivity of predicted power

to calculations of the interference field. Uncertainty in the buckling amplitude

was not included, though would shift the location within the interference field
12This is particularly true of longer beams. The estimated pre-stress level used in Sections 4.1

and 4.2 of 55 MPa was based off of dynamic analysis to deduce buckling and significantly over-
estimates the stress-level estimated based on imperfection effects. This leads to a significant
under-prediction of device frequency in devices whose length is near the buckling length.
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Sec. 4.1 Q=10,900 Tbuckle=28 K β=6.72 D=2.32×10−4 [K−1]
MODEL

√
c1

c0
=10,900 c1

c3
=42.4 K c2λ

2

c1
=54 c5

λc1
=1.30×10−5 [K−1]

Sec. 4.1 (cont.) B=0.112 H=5,570
[

K
W

]
ωr = 4.975 MHz

MODEL (cont.) c4√
c1

=0.271 2
√

c1mcL=10,570
[

K
W

] √
c0

2π = 2.11 MHz

Sec. 4.2 Q=13,800 c1=4.75 ×10−3 [K−1] β=4.65 c2=1.37×10−5 [K−1]
MODEL

√
c1

c0
=13,800 c3

c1
=2.28 ×10−3 [K−1] c2λ

2

c1
=11.5 c5

λc1
=8.75×10−6 [K−1]

Sec. 4.2 (cont.) B=0.152 H=4,410
[

K
W

]
ωr = 9.96 MHz

MODEL (cont.) c4√
c1

=0.125 2
√

c1mcL=3,290
[

K
W

] √
c0

2π = 10.1 MHz

Table 4.6: Comparison of parameters calculated using FEA in Sections 4.1
and 4.2 with those calculated using formulae in this section. Pa-
rameters from Section 4.1 are for a 201nm thick 15 µm long beam
under 55 MPa stress, and those from Section 4.2 are for the 10 µm
long beam.

by ± 10 nm and have considerable impact too, particularly on the 30 µm beams

which sit next to a peak in the interference field. Predicted values of PHop f are

generally consistent with measured data, though not entirely accurate.

Device, Chip I PHop f [µW] measured PHop f [µW] predicted
30 [µm] 93 68.6-N/A
Device, Chip II PHop f [µW] measured PHop f [µW] predicted
20 [µm] N/A 552-3734
25 [µm] N/A N/A
30 [µm] 128 63.2-92.5
35 [µm] 32 19.8-33.0
40 [µm] 50 9.43-10.3

Table 4.7: Measured laser power on sample at onset of LCO (PHop f ) com-
pared with predictions using model of doubly-supported beams
illuminated at their midline. The range given for the predicted
values includes the ±2 nm uncertainty in device thickness from
Section 3.1. Note that devices whose buckling amplitude places
them need a peak/valley in the absorption spectrum are ex-
tremely sensitive to errors in measured thickness. In the case
of the 30 µm device from Chip I, this variation spans the range
from positive feedback to negative feedback.
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4.3.6 Conclusion

A MEMS device, illuminated within an interference field may self-oscillate due

to feedback between heating and absorption. Prior work on modeling the dy-

namics of such devices has used ad-hoc models and fit model parameters us-

ing a number of extensive FEA calculations. Here we use a first-principles

method to derive the model equations without need for parameter estimation

analyses. Quantitative accuracy is sacrificed for the sake of implicit or explicit

equations for the threshold power for self-oscillation from which conclusions

can be drawn about the qualitative device features which would lead to low

power self-oscillation. Predicted values of PHop f are compared with the results

of numerical continuation, and a parametric study is performed, varying device

length and level of pre-stress. Results support the prediction in Section 4.1 that

barely post-buckled beams should have the lowest threshold power for self-

oscillation due to their strong thermal mechanical coupling. More specifically,

results show that the value of PHop f is dominated by the slope of the load curve.

In the post-buckled region, this slope is determined by the buckling parameter,

whereas in the pre-buckled region, it is determined by the level of imperfection

- a parameter which is difficult to control experimentally.

Equation parameters are compared to those calculated using finite element

analysis, and disparities exist, particularly in the predicted magnitude of the

stiffness nonlinearity. Finally, predicted values of PHop f are compared with mea-

sured values presented in Section 3.1, and show remarkable agreement in spite

of disparities in parameter calculation. Ultimately, given the high level of im-

perfection in our devices, initial out-of-plane deformation is significant in com-

parison to the periodicity of the interference field and varies between beams
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of different lengths. Thus, it is difficult from experimental data to separate ge-

ometry and stress-related factors from interferometric ones in their impact on

PHop f .

4.4 Absorption in Thin Films

Limit cycle oscillations in optically driven MEMS have traditionally been mod-

eled as occurring due to one of two effects: that modulation of average temper-

ature across the device leads to a modulation of the spring stiffness and thus

parametric amplification [63]; or that temperature gradients through the thick-

ness of the device create a thermal moment which displaces it via the thermostat

effect [67, 19, 45]. The efficacy of the latter depends on significant absorption in-

duced thermal moments to drive deformation. Typically it is assumed that any

heating occurs on the surface of the device, possibly due to metallic coatings

used to increase absorption and create a bi-metallic effect. In uncoated beams

there is no bi-metallic effect and if heating occurred throughout the thickness of

the device, the resultant thermal moments would be insignificant. In order to

evaluate the validity of the claim that thermal moments drive LCO in uncoated

beams, we determine precisely where in the device absorption induced heat-

ing occurs by solving for the electric and magnetic fields and then calculating

the resultant loss of field energy to Joule heating. The calculations are designed

with uncoated resonators in mind, though are applicable to any thin film stack

(where vacuum and/or air could be included as a “film”).

Skin Depth

Before examining absorption in an optically-thin film stack, we first discuss
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absorption of monochromatic light in a semi-infinite media, where there is no

reflected wave to interfere with the transmitted wave. This well studied prob-

lem will allow us to define at what thickness a device is “optically-thin” and

provide a test case to which later results should converge in the limit of thick

films. In such a case, the electric field is seen to decay at a rate which depends

on the imaginary part of the wave number. Assuming that the wave is travel-

ing in the z+ direction with the z = 0 plane defining the interface between the

initial vacuum (z < 0) and the conducting medium (z > 0), we get the following

expression for the electric field [57]:

−→E =
−̃→E0ei(k̃z−ωt). (4.26)

We adopt the convention that vectors are denoted with over-arrows and com-

plex quantities are denoted with a tilde. Phase is accounted for by making the

field amplitudes complex, thus the actual amplitude is the real part of the com-

plex valued field. If we write the complex wave number13 in terms of real and

imaginary components, k̃ = krn + i kcn, then equation 4.26 may be further simpli-

fied to:

−→E =
−̃→E0e−kcnei(krnz−ωt). (4.27)

Note in 4.27 that the electric field amplitude decays exponentially. The dis-

tance it takes to reduce the field amplitude by a factor of 1
e is called the “skin

depth”14:

13Note the some authors write the complex index of refraction as ñ = n + i κ while some write
the complex wave number as k̃ = k + i κ. In order to avoid ambiguity we use k̃ = krn + i kcn and
ñ = nrn + i ncn.

14“Penetration depth” may also be used to disambiguate between the distance that it takes to
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d ≡
1

kcn
. (4.28)

For silicon illuminated with a HeNe laser we have ñ = 3.882+0.019 i (see Section

2.2.1), giving k̃ = 2πñ
λ0

= 0.0385 + 0.000188 i
[

1
nm

]
. Thus silicon has a skin depth of

d = 5300 nm at wavelength λ0 = 633nm. For comparison, aluminum at the same

wavelength has a complex wavenumber of ñ = 1.374 + 7.620 i giving it a skin

depth of 13 nm.

Thus our devices with thickness t ≈ 200 nm are optically thin, but a 13 nm

surface coating of aluminum would confine absorption to the top surface. Next

we turn our attention to a thin film stack where there is interference between

reflected and transmitted waves.

Field Equations for a Thin Film Stack

Assume that monochromatic plane waves are normally incident on a stack

of uniform films deposited on a semi-infinite substrate, with direction of propa-

gation ẑ. Without loss of generality, we assume that the incoming and reflected

electric-field is polarized in the x̂ direction and the magnetic-field in the ŷ di-

rection (see Figure 4.20)15. We will also assume that the magnetic permeability,

µ, of each layer is the same - this is approximately true of the materials under

consideration.

Let k̃0 be the complex wave number in the initial medium, k̃1 .. k̃n be the com-

plex wave number in each subsequent film layer, and k̃s be the complex wave

reduce the field intensity (square of field amplitude) by a factor of 1
e .

15In our experimental setup the incoming light is circularly polarized, not linearly polarized,
and in oblique incidence from conductors, reflected waves change their polarization. Thus these
assumptions are simplifications to the problem.
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Figure 4.20: Diagram of Films and Fields

number in the semi-infinite substrate. The wave number may be related to the

complex index of refraction, ñ, using k̃ = 2πñ
λ0

. Here λ0 the wavelength in vacuum.

We use the convention that ñ = nrn + i ncn, thus plane waves have the following

general form (pg. 297 in Ref [57])16:

−→E =
−̃→E0ei(
−̃→k ·−→r −ωt),

−→H =
−̃→H0ei(

−̃→k ·−→r −ωt), (4.29)

where −̃→k is a vector with magnitude equal to the complex wave number and

pointing in the direction of propagation of the wave. −̃→E0 and −̃→H0 are the elec-

tric and magnetic field amplitude at −→r =
−→0 respectively17. Our geometry and

polarization assumptions give us the following formulae for transmitted waves

16A note of caution: Jackson uses Gaussian units, while Marion and Hecht use MKSA. As
a result, some equations are different in Jackson. In addition, some use the convention that
ñ = nrn − i ncn and define the amplitude in terms of the real part of the complex conjugate of the
wave.

17Here H actually refers to the “auxiliary field,” which is related to the magnetic field, B, and
magnetization, M. Many authors refer to H as the magnetic field since it has no other name.
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(i.e. traveling in the z+ direction) and reflected waves (i.e. traveling in the z−

direction) respectively :

−→Et = Ẽtei(k̃z−ωt) x̂; −→Er = Ẽrei(−k̃z−ωt) x̂,

−→Ht = H̃tei(k̃z−ωt)ŷ; −→Hr = H̃rei(−k̃z−ωt)ŷ. (4.30)

We can relate our magnetic field and electric field using [48]:

−→H =
λ0

2π

√
ε0

µ0

−̃→k × −→E , (4.31)

where ε0 is permittivity of free space, and µ0 is permeability of free space. Let

the field at the Nth boundary between films be given as:

−→E = ẼNe−iωt x̂; −→H = H̃Ne−iωtŷ. (4.32)

The incident wave, −→EiI , and transmitted wave in the semi-infinite substrate, −→Ets,

may be written as:

−→EiI = ẼiIei(k̃0z−ωt) x̂,

−→Ets = Ẽtsei(k̃sz−ωt) x̂. (4.33)

The wave reflected from the (n + 1)th interface, −→E r(n+1), and wave transmitted

through the nth interface, −→Ets, may be written as:
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−→E r(n+1) = Ẽr(n+1)ei(−k̃nz−ωt) x̂,

−→Etn = Ẽtnei(k̃nz−ωt) x̂. (4.34)

Note that the reflected wave, −→E r(n+1), travels in the opposite direction of the

transmitted wave, −→Etn, giving the negative sign in front of the complex wave

number in 4.34. Both travel through the same film layer, so the index of the

complex wave number is the same.

Now we apply boundary conditions and solve for all of the reflected and

transmitted waves in terms of the incident wave. Here, the appropriate bound-

ary conditions are that the tangential components of −→H and −→E are continuous

across the boundary (pg. 336 in Ref [57] or pg. 170 in Ref [77]). Applying this

condition, we obtaining for boundary N:

ẼN = ẼtNeik̃nd(n−1) + Ẽr(N+1)e−ik̃nd(n−1)

= Ẽt(N−1)eik̃(n−1)d(n−1) + ẼrNe−ik̃(n−1)d(n−1)

H̃N =

(
λ0

2π

√
ε0

µ0

)
k̃n(ẼtNeik̃nd(n−1) − Ẽr(N+1)e−ik̃nd(n−1))

=

(
λ0

2π

√
ε0

µ0

)
k̃(n−1)(Ẽt(N−1)eik̃(n−1)d(n−1) − ẼrNe−ik̃(n−1)d(n−1)). (4.35)

where dn is the distance down to the (N+1)th interface. At the subsequent bound-

ary, we have:

ẼN+1 = ẼtNeik̃ndn + Ẽr(N+1)e−ik̃ndn
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= Ẽt(N+1)eik̃(n+1)dn + Ẽr(N+2)e−ik̃(n+1)dn ,

H̃N+1 =

(
λ0

2π

√
ε0

µ0

)
k̃n(ẼtNeik̃ndn − Ẽr(N+1)e−ik̃ndn)

=

(
λ0

2π

√
ε0

µ0

)
k̃(n+1)(Ẽt(N+1)eik̃(n+1)dn − Ẽr(N+2)e−ik̃(n+1)dn). (4.36)

Solving equations 4.36 for ẼtN and Ẽr(N+1) in terms of the electric and magnetic

field at the subsequent boundary, we get:

ẼtN =
1
2

e−ik̃ndn

[
ẼN+1 +

2π
λ0

√
µ0

ε0
k̃nH̃N+1

]
,

Ẽr(N+1) =
1
2

eik̃ndn

[
ẼN+1 −

2π
λ0

√
µ0

ε0
k̃nH̃N+1

]
. (4.37)

Plugging 4.37 into 4.35 and noting the definitions of the trigonometric functions

in terms of complex exponentials we get the following equation relating the

electric and magnetic fields on adjacent boundaries:

 ẼN

H̃N

 =

 cos(k̃nhn) −i2π
√
µ0 sin(k̃nhn)

λ0
√
ε0k̃n

−iλ0
√
ε0k̃n sin(k̃nhn)
2π
√
µ0

cos(k̃nhn)


 ẼN+1

H̃N+1

 , (4.38)

where we have defined hn ≡ dn − d(n−1) to be the thickness of film n. Note that

the transfer matrix in equation 4.38 relating the fields at interface N to those at

interface N + 1 depends only on the properties of the Nth film. Thus we may

write:

 ẼN

H̃N

 = MN

 ẼN+1

H̃N+1

 , (4.39)
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for each film layer, where MN is the Nth transfer matrix. For a P-layer film stack,

the characteristic matrix, M, relates the fields at first boundary (1) to the fields at

the last boundary (P+1) and is just the product of all of the transfer matrices:

M = M1M2 · · · MP =

 m11 m12

m21 m22

 . (4.40)

Now we will solve for the electric and magnetic field in each film and use

it to calculate the drop in intensity through the film stack. To begin with we

relate the fields at the first interface to the films at the last interface using the

characteristic matrix:

 Ẽ1

H̃1

 = M

 ẼP+1

H̃P+1

 . (4.41)

Noting that the electric field at any point is the vector sum of a left and right

traveling wave, writing the magnetic field in terms of the electric field using

equation 4.31, and expanding out 4.41 in terms of the electric field amplitudes

using equations 4.33 and 4.34, we get:

 ẼiI + Ẽr1

λ0
2π

√
ε0
µ0

k̃0(ẼiI − Ẽr1)

 =

 m11 m12

m21 m22


 Ẽtseik̃sdP

λ0
2π

√
ε0
µ0

k̃sẼtseik̃sdP

 . (4.42)

Since the substrate is considered semi-infinite, there is no reflected wave in

the substrate, while in the initial medium there is the incident wave, and wave

reflected from the first boundary. The wave incident on the first boundary is

assumed to have known amplitude, ẼiI . Thus we have a set of 2 equations for
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2 unknowns Ẽr1 and Ẽts. These equations give us the ratio of the total reflected

and transmitted waves to the incident wave:

Ẽts

ẼiI
=

2k̃0e−ik̃sdP

k̃0m11 + λ0
2π

√
ε0
µ0

k̃0k̃sm12 + 2π
λ0

√
µ0
ε0

m21 + k̃sm22

Ẽr1

ẼiI
=

k̃0m11 + λ0
2π

√
ε0
µ0

k̃0k̃sm12 −
2π
λ0

√
µ0
ε0

m21 − k̃sm22

k̃0m11 + λ0
2π

√
ε0
µ0

k̃0k̃sm12 + 2π
λ0

√
µ0
ε0

m21 + k̃sm22

. (4.43)

Note that these equations are linear in ẼiI as expected. Furthermore, we

define all of our fields in such a way that the exponential decay component has

unit magnitude at the first interface (z = 0), rather than at the interface from

which the wave is reflected or transmitted, and thus these ratios are not ’r’ and

’t’ as defined in Hecht (pg. 313 in [48]). They may however be used to calculate

the total absorption, reflection, and transmission, if the transmission amplitude

is re-scaled appropriately. Given the incoming wave ẼiI , the process to solve for

the electric field throughout the whole stack is as follows:

• First we find the total electric and magnetic fields at the first and last

boundaries using equations 4.43 and 4.35, noting that Ẽt(P+1) ≡ Ẽts, Ẽt(0) ≡

ẼiI , and Ẽr(P+2) ≡ 0.

• Next we use our transfer matrices (4.38) recursively to solve for the total

electric field, ẼN , and magnetic field, H̃N , at each boundary, N, within the

stack.

• Then we solve equations 4.37 to get the transmitted, ẼtN , and reflected,

Ẽr(N+1), electric wave amplitudes inside each film in terms of the total elec-

tric and magnetic field at the subsequent boundary.
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• Finally, given the wave amplitudes ẼtN and ẼrN for each N, we can cal-

culate the electric field at any point in space/time as a vector sum of the

reflected and transmitted waves using equations 4.34.

Calculating Joule Heating

In order to calculate the heat generation due to Joule heating, we examine

the drop in field intensity. We can calculate the flux in energy carried by the

field using the Poynting Vector (pg. 139 in Ref [77]):

I(z) ≡< −→S (z) >=
c

8π
Re(−→E (z) × −→H

∗

(z)) (4.44)

where c is the speed of light in vacuum, and the only spatial dependence is in the

direction of propagation ẑ due to the plane-wave assumption. Using equation

4.31 we can re-write the magnetic field in terms of the electric field to give the

following expression for the intensity in the nth film layer:

I(z) =
cλ0

16π2

√
ε0

µ0
Re{[ẼtNeik̃nz + Ẽr(n+1)e−ik̃nz] × [k̃nẼtNeik̃nz − k̃nẼr(n+1)e−ik̃nz]∗}, (4.45)

If we express the complex wave amplitude in terms of a real amplitude and

phase, and write the wave number explicitly in terms of its real and complex

components we can simplify our calculation of the intensity. We make the fol-

lowing substitutions:

ẼtN = Etneiδtn ,
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Ẽr(N+1) = Er(n+1)eiδr(n+1) ,

k̃n =
2π(nrn + i ncn)

λ0
= krn + i kcn, (4.46)

where krn is the real part of the wave number, and kcn is the imaginary part. This

gives for the intensity:

I(z) =
cλ0

16π2

√
ε0

µ0

[
krn(E2

tne−2kcnz − E2
r(n+1)e

2kcnz)

+ 2kcnEtnEr(n+1) sin (δr(n+1) − δtn − 2krnz)
]
, (4.47)

where the sinusoidal term in 4.47 has to do with the interference of the trans-

mitted wave traveling in the ẑ+ direction and the reflected wave traveling in the

ẑ− direction.

Heating is then related to the drop in intensity across the film. Since the in-

tensity is the power stored in the field per unit area, we note that the derivative

with respect to space in the direction of propagation is the power loss density.

Thus we get the following expression for the heat generation per unit volume,

Q(z) in W
m3 :

Q(z) =
−dI(z)

dz

=
ckrnkcnλ0

8π2

√
ε0

µ0

[
2EtnEr(n+1) cos (δr(n+1) − δtn − 2krnz) +

E2
tne−2kcnz + E2

r(n+1)e
2kcnz

]
(4.48)

Typical plots are given in Figures 4.21, 4.22, and 4.23 for a vacuum-device-

vacuum-substrate film stack with silicon device layer of varying thickness, fixed
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400nm gap-to-substrate, and a semi-infinite silicon substrate. A laser wave-

length of λ0 =633nm is used, and 1 W
µm2 incident intensity. Note that the intensity

is continuous across the interfaces by assumption, but Joule heating is not due

to the discontinuity in the wave number. While the Joule heat is periodic, the

intensity is a strictly decreasing function of distance through the film as energy

in the incident wave is irreversibly dissipated in the form of heat. Note that the

modulation in the intensity has spatial period of λ
2 from the 2krnz term in 4.48,

where λ is the wavelength in the medium, and is roughly 164 nm for a HeNe

laser in silicon. For thin devices, the reflected wave is large in magnitude, and

thus the oscillations in Joule heating are pronounced. As devices get thicker, the

reflected wave is smaller, the oscillations decay, and the behavior tends more to

strict exponential decay of fields and Joule heating which is the known solution

for waves impinging on a semi-infinite conductor.

In conclusion, for devices thinner than their optical skin depth illuminated

with a monochromatic light source, heating is not confined to the top surface,

but rather periodically distributed throughout the interior due to interference

between reflected and transmitted waves. In order for absorption/reflection to

couple to displacement in a MEMS device, a Fabry-Pérot interferometer must

be set up between the device and substrate below18. Thus, devices must be

thinner than their skin depth to allow waves to penetrate to the gap-to-substrate

and as such absorption will be periodically distributed throughout the device

thickness. As a result, in devices capable of exhibiting optically induced thermo-

mechanical feedback oscillations, heating due to absorption is not confined to

18That is of course, unless a partially reflective surface is placed in the beam path in front
of a highly reflective device, creating the interference cavity in front of the device rather than
behind it. This has been done previous by Langdon and Dowe among others [67], though it
complicates the experimental setup. Stabilization of the partially reflective surface was seen to
be challenging.
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Figure 4.21: Joule Heating in 0.201 µm thin device with 0.4 µm gap-to-
substrate. Distance is measured through the film stack with
z = 0 µm at the top surface of the device layer, z = 0.201 µm
at bottom of the device layer, and the substrate starting at
z = 0.601 µm. Note the continuity in intensity but disconti-
nuity in Joule heating at each boundary.

the top surface of the device.

4.5 1D Thermal Modeling

In Section 4.1, we used a static thermo-mechanical analysis to study the cou-

pling between heating and displacement in doubly-supported beams. Later, a

three-dimensional transient thermal analysis was performed in order to calcu-

late the lumped thermal mass and time constant used in a model of limit cycle

oscillation. Analysis indicated that changes in the average temperature across

the beam rather than temperature gradients at the anchor point led to out-of-
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Figure 4.22: Joule Heating in 1 µm thin device with 0.4 µm gap-to-
substrate. Distance is measured through the film stack with
z = 0 µm at the top surface of the device layer, z = 1 µm
at bottom of the device layer, and the substrate starting at
z = 1.4 µm.

plane deflection, and thus we were justified in using a one-dimensional ther-

mal model which would capture the average temperature across a device but

not the temperature distribution at the anchor support. While lumped param-

eter models cannot account for temperature distribution within the extended

system, they can account for phase lag. An early model of self-oscillation in

thermo-optically transduced micro beams by Churenkov, suggested that excita-

tion depended critically on the phase-difference between absorbed power and

thermoelastic stress [19]. In this section we offer analytic solutions of the one-

dimensional heat equation for a sinusoidally heated beam semi-infinite length,

present numerical solutions for a beam of finite length, and discuss phase and
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Figure 4.23: Joule Heating in 5.3 µm thin device (skin depth of silicon) with
0.4 µm gap-to-substrate. Distance is measured through the
film stack with z = 0 µm at the top surface of the device layer,
z = 5.3 µm at bottom of the device layer, and the substrate
starting at z = 5.7 µm. Note that the intensity (square of field
amplitude) has been reduced by a factor of ∼ 1

e2 by the bottom
of the device layer.

attenuation of one-dimensional thermal waves.

Analytic Solution:

Consider a semi-infinite, one-dimensional beam defined on x > 0, to which

a sinusoidal heat flux is applied. The governing equations are:

Uxx =
1
αc

Ut; x > 0, t > 0 (4.49)

with αc the thermal diffusivity in
[

m2

s

]
, U the temperature above ambient in

[K], and subscripts used to denote partial derivatives. We apply the following
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boundary and initial conditions:

B.C. : U(x, t) = 0, x→ ∞, t > 0,

Ux(0, t) = A sin (ωt),

I.C. : U(x, 0) = 0. (4.50)

Duhamel’s Theorem may be used to solve (4.49,4.50). Letting t → ∞ we obtain

the steady state solution:

U(x, t) =
δA
√

2
e
−x
δ cos

(
ωt −

x
δ

+
π

4

)
, (4.51)

where the exponential term in (4.51) defines a decay envelope which determines

the amplitude of oscillation at a point in space and the cosine term in (4.51)

gives the phase of oscillation. The thermal diffusion length, δ, is the length

over which the wave amplitude is reduced by a factor of 1
e . This characteristic

thermal length decreases with frequency and is defined as:

δ =

√
2αc

ω
. (4.52)

In addition, it is clear from (4.51) that 2πδ is the distance between points at the

same phase.

Instead of a characteristic length, we may think of a critical angular fre-

quency, ωcrit = 2αc
x2 , at which heat is confined within a distance x of the point

of heating. Note that the critical frequency for heating has the same depen-

dence on length as the mechanical resonant frequency which determines the
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frequency of heating (see Section 2.2.2)19. The thermal diffusion length and crit-

ical frequency for singly- and doubly-supported devices from Chip I are calcu-

lated using the measured resonant frequency from Section 2.2.2, and are given

in Table (4.8). For the critical frequency, we assume centerline illumination in

doubly-supported beams, i.e. x = L
2 , and assume tip illumination in singly-

supported beams, i.e. x = L. Note that the thermal diffusion length is roughly

one sixth to one ninth the device length for doubly-supported devices, and one

third the device length for singly-supported devices. At the same time, it is six

to sixty times the device thickness. As a result, the through thickness critical

frequency for singly- and doubly-supported devices is fcrit = ωcrit
2π = 785 MHz.

In the following sections we examine the phase and amplitude of the average

temperature and thermal moment as a function of frequency for in-plane and

through thickness temperature distributions.

Length [µm] 7 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
δ (doubly-supported) [µm] 1.24 1.62 2.42 2.98 3.29 3.69 4.08 4.39
ωr/ωcrit (doubly-supported) [1] 7.99 9.55 9.63 11.2 14.4 16.5 18.4 20.8
δ (singly-supported) [µm] 2.61 3.65 5.61 7.30 9.03 10.9 12.6 N/A
ωr/ωcrit (singly-supported) [1] 7.17 7.51 7.15 7.51 7.66 7.59 7.76 N/A

Table 4.8: Thermal diffusion length, δ, and across length critical frequency
ωcrit for singly- and doubly-supported devices from Chip I using
αc from Section 4.3. Thermal diffusion lengths for devices from
Chip II, are within 10% of those for Chip I.

Numerical Solutions Across Length:

Assuming a semi-infinite beam for the analytic solutions above allows us to

neglect reflected thermal waves and greatly simplifies the analysis. In addition,

the calculated thermal diffusion length for our devices was seen to be a fraction
19Ignoring the effects of pre-stress on frequency in doubly-supported beams.
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of the length, suggesting that reflected thermal waves should be small in ampli-

tude. In this section, we numerically solve equation (4.49) on the finite interval

0 < x < h, and compare the calculated phase and amplitude of the average

temperature with that calculated using the lumped parameter model in Section

4.2.

The heat equation (4.49) remains the same, though we get a new solution

interval and boundary condition. We assume the substrate acts as a perfect

heat sink and use a Dirichlet boundary condition at x = 0. We further assume

periodic heating at x = h to get:

Uxx =
1
αc

Ut; 0 < x < h, t > 0

B.C. : U(0, t) = 0

Ux(h, t) =
I
k

sin (ωt)

I.C. : U(x, 0) = 0 (4.53)

where I is the laser intensity in
[

W
m2

]
and k = 170

[
W

m K

]
is the thermal conductivity.

To calculate the intensity, we assume the beam has thickness 201 nm and width 2

µm, and that 1 mW is incident on the beam with 4% absorbed across the interior

cross-section, giving I = 7.96 × 107
[

W
m2

]
.

Equation (4.53) is solved numerically in MATLAB using the built in initial-

boundary value solver for 1D parabolic-elliptic PDEs, pdepe. A domain length

of h = 5 µm is selected to model a 10µm beam subject to centerline illumination.

A spatial mesh is selected based on the heating frequency, ω, which ensures

at least 100 nodes across the interval, h, and at least 5 nodes per thermal dif-

fusion length, δ. Transient behavior is integrated out, and then the solution is
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Figure 4.24: Surface plots of the temperature distribution as a function of
length in a 10 µm beam sinusoidally heated: (a) below the
critical frequency at ω = 1

100ωcrit; and (b) above the critical fre-
quency at ω = 100ωcrit.

requested at every 1
25

th the period for 5 periods. Finally, the average temperature

is calculated at each time step, and fit to a sine-wave in order to determine the

amplitude, and phase-lag with respect to heating.

Surface plots of the temperature distribution as a function of length are given

in Figure 4.24. Note that for heating below the critical frequency the beam is al-

ways in thermal equilibrium - i.e. the temperature distribution at a given point

in time is a straight line - while for heating above the critical frequency, excess

temperature is confined to a small region near the beam center. The amplitude

of the average temperature as a function of time, and phase lag with respect to

heating are calculated using both the spatially extended 1D thermal model and

lumped parameter model (from Section 4.2), and results are presented in Figure

4.25. Parameters used in the lumped parameter model are those presented in

Section 4.2, transformed to dimensionally appropriate units20. Note that am-

20The lumped parameter model was based on the temperature at the centerline rather than
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Figure 4.25: The amplitude and phase with respect to heating of the aver-
age temperature in a 10 µm device calculated using 1D con-
tinuum model and lumped parameter model. When the am-
plitude of motion is smaller than the optical critical amplitude
(see Section 2.4.5) device heating occurs at the mechanical res-
onant frequencyωr indicated on the plot (device from Chip II).
For higher amplitude motion, heating occurs at harmonics of
ωr due to movement through peaks of the interference field.

plitude results are almost identical, and phase results similar, suggesting that

the lumped parameter model is sufficient to capture the behavior of optically

driven beams whose displacement depends on the average temperature across

the device. Given that device heating in our devices occurs at a frequency 7− 20

times greater than ωcrit (see Table 4.8), we operate in a regime where there is

considerable phase lag between heating and average temperature with small,

but non-negligible temperature amplitude.

the average temperature. Amplitude results for the lumped parameter model have been scaled
by a factor of 0.5× to account for this difference in definition.
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Numerical Solutions Through Thickness:

Next we examine the frequency dependent phase and amplitude of thermal

moments generated due to surface absorption, by amending equation 4.53. We

model a device with optical coatings used to ensure surface heating, and assume

the incident laser is evenly absorbed across the top surface of the device. Thus

we apply an insulated boundary condition to the bottom surface, i.e. Ux(0, t) = 0,

and h becomes the device thickness. We still assume 1 mW incident power,

though absorbed over a 2 × 10 µm2 area, giving I = 1.60 × 106
[

W
m2

]
for a 10 µm

beam. The moment is calculated based off of the temperature distribution using:

M(t) =

∫ h

0
αeEWU(x, t)

(
x −

h
2

)
dx, (4.54)

where αe = 2.5 × 10−6 [K−1] is the coefficient of thermal expansion, E = 130

GPa is the Young’s modulus, and W = 2µm is the beam width. Once again,

equation (4.53) is solved numerically in MATLAB but with updated boundary

condition and a domain length of h = 201 nm. The moment is calculated at

each time step, and fit to a sine-wave in order to determine the amplitude, and

phase-lag with respect to heating. Results are shown in Figure 4.26. Note that

mechanical resonant frequencies of our singly- and doubly supported devices

are in the range of 10−1 − 101 MHz, orders of magnitude lower than the through

thickness critical frequency of fcrit = 785 MHz. Thus, even if devices were coated

to confine heating to the top surface, through-thickness temperature moments

would be in-phase with heating/displacement.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In closing we summarize what was discovered while conducting this re-

search, and what contributions were made to the field of optically-transduced

MEMS resonators - recognizing that this is not the first body of work in the area,

and hoping that it will not be the last. In addition we will suggest directions for

future work in the area.

Transition to Limit Cycle Oscillation:

Initially discovered by Langdon and Dowe 25 years ago, significant work ex-

ists in the area of optically excited limit cycle oscillations in MEMS resonators.

In the following years, competing theories developed as to the conditions which

gave rise to such self-oscillations. Though most researchers agreed that oscilla-

tions were caused by feedback between displacement and absorption/reflection

of light, disagreement remained as to the specifics of the thermo-mechanical

coupling. In addition, models were developed to reproduce experimental data

for specific devices of various geometry. However, the need for extensive pa-

rameter estimation limited their predictive capacity.

In this dissertation, we examined uncoated optically-thin beams. Singly-

and doubly-supported devices ranging in length from 7-40 µm were fabricated,

and the threshold power for self-oscillation, PHop f measured in Section 3.1. To

the author’s knowledge, the data presented there represents the most compre-

hensive set on devices of a fixed geometry. PHop f was seen to vary in a complex

manner on beam length and location of illumination. A first-principles model
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of self-oscillation in doubly-supported beams was simultaneously developed

which indicated the need for better understanding of the nature of the thermo-

mechanical coupling in such devices.

In order to study deflection in initially straight doubly-supported devices

due to laser absorption, an FEM model was built. Results indicated that out-

of-plane deflection was due to in-plane thermal stresses which tended to bend

devices up when heated due to support asymmetry, and not due to vertical

thermal gradients at the support which tended to bend singly-supported de-

vices down when heated due to the thermostat effect. The implications of this

analysis are:

• Since deflection in doubly-supported beams is due to average excess tem-

perature and not the distribution of that temperature, the phase lag of

thermal-waves at the anchor is insignificant, and lumped parameter mod-

eling is valid. Further validation of lumped parameter modeling is pre-

sented in Section 4.5.

• Direction of deflection is one element determining the sign of the feedback

gain in thermo-optically excited devices. As such, for a singly-supported

and doubly-supported beam at the same location within the interference

field, one would experience positive feedback leading to self oscillation,

and the other negative feedback leading to vibration damping.

Results of the FEM model were incorporated into a first principles model of

self-oscillation presented in Section 4.3. Model reduction using a Galerkin pro-

jection produced the same equations as prior ad-hoc models, but model param-

eters were expressed in closed-form in terms of geometric and material proper-

ties. Perturbation theory was used to derive an approximate formula for PHop f
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which was verified using numerical continuation and compared to experimen-

tal results. The model suggested that devices with compressive pre-stress levels

between the transition region and buckled region should have the lowest power

for self-oscillation. This conclusion could not be firmly made based on the data,

in part due to the large out-of-plane deflection with respect to the period of the

interference field.

Although the inclusion of support asymmetry within our model via deflec-

tion per unit temperature rise was sufficient to describe the effect of imper-

fection on PHop f , it was insufficient to predict the out-of-plane deflection or

change in resonant frequency due to imperfection. Limited work exists in mod-

eling the deflection or frequency of imperfect microbeams, and available exper-

imental data is even more limited. Given that the standard method for mea-

suring device-layer pre-stress in deposited films is based on perfect-buckling,

better models of imperfection buckling could yield better methods for measur-

ing device pre-stress based on out-of-plane deflection and frequency of doubly-

supported beams.

Finally, an analysis of absorption, reflection, and transmission from a thin

film stack was presented in Section 4.4. This work was initially done in support

of the FEM modeling. It represented an improvement on the analysis by Sekaric

[111], who did not determine where within the stack the incident laser power

is absorbed [111]. We found that interference between reflected and transmit-

ted waves results in Joule heating within the film whose spatial distribution is

described by sinusoidal variation within an exponential decay envelope.

Frequency Tuning:
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The frequency of oscillation of singly- and doubly-supported devices was

measured as a function of laser power on sample. For powers lower than PHop f

the small amplitude inertially driven frequency was measured, and for powers

greater than PHop f the limit cycle frequency was measured. In doubly-supported

beams, results indicated a competition between linear frequency tuning due

to in-plane tension, and non-linear frequency tuning due to the amplitude-

frequency relationship (see Section 3.2). The existence of these competing ef-

fects was predicted in our earlier work where large amplitude motions were

examined in ad-hoc model equations using numerical continuation (see Section

4.2). Unfortunately, model parameters used were not those for devices in which

limit cycle oscillation was later seen experimentally. In that same section we

showed that if we do not assume small deformation, past ad-hoc models also

predict multiple stable limit cycles periodically spaced in amplitude due to peri-

odicity in the interference field, as well as period doubling and secondary Hopf

bifurcations. Model parameters appropriate to the devices under test were pre-

sented in Appendix B for the a priori model derived in Section 4.1. Qualitative

analysis of the results presented in Section 3.2 using the equations presented in

Appendix B is forthcoming.

Though limited data is presented in this dissertation on the subject, we also

discovered that variation in the laser power could lead to frequency noise in

doubly-supported beams via the power-amplitude-frequency relationship. This

result is of particular interest because of the recent attention paid to frequency-

noise in resonant MEMS for chemical sensing. Results were also presented for

singly-supported devices which exhibited negligible frequency-tuning, had rel-

atively weak amplitude-frequency relationship, and exhibit significantly less

frequency noise than doubly-supported ones.
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We note that the relationship between tunability and frequency noise would

not be specific to feedback oscillations in optically-transduced MEMS, but

would be equally applicable to electrostatic feedback oscillations. Further

work would involved separating out noise due to aliasing of the laser power

from adsorption-desorption noise, thermal background fluctuations, and other

sources of noise.

A significant body of work exists on tuning linear and non-linear frequency

of MEMS resonators. In conjunction with a means to determine the sign of non-

linearity from noise statistics, this work suggests that one could infer the level

of non-linearity and tune it in order to reduce frequency noise.

Entrainment:

Entrainment of a limit cycle oscillator was first discovered by Balthasar van

der Pol in 1920, and was later demonstrated within the field of MEMS by Maxim

Zalalutdinov 83 years later. Zalalutdinov demonstrated 1:1 and 2:1 entrainment,

illustrating how it could be used to stabilize a noisy limit cycle oscillator. In this

dissertation we measured the statistics of entrainment illustrating that noise in

the LCO frequency leads to transient locking for low forcing amplitudes.

Past modeling work by Pandey suggested that amplitude hardening limit

cycle oscillators are constrained to entrain to the backbone curve. We examined

the region of primary entrainment as a function of the operating point on the

backbone curve of an amplitude-softening oscillator, showing that hysteresis is

most prominent at the base of the backbone curve. This phenomenon had previ-

ously been observed by Zalalutdinov and attributed to frequency noise, though
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no data was presented. In light of Pandey’s analysis and our data it appears

that hysteresis in the region of entrainment is due to the amplitude-frequency

relationship: e.g. for an amplitude-hardening limit cycle, when sweeping the

drive frequency up, an entrained limit cycle can ride up the backbone curve;

However, when sweeping down entrainment must cease when the base of the

backbone curve is reached.

Regions of primary, subharmonic, and superharmonic entrainment were

also mapped out for a both doubly- and singly-supported devices. In doubly-

supported beams subharmonic entrainment up to 3:1 and superharmonic en-

trainment up to 1:7 was demonstrated as well as primary entrainment with rela-

tive frequency width of up to ∼ 25%. In comparison, in singly-supported beams

sub- and superharmonic entrainment were not seen, and the region of primary

entrainment had a relative frequency width of less that ∼ 0.45%. Results sug-

gest that the strength of non-linearity is responsible for both the width of the

primary entrainment region and level of sub- or superharmonic entrainment

possible. Further modeling and analysis of entrainment results is forthcoming.

We note that Van der Pol’s original work demonstrating 200:1 subharmonic

entrainment was on a relaxation oscillator - a highly non-linear oscillator with

two-time scale motion. At the same time, large amplitude vibrations of MEMS

limit cycle oscillators with strong amplitude-frequency relationships exhibit a

two-time scale response due to the stiffness non-linearity. As such it is of partic-

ular interest to discern whether high order subharmonic entrainment is made

possible by variability in the limit cycle frequency or two-time scales in the limit

cycle motion. Preliminary results based on the order of entrainment possible at

various locations along the backbone curve point to the former.
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APPENDIX A

CALCULATION OF IMPERFECTION LEVEL

Throughout this dissertation, two separate mathematical descriptions of im-

perfection level are used depending on the context. Fang’s original work on

imperfection buckling in microbeams lumped together all sources of imperfec-

tion into a pre-deformation of the initial configuration with centerline ampli-

tude w∗max = γimpL, where γimp is the non-dimensional imperfection level, and L

is the beam length [34]. In Section 2.2.3 we use this description to determine the

imperfection level in our beams using optical profilometry data.

In Section 4.1, we explicitly probe one source of imperfection, anchor sup-

port asymmetry, using finite element modeling. In that model, the beam is ini-

tially straight, and the level of imperfection is described by the slope of the load

curve
(

dx
dT

∣∣∣∣
T=T ∗

)
, with T ∗ the initial temperature above ambient, and x the center-

line displacement. Excess temperature (T ) is related to compressive stress (σ)

via the coefficient of thermal expansion (αe) and Young’s modulus (E) using:

Tαe = σ
E . In Section 4.3, the description of imperfection in terms of thermal-

mechanical coupling is used in our first-principles model to fit the imperfection

level. In this section of the appendix we describe how we relate these two de-

scriptions and the limitations thereof.

Transforming stress to excess temperature in Fang’s “linear model with im-

perfection” we get an approximation to the load curve in the pre-buckled region

and corresponding initial slope:

x(T ) =
γimpL

1 − 3TαL2

π2t2

(A.1)
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m =
dx
dT

∣∣∣∣∣
T=0

=
3γimpL3αe

π2t2 , (A.2)

where x is the centerline displacement, T is the average temperature above am-

bient, t is the beam thickness, L is the beam length, and αe is the coefficient of

thermal expansion. Ignoring feedback, we get the following equilibrium condi-

tion in our model: c1x + c2x3 = c3xT + c5T . We perform the perturbation series

approximation T = εT, x = x0 + εx1 + ... to obtain:

x(T ) =
c5

c1
T +

c3c5

c2
1

T 2 + ... (A.3)

m =
dx
dT

∣∣∣∣∣
T=0

=
c5

c1
, (A.4)

where the constants ci are defined in Section 4.3 with c5 describing the imper-

fection level.

Examining equation A.3, and using the FEM data from Section 4.1 for a 15µm

beam under 35 MPa pre-stress we calculate a load curve slope of m =
c5
c1

=

7.5 × 10−6 µm
K . We further assume that the slope of the load curve scales with

length of the beam giving m
L =

c5
c1L = 5.0 × 10−7 1

K . From the slope per unit length

we can calculate c5 for beams of different lengths using c5 = 5.0 × 10−7c1L with

c1 in [ 1
s2 ] and L in [m]. Comparing equations A.3 and A.1 we get a correspond-

ing imperfection within Fang’s framework of γimp = 1.2 × 10−4. This value is

somewhat smaller than the γimp = 3.7 × 10−4 which he calculates for his devices,

and significantly less than the γimp = 5.1 × 10−3 and γimp = 6.6 × 10−3 which we

calculate for our devices on Chip I and II respectively based on measured out

of plane deflection (see Section 2.2.3). Thus, it appears that sources other than

anchor deformations dominate imperfection levels in actual micro-devices.
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Based on the following limitations, we note that calculations are valid only

for small imperfection levels with small deviations in length:

• This analysis assumes that the load curve is linear which is approximately

true for small imperfection levels in the pre-buckled regime. In the post-

buckled regime this is not true, though displacement is governed more by

the linear and non-linear stiffness than the imperfection level.

• Under the above assumptions load curves calculated with the same “im-

perfection level” but different initial stress levels will not be equivalent un-

der translation: i.e. changing the initial stress level does not simply change

the initial location on a fixed load curve, but rather alters its shape. In par-

ticular, this method tends to shrink the actual level of imperfection near

buckling when c1 goes to zero.

• Fang’s assumption of initial deformation scaling with length and our as-

sumption of the slope of the load curve at zero pre-stress scaling with

length are not equivalent1.

1It is possible to incorporate imperfection in our model using Fang’s formalism by includ-
ing the pre-deformation in the original partial differential equations. Carrying it through the
Galerkin projection produces extra non-linear terms in the final ordinary differential equations.
This process was examined but deemed to be unnecessarily complicated.
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APPENDIX B

MECHANICAL ONLY MODEL

Experimental results presented in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 necessitate an analysis

of stiffness non-linearities, and linear frequency as a function of stress level in

doubly-supported beams. In this section, we present an analysis of the mechan-

ical equation derived in Section 4.3, with particular attention paid to the linear

frequency of oscillation and stiffness non-linearity.

“Perfect” Model

We begin with a discussion of the mechanical model exhibiting perfect buck-

ling, i.e. zero imperfection. Returning to the mechanical equation of motion

without imperfection (4.14), relabeling a → x; b → T for convenience, and re-

arranging terms we have:

ẍ + c0 ẋ + c1

[
1 −

c3

c1
T
]
x + c2x3 = 0, (B.1)

with parameters given in equations (4.16). Note that c2 and c3 are strictly pos-

itive and depend only on the device geometry and material properties while

c1(σ) decreases linearly with compressive pre-stress: c1 is positive in the pre-

buckled regime; zero at buckling; and negative in the post-buckled regime. Set-

ting the time derivatives (ẍ, ẋ) equal to zero we get an equilibrium equation,

x
[
1 − c3

c1
T + c2x2

]
= 0, whose number of solutions depends on the sign of the

linear stiffness k(σ,T ) = c1

[
1 − c3

c1
T
]

(i.e. discriminant). Buckling occurs when

k(σ,T ) passes from positive to negative, and the x = 0 equilibrium solution goes

unstable. This may occur either through pre-stress (c1(σ)) or added thermal

stress
(

c3
c1

T
)
. We note the following about dynamics in the pre-buckled regime:
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• The linear frequency,
√

c1

[
1 − c3

c1
T
]
, decreases with T to zero at buckling.

Thus pre-buckled devices are thermally-relaxing.

• The cubic non-linear stiffness, c2x3, has positive coefficient, and there

is no quadratically non-linear stiffness. Thus pre-buckled devices are

amplitude-hardening.

In the post-buckled regime, there are two stable equilibrium solutions x =

±xb with xb =

√
c3T−c1

c2
and x = 0 is unstable. In order to analyze the device dy-

namics we shift the stable equilibrium back to the origin with the transformation

z = x − xb, and obtain:

z̈ + c0ż + ω2
0z + αz2 + βz3 = 0; (B.2)

ω2
0 = −2c1 + 2c3T, (B.3)

α = 3
√

c2c3T − c1c2, (B.4)

β = c2. (B.5)

(B.6)

Note that z = 0 is now a stable equilibrium solution. Since c1 is negative in

the buckled regime while c3 and T remain positive, the linear stiffness k(σ,T ) =

−2c1 + 2c3T is positive. The cubic non-linearity is unaffected by the transfor-

mation, but mixed terms in the expansion produce a quadratic non-linearity.

While the cubic non-linearity is hardening due to its positive coefficient c2, the

quadratic nonlinearity is softening regardless of the sign of its coefficient. The

effective (cubic) non-linearity of the system [86] is βe f f ≡ β−
(

10
9ω2

0

)
α2. Plugging in
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for the above we get βe f f = −4c2. We note the following about dynamics in the

post-buckled regime:

• The linear frequency,
√
−2c1 + 2c3T , increases with T from zero at buckling

(since c3 > 0). Thus post-buckled beams are thermally-stiffening.

• Both cubic and quadratic non-linearities exist. The effective (cubic) non-

linear stiffness −4c2x3 has negative coefficient (since c2 > 0). Thus post-

buckled devices are amplitude-softening.

“Perfect” Model Parameters, Chip I

Lnom c0

[
1
µs

]
c1

[
1
µs2

]
c2

[
1

µm2µs2

]
c3

[
1

µs2K

]
7 [µm] 1.24×10−2 1.54×104 3.69×105 1.64×101

10 [µm] 6.13×10−3 3.76×103 1.16×105 9.16×100

15 [µm] 1.30×10−3 1.69×102 2.38×104 4.15×100

20 [µm] 2.04×10−3 -2.08×102 8.29×103 2.45×100

25 [µm] 2.18×10−3 -2.37×102 3.56×103 1.61×100

30 [µm] 2.04×10−3 -2.07×102 1.78×103 1.14×100

35 [µm] 1.85×10−3 -1.70×102 9.58×102 8.34×10−1

40 [µm] 1.69×10−3 -1.42×102 5.86×102 6.52×10−1

Table B.1: Table of device parameters calculated for Chip I using the per-
fect model, with σ = 55MPa compressive pre-stress, and effec-
tive length, thickness, and material properties from Chapter 2.

“Imperfect” Model

Including the imperfection term into (B.7) we obtain the following:

ẍ + c0 ẋ + c1

[
1 −

c3

c1
T
]
x + c2x3 = c5T ; (B.7)

with parameters given in (4.16). Setting the time derivatives equal to zero we

get the same equilibrium equation as before, with a new constant term c5T . For
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T = 0 the analysis is exactly as before with linear frequency
√

c1

[
1 − c3

c1
T
]

and

non-linear stiffness c2x3. Thus, one of the unintended consequences of modeling

imperfection in this way is that for low-laser power, the device linear frequency

is independent of imperfection level. While this could be true for imperfec-

tions caused by asymmetry in the support conditions, it is certainly not true for

imperfections in the form of pre-deformation where initial arching would add

stiffness to the system.

Since the equilibrium equation is a cubic in x, closed form solutions ex-

ist but are unwieldy. We perform a perturbation series approximation for

the equilibrium solution, scaling the imperfection level by a small parameter:

c5 = εc5, x = x0 + εx1 + .... We perturb off of the solution x0 = 0 in the pre-

buckled regime and x0 = xb in the post-buckled regime. Setting our small pa-

rameter to unity and shifting the equilibrium to the origin with the transforma-

tion z = x − (x0 + εx1 + ...) we get for the pre-buckled regime:

z̈ + c0ż + ω2
0z + αz2 + βz3 = O(ε); (B.8)

ω2
0 = c1 − c3T +

3c2c2
5T 2

c2
3T 2 − 2c1c3T + c2

1

+ ..., (B.9)

α =
3c2c5T

c1 − c3T
+ ..., (B.10)

β = c2. (B.11)

(B.12)

Note that a quadratic non-linearity is introduced in the pre-buckled regime which

is generally small (scales as c5), though is singular in the region of thermal buck-

ling, i.e. near T = c1
c3

. Thus imperfection may result in amplitude-softening in

the transition region proceeding buckling. In addition, for T , 0 the resonant
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frequency, ω0, depends on the imperfection level, c5. For c5 = 0 these results re-

duce to the “perfect” case as expected. For the post-buckled region, we obtain:

z̈ + c0ż + ω2
0z + αz2 + βz3 = O(ε); (B.13)

ω2
0 = −2c1 + 2c3T +

6c2c5T xb

2c3T − 2c1
+ ..., (B.14)

α = 3
√

c2c3T − c1c2 +
3c2c5T

2c3T − 2c1
+ ..., (B.15)

β = c2. (B.16)

(B.17)

Once again, for c5 = 0 these results reduce to the “perfect” case as expected.

“Imperfect” Model Parameters, Chip I

Lnom c0

[
1
µs

]
c1

[
1
µs2

]
c2

[
1

µm2µs2

]
c3

[
1

µs2K

]
c5

[
µm
µs2K

]
7 [µm] 1.36×10−2 1.85×104 3.69×105 1.64×101 3.33×100

10 [µm] 7.41×10−3 5.49×103 1.16×105 9.16×100 1.32×101

15 [µm] 3.08×10−3 9.51×102 2.38×104 4.15×100 3.40×10−1

20 [µm] 1.59×10−3 2.54×102 8.29×103 2.45×100 1.18×10−1

25 [µm] 8.14×10−4 6.63×101 3.56×103 1.61×100 3.81×10−2

30 [µm] 2.73×10−4 7.44×100 1.78×103 1.14×100 5.08×10−3

35 [µm] 5.13×10−4 -1.32×101 9.58×102 8.34×10−1 -1.05×10−2

40 [µm] 6.17×10−4 -1.90×101 5.86×102 6.52×10−1 -1.72×10−2

Table B.2: Table of device parameters calculated for Chip I using the im-
perfect model, with σ = 16MPa compressive pre-stress, and ef-
fective length, thickness, and material properties from Chapter
2.
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